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ABSTRACT 
 
Cultural identity and resource availability aspects in traditional leadership development literature 
remain understudied, especially among minority populations like Asian immigrants. 
This study explores the leadership journeys of 24 United States immigrants from China, India 
and the Philippines using a phenomenological approach, primarily with semi-structured 
interviews. Experiences of 18 additional immigrant leaders published in popular media were also 
analyzed.  
Data from the study reveals that Asian migrants’ roads to leadership in U.S. organizations are 
heterogeneous and characterized by either linear or nonlinear, overlapping phases of leader 
development where migrant leaders overcome assimilation challenges and leverage their unique, 
individual human capital to intersect with organizational level capital in order to enhance their 
chances of success. Findings suggestive of a relationship between leveraged or suppressed 
cultural traits and leadership styles are also explored. 
Drawing from theories rooted in behavioral economics and psychology, the study demonstrates that 
Asian leader pathways reflect an adaptation process that appears to interact in complex ways with 
individual, organizational, and societal resources available to them. Theoretical and practical 
implications are drawn and future research directions are recommended.  
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
New challenges to leadership have emerged with increasing cultural diversity brought about by 
rising immigration in countries like the United States. With global interconnectedness and the 
rapidly diversifying domestic workforce in multicultural nations around the world, 
organizational leaders are now expected to possess cultural competence to effectively lead across 
different cultures. In addition to leader development of cultural competence, an expectation of 
leadership representation from various identity groups including those from the majority as well 
as minority groups permeates organizations. 
In the U.S., minority immigrants landing leadership roles is an uncommon, yet growing, 
phenomenon. While minority populations, in general, are underrepresented in leadership 
positions, there are reports that more than 40% of Fortune 500 companies were founded by 
immigrants or their children. These companies had combined revenues of $4.2 trillion, with $1.7 
trillion of that amount coming from just the companies founded by immigrants (Ballmer, et al, 
2011). The socioeconomic benefits of immigration are well-documented. A study by the White 
House Council of Economic Advisors concluded that immigrants raised American gross 
domestic product by $37 billion a year (West, 2010). Another study by the Institute on Taxation 
& Economic Policy estimated that even undocumented immigrants pay a total of $11.74 billion 
in federal, state and local taxes a year (Gee, et al, 2017). Moreover, the cultural diversity 
resulting from immigration has been linked to net positive effects on American science, 
economic enterprise and socio-cultural life. Over 25% of technology and engineering businesses 
launched in the U.S. from 1995 to 2005 had a foreign-born founder (Wadhwa, et al, 2007). U.S. 
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cities with diverse and creative residents tend to be more pleasant and productive places to live, 
in turn increasing innovation, home prices, the local economy, and civic pride (Florida, 2002). 
Public interest in immigrants has recently been amplified due to U.S. federal immigration 
reform, yet relatively few academic researchers have paid attention to leadership diversity and 
how immigrants make it to leadership positions. Eagly and Chin (2010) noted that scholars of 
leadership have infrequently addressed the diversity of leaders and followers in terms of culture. 
To them, this omission has weakened the ability of research and theory to address some of the 
most provocative aspects of contemporary leadership. These aspects include (a) the limited 
access of individuals from diverse identity groups to leadership roles; (b) the shaping of leaders’ 
behavior by their dual identities as leaders and members of racial, ethnic, or other identity 
groups; and (c) the potential of individuals from groups formerly excluded from leadership roles 
to provide excellent leadership because of their differences from traditional leaders. 
Anecdotal stories of famous immigrants succeeding in leadership and business make their way 
into practitioner magazines and industry journals, but there is a scarcity of academic research 
that systematically examines the process by which members of immigrant and other minority 
groups land those leadership roles in the first place. Are there implications for leadership 
development theory and lessons that can be gleaned for practice from immigrant experiences? In 
addition to the issue of access to positions of leadership, questions arise concerning how leaders 
from diverse identity groups lead – that is, whether their differences from the majority group 
make a difference in behavior (Eagly & Chin, 2010). 
Research Questions 
To address some of the research gaps mentioned above, this study focuses on three research 
questions, specifically within the context of the U.S. environment: 
• How do U.S. minority immigrants experience the process of landing leadership roles? 
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• How do U.S. minority immigrants leverage (or suppress) their cultural identities when 
leading their organizations? 
• What lessons can we learn from their challenges and opportunities? 
Addressing these research questions can increase our understanding of how the talents and skills 
of immigrant leaders can be leveraged for greater advantage to U.S. organizations, many of 
which are multinational (and thus multicultural) companies. 
Statement of Purpose 
This dissertation aims to explore the career pathways by which minority immigrants from three 
of the most populous immigrant groups -- Asian Indians, Chinese, and Filipinos -- in the U.S. 
become organizational managers and leaders. An understanding of these immigrants’ cultural 
characteristics as leaders and individuals can help maximize the benefits that can be achieved 
from their leadership. Moreover, gleaning lessons from their experiences can contribute to 
corporations’ cultural competency and our understanding of leadership diversity paradigms. This 
study is, therefore, a phenomenological research on the experiences of a sample of Asian 
minority immigrant leaders with the objective to increase the understanding of their leadership 
development process, including the cultural attributes that shape their leadership styles. 
Motivation for the Study 
It is difficult to find research that systematically investigates the leadership development process 
of minority Asian immigrants and how their native cultures shape or impact the way they lead. 
By studying the phenomenon of Asian immigrants rising to leadership roles in the U.S., this 
research can have important academic and practical contributions. The specter of these potential 
contributions is the motivation behind this study.   
From an academic standpoint, an understanding of minority immigrant career paths, cultural 
characteristics, challenges and opportunities can enrich the research on paradigms of leadership 
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diversity. Exploring the phenomenon of Asian immigrants landing leadership roles can shed 
some light onto common (or uncommon) characteristics of these individuals as well as their 
journeys into successfully accessing leadership roles that are usually occupied by the dominant 
group. In terms of how leader behaviors are shaped by their dual identities as leaders and 
members of “identity groups”, this research focuses on the cultural dimensions of the immigrant 
leaders’ identities. Furthermore, an exploration of personal and cultural characteristics that make 
immigrant leaders different can help address the limited research on the potential for people 
outside of the dominant group to provide excellent leadership because of such differences, 
exactly the themes that Eagly and Chin (2010) had raised almost a decade ago. 
From a practitioner’s standpoint, findings from this study can help influence corporate diversity, 
cultural competency and training initiatives. The investigation into cultural traits and 
characteristics that these immigrant leaders – Asian Indians, Chinese, and Filipinos – may 
leverage or suppress when leading their organizations can contribute to organizational training 
on cultural competency. On a broader scale, this study can help support the claim that diversity 
of thought and multicultural understanding to reach potential new markets are ways in which 
immigrant leaders can bring competitive advantages to the business. Another contribution of this 
research can come in the form of guidelines to help immigrants land leadership positions. 
Additionally, lessons from participants’ stories can inform other immigrants on successful career 
strategies that would help them prosper in an increasingly diverse and interconnected global 
business environment. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE BACKGROUND 
 
Few issues are more controversial than immigration especially with the recent high-profile policy 
shifts imposed by the 2017-2018 U.S. administration. A preliminary question that researchers of 
immigration and diversity leadership often face is: What are the benefits of immigration and 
diversity leadership in America? Before research can address the three primary questions, an 
examination of the costs and benefits of immigration and diversity leadership is in order. 
Costs and Benefits of Immigration 
The size of the immigrant population in America has been rising since the 1970s to the extent 
that they now have considerable impact on the country’s economy. According to the Migration 
Policy Institute, there are nearly 44 million immigrants in the U.S. as of 2016, constituting about 
17% of the civilian labor force. While the U.S. immigrant population is diverse, just a few 
countries of origin make up a large share (57.6%) of the total, with Mexico, China, India, the 
Philippines and El Salvador in the top five as of year 2016. 
Public debates over federal immigration reform in the U.S. often suffer from insufficient and 
inaccurate information about the contributions and costs of immigrants (Gee, et al, 2017). A 
systematic review of literature, however, reveals that even as far as two decades ago, immigrants 
already paid $162 billion annually in federal, state, and local taxes (Moore, 1998). A study by the 
National Research Council concluded that the average immigrant paid nearly $1,800 more in 
taxes than he or she cost in benefits (Smith & Edmonston, 1997). A review of studies on the 
economic impact of migration by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development 
in 2014 also concluded that migrants contributed more in taxes and social contributions than they 
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received in individual benefits.  Research by the American Immigration Council found that new 
immigrants tend to come to the U.S. as young workers, when they are paying taxes and not 
drawing extensively on public pensions or health care (West, 2010). For example, 24.6% of adult 
immigrants are aged 25 to 34 and 28.3% are 35 to 44 years old. Only 4.4% are 65 years or older 
(Immigration Policy Center, 2005). 
More recent studies of immigrant distribution by the Migration Policy Institute corroborate the 
Immigration Policy Center’s findings in 2005. This Institute found that the majority of 
immigrants in 2016 were adults between the economically active ages of 20 and 54. From a 
collective standpoint, this distribution enhances the economic benefits of immigration (Smith & 
Edmonston, 1997). Young immigrants are more likely to be taxpayers than to require public 
services such as health care. They are also likely to become homeowners and to pay property 
taxes (Painter & Yu, 2008). But the older the immigration pool, the more likely individuals are to 
be beyond their prime working years and to require expensive government health and pension 
benefits (West, 2010). At the other end of the spectrum, children of immigrants, if born in the 
U.S., can receive government aid targeted on the young. About 75% of the children of illegal 
immigrants – around 4 million children – were born in the U.S. and therefore considered legal 
residents (Bazar, 2009). State Children’s Health Insurance Program enacted in 2009 allows 
children of legal immigrants to receive health coverage immediately, as opposed to waiting five 
years, as previously had been the case (Connolly, 2009). Additionally, schools must educate 
children whether they are legal or illegal residents. Under a 1982 U.S. Supreme Court decision, 
Plyer v. Doe, states and localities cannot deny immigrants access to elementary or secondary 
education (West, 2010).  
A commonly perceived cost of immigration is the burden that illegal immigrants supposedly 
deplete the nation’s coffers. One of the myths about illegal immigrants is that they pay no taxes. 
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In fact, many pay taxes even when they are ineligible to collect social service benefits (West, 
2010). Undocumented immigrants pay sales taxes on purchases they make in the same way any 
consumer would. If they own or rent housing, they pay property taxes related to 
accommodations. A recent study by the Institute on Taxation & Economic Policy found that 
undocumented immigrants in the U.S. collectively pay an estimated $11.74 billion in state and 
local taxes a year. This includes more than $7 billion in sales and excise taxes, $3.6 billion in 
property taxes, and $1.1 billion in personal income taxes (Gee, et al, 2017). 
A difficult benefit to measure is immigrants’ contribution to gross domestic product (GDP). 
Modelling overall economic contributions is challenging because of the complexity of the 
subject. But a study by the White House Council of Economic Advisors in 2007 concluded that 
immigrants raised American GDP by $37 billion a year (West, 2010). Immigration has been 
estimated to add one-third of the total population growth in the U.S. (Martin & Midgley, 2006). 
The immigrant population generates considerable economic activity when they buy food, pay for 
housing, enjoy entertainment, get haircuts, and spend money on a range of commercial services 
(West, 2010). 
Another perceived cost of immigration is the fear of increased job competition for native-born 
Americans. Some evidence indicates that immigrants do have negative wage effects for native-
born Americans who do not have a high school diploma (Peri, 2006). For these individuals, 
immigration caused a 1.1% drop in yearly wages. However, the same study found that for most 
workers, immigrants actually complement, rather than substitute for, the efforts of American  
workers. Researchers found that 90% of native-born workers with at least a high school diploma 
experienced wage gains from immigration ranging from 0.7% to 3.4%, depending on education 
(Peri, 2006). 
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Immigrant contributions to American science and economic enterprise are significant. Over 25% 
of technology and engineering businesses launched in the U.S. between 1995 and 2005 had a 
foreign-born founder (Wadhwa, et al, 2007). In California, this percentage is almost 39%. In 
Silicon Valley alone, the center of high-tech industry, over half of new tech start-ups had a 
foreign-born owner. These earlier findings were later validated by a study commissioned by a 
consortium of mayors of major U.S. cities and CEOs of major multinational companies in 
America which revealed that almost 20% of the newest Fortune 500 companies founded over the 
25-year period between 1985 and 2010 have an immigrant founder. These companies that boast 
immigrant or children-of-immigrant founders have combined revenues of $4.2 trillion (Ballmer, 
et al, 2011). Furthermore, most founders of high-tech companies who came to America did so as 
students and then started business careers after graduation (West, 2010). International graduate 
students and skilled immigrants have a positive impact on U.S. patent generation. A World Bank 
study revealed that the number of foreign graduate students in the U.S. raises patent applications 
by 4.7%, university patent grants by 5.3% and non-university patent grants by 6.7% (Chellaraj, 
et al, 2005). Nearly a quarter of international patents filed from the U.S. in 2006 were based on  
the work of foreign-born individuals living in America. More than half of these patent-holders 
received their highest degree in science, technology, engineering or math from a U.S. university 
(Wadhwa, 2007). 
The benefits of immigration go beyond science and economics. The evidence from U.S. cities 
shows the value of the cultural diversity that immigration brings. A more multicultural urban 
environment has been found to make U.S.-born citizens more productive (Ottaviano & Peri, 
2006). Through the globalization of food, culture, and artistic expression, metropolitan areas 
with greater diversity reveal higher wages (West, 2010). Cities with diverse and creative 
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residents tend to be more pleasant and productive places to live, in turn increasing innovation, 
home prices, the local economy, and civic pride (Florida, 2002). 
Immigration has also increased the breadth and depth of the talent pool in America. The 
internationalization of arts and culture has led to an influx of talented directors and performers 
from abroad. Nine out of 17 Hollywood directors who have received multiple Academy Awards 
were foreign born (Hirschman, 2005). Examples of immigrants who have enriched the world of 
television, dancing, and film include Salma Hayek, Mikhail Baryshnikov, Jim Carrey, and Dan 
Aykroyd. The increased diversity in athletic talents has also enriched the U.S. sports industry. 
Contemporary American baseball is now populated by athletes from Japan, Dominican Republic, 
Cuba, Jamaica, and Venezuela. Nearly a third of major league baseball players have been born 
outside the U.S. (Will, 2006). In addition, education and philanthropy have benefited from 
contributions of immigrants. For example, Vartan Gregorian, born in Iran and educated in 
Lebanon, moved to America in 1956. He has since served as provost at the University of 
Pennsylvania, President of Brown University, and President of the Carnegie Corporation of New 
York, one of the leading philanthropic foundations in the U.S. As a leading educator, author, and 
professor, he brought a strong sense of innovation to higher education and the world of 
philanthropy, showing leading institutions how to improve the plight of the disadvantaged and 
others passing through their doors (West, 2010). 
Rising human capital has been observed in recent U.S. immigration patterns. New findings 
reveal that 48% of recently arrived immigrants to the U.S. – those coming between 2011 and 
2015 – were college graduates compared to just 27% of arrivals a quarter-century earlier 
(Batalova & Fix, 2017). Increase in share of college graduates, accompanied by greater levels of 
English language proficiency and bilingualism, is correlated in part with a shift in flows from 
Asia. Using decennial census and American Community Survey data, the Migration Policy 
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Institute compared the most recently arrived cohort of immigrants (2011-2015) to earlier arriving 
groups from three different periods: 1986-90, 1996-2000, and 2006-10 by regions of origin, 
immigration status, and states of residence. The key findings were: 
• One in two immigrant college graduates is from Asia. The arrival of highly educated 
Asian immigrants (from India, China, and the Philippines in particular) drove the overall 
rise in human capital for immigrants arriving after 2010. 
• Latin Americans are now the second-largest group of highly skilled immigrants. By 
contrast, prior to mid-2000s, Europeans ranked second in the absolute number of college 
graduates residing in the U.S. (and have slipped to third place). 
• The highly skilled immigrant population has grown rapidly across the nation during 
the last 15 years. Between 2000 and 2015, the number of immigrant college graduates 
rose 90% -- twice as fast as the 43% increase experienced among U.S.-born adults.  
• Recently arrived immigrants are more likely to be college graduates than U.S.-born 
adults in most states. This trend was especially pronounced in the Rust Belt. In 
Michigan and Ohio while 59 – 63% of recent arrivals had at least a bachelor’s degree, 26-
27% of the native born were college graduates. 
 
This increasing trend of highly educated and highly skilled immigrant populations further adds to 
the evidence from literature demonstrating that the benefits of immigration outweigh its costs. 
Related to their socioeconomic and cultural benefits, immigrants also contribute to the 
diversification of U.S. workforce and organizational leadership. The merits (or demerits) of 
diversity have been questioned time and again, so a re-examination of literature on workforce 
and leadership diversity is essential. 
Leveraging the Benefits of Leadership Diversity 
According to a recent article in Harvard Business Review, developing a diverse leadership 
pipeline can benefit companies in all sectors. It further explains that firms with the most 
ethnically diverse executive teams were 33% more likely to outperform their peers on 
profitability, and those with executive-level gender diversity worldwide had a 21% likelihood of 
outperforming their industry competitors (Pace, 2018). 
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The organizational benefits of diversity have been well documented since the early 1990s. For 
example, diversity researchers such Cox and Blake (1991) and Morrison (1992) conducted 
studies that explored the linkages between diversity leadership and organizational performance. 
Cox and Blake named six factors that support the link between diversity and organizational 
performance: (1) attracting and retaining the best available human talent, (2) enhanced marketing 
efforts, (3) cost savings, (4) higher creativity and innovation, (5) better problem solving, and (6) 
increased organizational flexibility. More recent studies demonstrate that greater board diversity 
in corporate governance increases firm value (Carter, et al, 2003) and leads to lower volatility 
and better performance (Bernile, et al, 2017). 
Attracting the best talents 
Access to the best available human talent requires multinational firms to attract and retain talent 
beyond their own host nationality. Companies develop reputations on favorability as prospective 
employers. Cox and Blake (1991) found that those with the best reputations for managing 
diversity won the competition for the best personnel. Published accounts of the “best companies” 
for women and for blacks highlighted in the public eye those organizations which are leaders in 
organizational change efforts to effectively manage diversity at that time. Companies such as  
Merck, Xerox, Syntex, Hoffman-La Roche, and Hewlett-Packard recognized that the favorable 
publicity for being friendly with diversity boosted their recruitment of quality personnel 
(Feinstein, 1989; Dreyfuss, 1990).  
Enhanced marketing efforts 
Markets have become culturally diverse throughout the years and studies have shown that 
sociocultural identities affect consumer behavior (Cox, 1993). For example, consumer behavior 
of Hispanic Americans is influenced not only by their national identity but also by the strength of 
identification with their ethnic group (Deshpande, Hoyer & Donthu, 1986). Continued high rates 
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of immigration in much of the world make research on cross-cultural differences in consumer 
behavior highly relevant to domestic marketing as well as exporting (Cox, 1993). As markets 
grow increasingly diverse and competition for market share escalates, managers who have an 
understanding of their customers’ preferences become more important (Morrison, 1992). 
Diversity among the organization’s decision makers is the best way to ensure that the 
organization has the flexibility to capture diverse markets and provide adequate customer 
service.  
Firms gain competitive advantage from insights of employees from various cultural backgrounds 
who can assist organizations in understanding culture effects on buying decisions and in 
mapping strategies to respond to them. For example, Avon Corporation initially had low 
profitability in U.S. inner city markets. After the company made personnel changes to give 
substantial authority over these markets to Black and Hispanic managers, results in these 
formerly unprofitable sectors improved to a point where they became the most productive of 
Avon’s U.S. markets (Cox & Blake, 1991). The experience of Gannett News Media illustrates 
another example of leveraging diversity leadership to gain market share. The early marketing 
success of USA Today was largely attributable to the presence of people from a wide variety of 
cultural backgrounds in daily news meetings. Diversity group composition was deliberately 
planned and led to a natural representation of different points of view. 
Cost savings 
The Guidelines on Leadership Diversity (GOLD) Research Project showed that fostering 
diversity contributes to cost savings by reducing the high turnover rate of nontraditional 
employees and the costs that go with it (Morrison, 1992).  Corning Incorporated successfully 
reduced exodus costs – estimated at $2 million to $5 million a year in recruitment, training and 
relocation of replacements – when it instituted key diversity practices in 1987, substantially 
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reducing the attrition rates of women and people of color (Schmidt, 1988). Corning set up two 
quality teams to address diversity issues and embarked on a systemic intervention that included 
mentoring, career development opportunities, a more progressive approach to child care and 
other work life balance programs, and training. An examination of performance and reward 
systems was conducted to ensure they were free of bias. The business case for this systemic 
intervention rested on the cost of replacement, the shrinking talent pool (women and people of 
color were resigning from Corning at twice the rate of white men), and changing market 
demographics. Using a conservative estimate of $50,000 as the cost of turnover for an average 
employee, Corning estimated a savings of $5 million by reducing the attrition rate by 100 people 
(Robinson & Dechant, 1997).   
Employee turnover costs can be staggering. In the late 1980s to early 1990s alone, various 
sources estimate the cost of turnover per person to be $5,000 to $10,000 for an hourly worker 
and anywhere from $75,000 to $211,000 for an executive around the $100,000 salary level 
(Auster, 1988; Hinrichs, 1991; Riskind, 1991). More recent studies reveal that the costs of 
employee turnover often exceed 100% of the annual salary for the vacated position (Bryant & 
Allen, 2013). Diversity practices give nontraditional managers more incentive to stay when the 
organization institutes development programs with inclusivity. High-performing, nontraditional 
managers also inspire others to stay and be more productive. Moreover, costs of legal claims can 
be prevented by organizational actions to promote diversity. 
Higher creativity and innovation 
Various studies support the hypothesis that work team heterogeneity promotes creativity and 
innovation. Diversity of perspectives and less emphasis on conformity to norms in the past have 
been shown to improve the level of creativity in an organization. Results of studies supporting 
the relationship between diversity and creativity and innovation include the following: 
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• The most innovative companies deliberately established heterogeneous teams to create a 
marketplace of ideas recognizing that a multiplicity of viewpoints need to be brought to 
bear on a problem (Kanter, 1983). 
• Groups exposed to minority views were more creative than the more homogeneous, 
majority groups (Nemeth, 1986). 
• Heterogeneous teams were more creative than homogeneous ones, as long as the team 
members had similar ability levels (Triandis, Hall, & Ewen, 1965). 
• Attitudes, cognitive functioning, and beliefs are not randomly distributed in the 
population but rather tend to vary systematically with variables such as age, race, and 
gender (Cox, 1993). 
• Ideas produced by ethnically diverse groups were rated an average of 11% higher than 
those of homogeneous groups on both feasibility and overall effectiveness (Cox, 1993). 
 
Better problem solving 
The case for diversity in solving organizational problems revolves around having a multiplicity 
of ideas and increasing the probability of finding solutions. Studies that support this idea propose 
that diverse groups have a broader and richer base of experience from which to approach a 
problem. Critical analysis in decision groups is enhanced by member diversity. For example, 
Hoffman and Maier (1961) found that 65% of heterogeneous groups produced high-quality 
solutions compared to only 21% of homogeneous groups. These early findings were confirmed 
by later studies on the effects of heterogeneity on group decision quality (Shaw, 1981; McGrath, 
1984). Nemeth and colleagues also demonstrated that the level of critical analysis of decision 
issues and alternatives was higher in groups subjected to minority views than in those that were 
not (Nemeth & Watcher, 1983; Nemeth, 1985). The presence of cultural diversity in groups 
reduces the probability of “groupthink” (Janis, 1972; Cox, 1993). Too much conformity and lack 
of diversity in problem-solving and decision-making can be dangerous. The decision of the 
Kennedy administration to invade Cuba in 1961 and the Challenger space-shuttle disaster portray 
decision processes that were affected by groupthink as producing disastrous results (Cox, 1993). 
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Increased organizational flexibility 
The argument that diversity promotes organizational flexibility is related to the implication that a 
system with a multicultural leadership model becomes less determinant, less standardized, and 
therefore more fluid. The increased fluidity creates greater flexibility to react to environmental 
changes (Cox & Blake, 1991). Research has shown that members of minority groups tend to 
have flexible cognitive structures such as a high tolerance for ambiguity. Tolerance for 
ambiguity has been linked to factors related to flexibility such as cognitive complexity (Rotter & 
O’Connell, 1982) and the ability to excel in performing ambiguous tasks (Shaffer, et al, 1973). A 
series of studies on bilingual and monolingual subpopulations from several different nations of 
the world have shown that bilinguals have higher levels of divergent thinking and cognitive 
flexibility than monolinguals (Lambert, 1977). Since bilingualism is much greater among 
minority culture groups than among majority group members, the research supports the notion 
that cognitive flexibility is increased by inclusion of minority groups in the workforce.  
In addition to the six factors linking leadership diversity to organizational performance, Morrison 
(1992) included increased productivity and better quality of management as benefits resulting 
from diverse leaders and workforce. A multicultural approach has been seen to have a positive 
effect on employees’ perception of equity, which in turn affects their morale, goal setting, effort, 
and performance (Thompson & DiTomaso, 1988). Organizational productivity is consequently 
improved. Other studies have tied employee perception with their performance. For example, a 
positive relationship was found between employees’ perception of being valued and cared for by 
their organization, and their attendance, dedication, and job performance (Eisenberger, Fasolo, & 
Davis-LaMastro, 1990). Since there is evidence that links diversity to creativity and innovation 
(Cox & Blake, 1991), and more innovative firms have been observed to produce higher levels of 
economic performance (Castellani & Zanfei, 2006), it is reasonable to infer that diversity can 
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lead to increased productivity. Other research on innovation showed that heterogeneous groups -- 
in terms of race, age, values, background, training, etc. -- are more productive than homogenous 
groups (Birnbaum, 1981; Ziller, 1972). Moreover, companies with reputation for progressive 
human resource practices had more long-term profitability and financial growth than their 
counterparts over a 20-year period (Kanter, 1983). Morrison (1992) further argues that including 
nontraditional employees in fair competition for advancement can improve the quality of 
management by enlarging the pool of talent from which to choose. A diversity program, with its 
enhanced competition for jobs, can encourage the more competent traditional managers to 
perform even better, while the less competent ones are weeded out. Greater workforce diversity 
gives managers an opportunity to learn and grow, to become more competent in areas vital to 
their organization’s success. 
Increased firm value, lower volatility, and better organizational performance 
A 2003 study by Carter, Simkins and Simpson examined the relationship between board 
diversity and firm value for Fortune 1000 firms. Board diversity was defined as the percentage of 
women, African Americans, Asians, and Hispanics on the board of directors. After controlling 
for size, industry, and other corporate governance measures, significant positive relationships 
were found between the fraction of women or minorities on the board and firm value. A more 
recent study by Bernile, Bhagwat and Yonker (2018) examined the effects of diversity in the 
board of directors on corporate policies and risk. Using a multi-dimensional measure, they found 
that greater diversity leads to lower volatility and better performance. The lower risk levels were 
largely due to diverse boards adopting more persistent and less risky financial policies. 
Consistent with diversity fostering more efficient risk-taking, firms with greater board diversity 
also invest persistently more in R&D and have more efficient innovation processes.  
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Since immigrants contribute to the diversity of an organization, it is reasonable to infer that the 
same benefits associated with diversity -- increased marketplace understanding, greater 
creativity, higher quality team problem-solving, improved leadership effectiveness, and better 
global relations -- may accrue by employing immigrants in the organization.  
Framing the Analysis of Immigrant Leader Experiences 
Amid the heightened attention on immigrants and the radical shift in immigration policy by the 
U.S. government in 2016 - 2018, the initial literature survey has demonstrated empirical 
evidence of the benefits from immigration and leadership diversity. Within this broader context 
of leadership diversity, we now return to our original research question of how immigrants land 
leadership roles in the U.S. and explore the assimilative and sociocultural dimensions of their 
experiences. Chin, Desormeaux and Sawyer (2016) postulated that the social identities and lived 
experiences of leaders significantly influence the nature of their leadership. By understanding 
how immigrants’ assimilation and sociocultural experiences matter in their development as 
leaders, this research can help contribute to narrowing some gaps in the literature on leadership 
diversity and in increasing cultural competence in management practice. 
Analysis of immigrant leader experiences in this study uses the framework of sense-making 
theory in order to understand how assimilation experiences, education, leader mentorship, 
cultural factors, and key events along their road to management created meanings and influenced 
their behaviors and attitudes as leaders. With a focus on these specific elements of immigrant 
experiences, this research uses a number of theories to: (1) help organize thoughts and ideas 
about the phenomenon of minority immigrants landing managerial and/or leadership roles in the 
U.S., (2) generate and explain interrelationships among elements in immigrant experiences and 
how these relate to their success in landing leader roles, and (3) provide a framework for 
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gleaning the lessons learned from immigrant challenges and successes. The main theories used in 
this study are explained below. 
Push-pull theory of migration 
Framing the immigrants’ assimilation experiences necessitates an understanding of their motivations 
and sense of purpose. One way to understand skilled migrants’ motivations and sense is by the 
economic ‘push-pull’ theory of migration (King, 2012) which is based on the idea of utility 
maximization. The underlying assumption here is that immigrants seek out employment in 
another country based on perceived ‘push’ factors in their home country, such as lack of 
employment opportunities, societal and/or civil unrest as well as ‘pull’ factors in the prospective 
host country, such as increased employment opportunities, financial reward and/or better overall 
living standards. This study examines the applicability of this theory as we investigate the 
immigrant leaders’ assimilation experiences. 
Assimilation theories 
One of the primary reasons that minority immigrant leaders may be at a different starting point 
relative to their counterparts in the dominant group is that they go through a process in which they 
have to assimilate in a sociocultural milieu that may be quite different from what they have been used 
to in their country of origin. Assimilation, sometimes known as integration or incorporation, is the 
process by which the characteristics of members of immigrant groups and host societies come to 
resemble one another (Brown & Bean, 2006).  More recent authors (Schneider & Crul, 2010) 
recognize subtle differences between assimilation and integration, referring to ‘assimilation’ as a 
term dominant in the US debate while ‘integration’ is its counterpart in Europe. Assimilation 
linguistically implies a referent to which immigrants and/or their offspring can become similar to 
‘the mainstream’ though this referent has been revisited from time to time for an adaptation to 
changed political and demographic realities.  More explicitly than assimilation, the term 
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integration includes structural aspects of incorporation into society, especially with regard to 
educational achievements and access to the labor market. As part of the tradition of stronger 
welfare states in Western Europe, there are more actively designed policies targeting ethnic 
minority groups to overcome inequalities. However, since the population studied in this research 
is in the U.S., the term predominantly used in this paper is ‘assimilation’ though both terms will 
be used interchangeably.  
Because the immigrants’ assimilation process has both economic and sociocultural dimensions, it is 
important to glean concepts from assimilation theories and published studies to facilitate 
understanding of the experiences of immigrant leaders. Historically, assimilation theories such as the 
classic and new assimilation models, the racial/ethnic disadvantage model, and the segmented 
assimilation model have been applied in the analysis of immigrant experiences.  
Bean and Brown (2006) explain various perspectives on immigrant assimilation through the 
following theories: 
• Classic assimilation theory sees immigrant and majority groups following a “straight-line” 
convergence, becoming more similar over time in norms, values, and characteristics.  
• New assimilation theory refined the classic model by arguing that certain institutions, 
including those bolstered by civil rights law, play important roles in achieving assimilation. It 
also stresses that incorporation of immigrant groups involves change and acceptance by the 
mainstream population. 
• Racial/ethnic disadvantage model argues that ethnicity can constitute a resource as well as a 
burden for achieving economic mobility. In general, this model contends that language and 
cultural familiarity may often not lead to increased assimilation. Lingering discrimination and 
institutional barriers to employment and other opportunities block complete assimilation. 
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• Segmented assimilation model theorizes that structural barriers, such as poor urban schools, 
cut off access to employment and other opportunities usually from the most disadvantaged 
members of immigrant groups. Such impediments can lead to stagnant or downward 
mobility, even as the children of other immigrants follow divergent paths toward classic 
straight-line assimilation. 
While the above assimilation theories may be insightful, some researchers believe that they do not 
adequately explain the assimilation paths of today’s immigrants in the United States (Brown & Bean, 
2006).  Classic, racial/ethnic disadvantage, and segmented assimilation theories were constructed in 
the context of black-white models of racial-ethnic relations that apply much less forcefully to new 
arrivals from Asia and Latin America, whose histories and contemporary experiences differ 
considerably from those of both blacks and European immigrants. 
Classic assimilation tends to emphasize that the new immigrants are non-Black. Therefore, classic 
assimilation envisions newcomers gradually becoming accepted and integrated into American 
society across time and generations. 
 Racial/ethnic disadvantage perspectives and segmented assimilation tend to perceive the new 
immigrant groups as nonwhite minorities subject to discrimination in the manner of African 
Americans. Critiques of the racial/ethnic disadvantage model suggest that it overstresses racial and 
ethnic barriers and fails to adequately explain evidence of socioeconomic mobility. On the other 
hand, critics of the segmented assimilation model argue that the perspective may erroneously 
attribute poor economic outcomes primarily to racialization when they may actually stem from other 
constraints like family obligations or factors such as lackluster job growth that slow the rate of 
mobility. 
The ways that new immigrants identify themselves do not follow the trajectories implied by the old 
models (Lee & Bean, 2004). Traditional models reflecting bipolar racial context are less relevant to 
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the historical and contemporary experiences of Asian immigrants.  While there may be hints of 
lingering discrimination and institutional barriers to the leadership careers of Asian immigrants in 
this study sample, this research primarily uses a new model of changing identificational assimilation 
proposed by Brown and Bean (2006) among the ways to view the experiences of Asian leaders.  
Changing Identificational Assimilation Model 
This model highlights the observation that among new immigrants, processes of racial/ethnic self-
identification appear to interact with socio-economic status in complex ways. Ethnic identification 
does not relate in a straightforward way to social and economic mobility. According to this model, 
stronger racial and ethnic identification can result from disparate mechanisms: 
• Reactive (becoming more racial/ethnic as a result of experiencing discrimination) 
• Selective (becoming more strongly racial/ethnic in some ways more than others to 
facilitate economic achievement) 
• Symbolic (becoming more prominently but superficially racial/ethnic as a result of 
achieving success) 
 
According to Bean and Brown (2006), reactive identification is most likely to arise from the repeated 
experience of discrimination and may also contribute to the hardening of oppositional attitudes and 
the occurrence of downward assimilation.  Selective assimilation tends to characterize the children of 
immigrants with better resources and socioeconomic prospects. Their parents’ generally higher levels 
of education foster more opportunistic than oppositional orientations toward economic incorporation. 
Symbolic ethnicity may emerge among those already largely incorporated economically.  
Using this model, some immigrants can successfully assimilate in U.S. society with symbolic 
ethnicity which emerges from those already largely incorporated economically. Such individuals, 
most likely immigrants with higher education and economic status, tend to rely on co-ethnic 
networks and expressions of racial/ethnic solidarity less for instrumental reasons than for fulfillment 
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of expressive, individualistic needs (Brown & Bean, 2006). For them, racial/ethnic identification has 
become relatively optional. 
Using this newer model of changing identificational assimilation provides the advantage of avoiding 
the trappings of the bipolar, white/nonwhite, racial context of traditional models that are not relevant 
to Asian immigrants. Additionally, many Asian immigrants obtain legal permanent resident status by 
dint of their high education and skills, thus fostering more opportunistic orientations toward 
economic incorporation which is an important aspect in their assimilation. This model helps explain 
the tendency of immigrants in higher educational and economic classes to rely on co-ethnic networks 
and expressions of ethnic solidarity less for instrumental reasons than for fulfillment of expressive, 
individualistic needs. A shortcoming of this model is its inability to explain how Asian immigrants 
cope with lingering discrimination and institutional barriers to their leadership development. To 
overcome this disadvantage, this study uses some of the concepts offered by stress and coping 
theory. 
Stress theory and coping mechanism model  
The challenges experienced by immigrants during the assimilation process can be viewed as 
forms of stressors. One of the documented challenges that immigrants face is racial-ethnic 
microaggressions (subtle forms of discrimination). A recent study on racial-ethnic 
microaggressions suggests that proactive coping strategies, such as problem solving and social 
support, may prepare Asian Americans and Latin Americans to better respond to such challenges 
(Sanchez, et al, 2018). The concept of coping strategies draws from stress theory which purports 
that coping is a mechanism by which individuals understand, reframe, or react to the experience 
of a stressful event (Lazarus & Folkman, 1984). The types of coping strategies utilized (e.g., how 
one appraises and responds to a stressor) is critical in determining whether the individual will be 
stressed by the experience (Lazarus, 1990). Adaptive outcomes contribute to the resolution of the 
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stressor and increase psychological functioning, whereas maladaptive outcomes worsen 
problems associated with the stressor and hinders psychological functioning. Thus, stress and 
coping theory can be particularly useful in framing how immigrants cope with assimilation 
stressors.  
The types of coping strategies (i.e., cognitive or behavioral strategies) used to manage or tolerate 
stressors have often been classified into two broad categories: engagement strategies and 
disengagement strategies (Brougham, Zail, Mendoza, & Miller, 2009). Tobin, Holroyd, and 
Reynolds (1984) described engagement coping strategies as attempts to actively manage the 
stressful situation or event through problem-solving behaviors, positive cognitive reframing, and 
emotional support seeking. Problem solving refers to behavioral and cognitive strategies 
designed to eliminate the source of stress by changing the situation. Cognitive restructuring 
refers to cognitive strategies that alter the meaning of the stressful event. Emotional support 
seeking refers to seeking emotional support from people including one’s family and friends. 
Alternatively, disengagement coping is defined as attempts to remove oneself mentally, 
emotionally, and physically away from stressors, which include problem avoidance, self-
criticism, wishful thinking, and social withdrawal (Tobin, Holroyd, Reynolds, & Wigal, 1989). 
Problem avoidance refers to the denial of problems and avoidance of thoughts or actions about 
the stressful event. Self-criticism refers to blaming oneself for the situation and criticizing 
oneself or engaging in risk behaviors. Wishful thinking refers to cognitive strategies that include 
denial that an event occurred, reframing, or symbolically altering the situation. Social withdrawal 
refers to withdrawing from family and friends. The stress and coping model has framed much of 
the literature on racism and discrimination and mental health outcomes among populations of 
color (Clark, Anderson, Clark, & Williams, 1999; Harrell, 2000). Moreover, prior research on 
racial discrimination and Asian American populations has also provided empirical support for 
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coping as a mediator (D. L. Lee & Ahn, 2011; R. M. Lee, Su, & Yoshida, 2005; Yoo & Lee, 
2005). Specifically, extant research has shown that engagement coping strategies (e.g., positive 
cognitive reframing and emotional support seeking) were associated with improved functioning 
and reduced negative outcomes when used by Asian Americans dealing with perceived 
discrimination and racism-related stress (Liang, Alvarez, Juang, & Liang, 2007; Yoo & Lee, 
2005). Conversely, studies have shown that disengagement coping strategies (e.g., avoidant 
coping and emotion-focused coping) have been associated with poor mental health outcomes 
among Asians (D. L. Lee & Ahn, 2011) dealing with acculturative stress, and perceived racial 
discrimination. 
This study integrates concepts from stress coping theory and the changing identificational 
assimilation theory in analyzing the assimilative experiences of the immigrant leaders. 
Self-affirmation theory 
Another useful concept to draw from when framing immigrants’ assimilation experiences is the 
theory of self-affirmation. This theory asserts that the overall goal of the self-system is to protect 
an image of its self-integrity, of its moral and adaptive adequacy (Sherman & Cohen, 2006). 
When this image of self-integrity is threatened, people respond in such a way as to restore self-
worth. Self-affirmation affects not only people's cognitive responses to threatening information 
and events, but also their physiological adaptations and actual behavior. Self-affirmations reduce 
threats to the self at the collective level, such as when people confront threatening information 
about their groups. Thus, the implications of self-affirmation theory for interpersonal 
relationships and coping among immigrants are relevant. 
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Hofstede’s cultural dimensions theory 
Because this study deals with participants from multiple cultures, Hofstede’s (2011) model of 
cultural dimensions is useful in the analysis of the leaders’ behaviors and attitudes as they relate to 
experiences in reaching their respective positions in U.S. organizations.  
Hofstede defines culture as “the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes the 
members of one group or category of people from others”. Within this definition, he states that 
“culture is always a collective phenomenon, but it can be connected to different collectives. 
Within each collective there is a variety of individuals. Most commonly the term culture is used 
for tribes or ethnic groups, for nations, and for organizations” (Hofstede, 2011, p. 3). Based on 
this definition, this study uses the term culture to refer to the collective thinking, actions, beliefs, 
practices, and behaviors of each group of leaders that distinguish the leaders from others 
Hofstede's cultural dimensions theory is a framework for cross-cultural communication, developed 
by Geert Hofstede. It describes the effects of a society's culture on the values of its members, and 
how these values relate to behavior. Hofstede developed his original model as a result of using factor 
analysis to examine the results of a worldwide survey of employee values by IBM between 1967 and 
1973. It has been refined since. The original theory proposed four dimensions along which cultural 
values could be analyzed: individualism-collectivism; uncertainty avoidance; power distance 
(strength of social hierarchy) and masculinity-femininity (task orientation versus person-orientation). 
Independent research in Hong Kong led Hofstede to add a fifth dimension, long-term orientation, to 
cover aspects of values not discussed in the original paradigm. In 2010, Hofstede added a sixth 
dimension, indulgence versus self-restraint (Hofstede, 2011). 
Leadership diversity theories 
Chin and Tremble (2014) discussed the need for leadership theories and practices to be global and 
diverse to create culturally competent leaders and organizations. They identified issues in current 
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leadership models and suggested ways of reframing these theories to include dimensions of diversity. 
For example, they recognized that the Trait Theory of Leadership may be too ethnocentric and not 
inclusive, with traits being based on those already in positions of leadership and may be biased 
against those groups who have had poor access to leadership roles. Thus, Chin and Tremble 
suggested to reframe Trait Theory to shift to leader identity intersecting with dimensions of social 
identities. They also suggested for the Situational Leadership to be reframed to emphasize 
adaptability of leaders across diverse contexts, as well as bicultural and cognitive flexibility as a 
function of acculturation. They contended that transformational leadership (from Leadership Style 
Theory) has varying definitions that include charisma as a trait favoring more Western and 
masculinized notions of leadership. Thus, they suggested to expand these notions of what leaders do 
to include non-Western perspectives.  
Studies in cross-cultural leadership have been conducted by House, et al (2004) where implicit 
cultural beliefs, values and world-views underlie their framework. In their Global Leadership and 
Organizational Behavior Effectiveness (GLOBE) studies they found cultural variation in six 
Culturally Endorsed Implicit Leadership Theory (CLT) dimensions endorsed by leaders across 62 
countries via a survey of 17,000 middle managers from 951 organizations in the food processing, 
finance, and telecommunications industries; these dimensions both facilitate and inhibit outstanding 
leadership. The six CLT dimensions are (1) charismatic/value-based, (2) team-oriented, (3) 
participative, (4) humane-oriented, (5) autonomous, and (6) self-protective. These CLT dimensions 
were based on the results of GLOBE project’s regional clusters that were grounded on nine cultural 
attributes – performance orientation, assertiveness, future orientation, humane orientation, 
institutional collectivism, in-group collectivism, gender egalitarianism, power distance, and 
uncertainty avoidance (Javidan, et al, 2006).  
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However, the research methodology and assumptions that supported the GLOBE project’s results 
and recommendations have been criticized. Graen (2006) contended that the “authors of the GLOBE 
study claim too much cross-cultural ecological and construct validity and generalizability for their 
research findings and recommendations” (p. 95). Graen stated that because the authors relied on 
average scores in the surveys for their recommendations, they missed the point that the leadership 
relationship at the individual level was based on an individual’s assessment of the leader, which 
could differ considerably from the average assessment of a large group. GLOBE’s approach, which 
employs the Average Leadership Style (ALS) for national norms about leadership culture, distorts 
the results by ignoring the variation within countries. 
An alternative, Graen offered Third Culture Bonding (TCB), a model which looks for the best way to 
lead multinational teams. Graen (2006) wrote:  
“The TCB way involves procedures to bring creative solutions to different cross-cultural 
practices. When bridging cultural differences, cross-cultural partners find ways to come up 
with organizational practices and management techniques that are acceptable to members of 
both cultures.  For example, when managing in collective cultures, members of an 
individualistic culture may try to build in some collectivistic components of work structure 
and leader-member relationships” (p. 100). 
Graen introduced the term “transcultural” in TCB organizations as a person who can transcend one’s 
own culture and see the merits of another culture. Their mission is to discover the fundamental 
cultural conflicts between two or more cultures and develop new procedures that can deal effectively 
with both cultures. This study recognizes the concept of transculturals and the possible use of the 
TCB approach among immigrant leaders.  
Chin (2013) examined within-country differences for leaders across five racial/ethnic groups in the 
U.S. (White, Black, Hispanic, Asian, and Native American Indians) and found important differences 
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to be due to common lived experience of minority status in the U.S. and of marginality and 
oppression among diverse leaders of color that set them apart from the White males in the study. In a 
more recent study, Chin, Desormeaux, and Sawyer (2016) explored similar issues and identified four 
competencies that are likely to be crucial to leadership in the coming years as organizations become 
increasingly diverse: (1) leveraging personal and social identities, (2) utilizing a global and diverse 
mindset, (3) leveraging community and organizational contexts, and (4) promoting diversity-
supportive and inclusive climate.  
Within the framework of the above leadership diversity theories, this investigation examines the 
cultural traits and personal-social identities that immigrant leaders leverage or suppress when leading 
their organizations. Furthermore, the study attempts to explore the immigrants’ leadership styles 
within the context of these cultural identities. In framing leadership styles, the study draws from the 
GLOBE’s CLT dimensions and two additional leadership theories that emerged from the data – 
Situational Leadership Theory and Servant Leadership Theory. 
Situational Leadership is a contingency theory of leadership which posits that a successful leader 
looks at many factors, including the situation and the motivation and ability of followers, and 
adapts his or her management accordingly. The theory maintains that successful leaders use four 
core leadership competencies – diagnose, adapt, communicate, and advance – to tailor their 
approach to the maturity of the followers and the situation, or details and environment, of the 
assignment. By appropriately matching one's leadership style to the situation and the maturity of 
followers, a leader should be able to foster growth in followers, strengthen working relationships, 
and successfully manage their team (Campbell, 2015). 
Servant leadership is a term used to describe a philosophy and a series of practices based on the 
concept of the servant-leader, who focuses on being a servant first. Emphasizing the needs of 
others, servant-leaders in an organization support their team members’ interests ahead of their 
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own. The ten characteristics of servant-leaders include listening, empathy, healing (creating 
environments that support the physical and mental health of team members by ensuring that they 
have the knowledge and tools necessary to work effectively), self-awareness, persuasion, 
conceptualization (striving to see the big picture and set goals in developing strategies for their 
teams), foresight, stewardship (being accountable for their teams), commitment to people’s 
growth, and building a sense of community (Mazzei, 2015). 
The study utilizes the abovementioned theories as well as previous empirical studies in order to 
validate key findings and frame the understanding of the underlying “essence” of the data.  
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
 
Research Design 
To address the research questions, this study employs a phenomenological research approach 
utilizing both primary and secondary sources of data to explore the phenomenon of minority 
immigrants who landed leadership roles in U.S. organizations.  The study consists of three phases. 
The first phase involves a pilot study (narrative research) of two Filipino immigrants who became 
leaders in U.S. organizations. Themes uncovered in the pilot study were utilized to inform the focus 
of the study in the next two phases. The second phase entails a systematic investigation of existing 
literature, including academic journals, industry and practitioner magazines, news and social media 
outlets as well as online publications that featured the experiences of minority immigrant leaders.  
The third phase is comprised of phenomenological research interviews of a sample of minority 
immigrants in the U.S. targeting immigrant leaders originating from China, India, and the 
Philippines. In the literature and social media survey, the researcher explores empirical evidence to 
support the existence of a developmental process that immigrant leaders go through in order to reach 
a level of success in their management careers. Specifically, the researcher targets the following 
characteristics that were gleaned from the pilot study of two Filipino immigrant leaders in their 
leader development process: 
• Assimilation into American way of living 
• Early influences in life 
• Leadership mentors 
• Education 
• Key experiences that contribute to the attainment of their highest leadership roles 
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The research also explores evidence of cultural traits or characteristics that immigrant leaders 
leverage or suppress when leading their organizations. While cultural characteristics are an important 
focus of this study, the researcher does not ignore general, personal characteristics contributing to the 
formation and development of immigrant leaders. Examples of these personal characteristics 
revealed during the interviews include empathy, humility, adaptability, resilience, etc.  
The phenomenological interviews conducted by the researcher between January and May 2018 focus 
on the lived experiences of a sample of Asian immigrant leaders purposively selected (the sampling 
is explained in the Data Collection section below) for interviews. The interviews cover relevant areas 
that give a better understanding of the phenomenon of minority immigrant leaders landing leadership 
roles. The research examines this phenomenon and the meaning it holds for participants through a set 
of interview questions that address the primary research questions. The interview structure is 
patterned after Seidman’s (2013) style of interviewing (described in more detail under Data 
Collection below). The study is grounded on the philosophical tenets of phenomenology and framed 
within the context of assimilation, diversity leadership, cultural dimensions and sense-making 
theories discussed earlier. A set of procedures is followed to collect and analyze data from the 
interviews as well as artifacts (resumes, online profiles, etc.), and ends with the “essence” of the 
meaning of the phenomenon. 
Adapting from Creswell’s (2013) phenomenological research procedures, Seidman’s (2013) 
qualitative interview techniques, and Saldana’s (2016) coding methods, meaningful information 
from the immigrants’ experiences is distilled through an iterative process of inquiry, verification, 
and validation. Inquiry and verification involved bracketing of significant statements from 516 
pages of interview transcripts and published biographies, coding and analyzing those statements, 
analytic memoing, and repeated verification of data from the original transcripts. Validation of 
the analysis comprised the clustering of ideas and the categorization of concepts into themes 
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within the context of established theoretical frameworks as well as findings in empirical studies 
published in literature.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Schematic of Research Analytic Processes & Outcomes 
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While the researcher is aware of the possibility of immigrants who are unsuccessful in landing 
managerial and leadership roles in the United States, the reasons for their lack of success and the 
characteristics of those unsuccessful immigrants’ experiences are not the subject of this 
investigation. Thus, the data that this study collected focuses only on the experiences of minority 
immigrants who have successfully landed leadership positions. (A leader is defined specifically 
in this study as a person who is in a position of formal authority or influence in an organization 
by having at least one direct report.) The analysis includes lessons gleaned from the immigrant 
leaders’ experiences which will help inform understanding of diversity leadership paradigms and 
increase cultural competency of organizations. 
IRB Review and Approval Process 
This study meets the definition of a social-behavioral type of human subjects research with no 
more than minimal risk and thus required an expedited review of USF’s institutional review 
board (IRB). Provisions such an informed consent (see Appendix B) and data access protection 
procedures were put in place to ensure the safety and dignity of the research participants. The 
informed consent explained who will have access to identifiable data, including their present and 
future uses. Explicit permission was asked from each participant for his/her willingness and 
consent to share video or audio recordings of the interviews. The permissions were documented 
on the consent forms. Anonymity of subjects who participated in the interviews (not including 
those who were already in existing publications) was maintained during data coding, analysis 
and in this study report. These provisions were approved by the IRB (Approval Notice 
#PRO00033474 in Appendix D).  
Data Collection and Selection of Study Participants 
The pilot study collected data from a convenience sample of two immigrant Filipinos who landed 
leadership roles in the U.S. health industry. The themes uncovered from the pilot were then used 
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to inform the subsequent data collection and analytic strategies in the second phase (systematic 
literature and social media survey) and the third phase (phenomenological research interviews) 
of the study. 
The systematic survey of academic and practitioner literature revealed information on 18 
immigrant leaders whose experiences and biographies are published in business industry 
magazines (e.g., Fortune magazine), social media (e.g., LinkedIn, YouTube) and respected news 
media outlets (e.g., The New York Times). Table 1 below lists the business magazines, social 
media and news media that yielded positive results for the search of immigrant leaders. These 
media outlets occasionally feature interviews and biographies of leaders.  
Table 1. Media Sources of Immigrant Leaders 
Source Type Description Name 
Business industry 
magazine 
Publications intended for business and industry 
audiences; unlike academic journals, they are 
not peer-reviewed or refereed but typically have 
editorial staff that curate the content. 
Fortune magazine 
Forbes magazine 
Social media Internet-based tools and platforms that increase 
and enhance information sharing through the 
transfer of text, photos, audio, and video among 
social groups that now increasingly include 
business practitioners, professionals, and 
academics alike. 
You Tube 
Linked In 
Business Saga 
News media  Outlets that provide news and information 
including newspapers and more recently the 
Internet.  
The New York Times 
USA Today 
 
The literature search utilized query words such as “immigrant leaders,” “immigrant leader 
interviews,” “immigrant managers,” “successful immigrants,” “famous immigrants in America,” 
AND “immigrant stories.” The search also included any article on successful immigrants who 
were suggested by industry and academic colleagues and professors. 
The phenomenological interviews conducted by the researcher covered the experiences of 24 
immigrant leaders from China, India, and the Philippines. The choice of these countries was a 
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matter of representation as well as convenience. These countries belong to the top five sources of 
immigrant groups in the U.S. as of 2015 according to the Migration Policy Institute. Additionally 
the researcher had access to some of these immigrant leaders and managers through professional 
and academic networks. Thus, a purposive, convenience sampling of participants representing 
each of the three countries included the following criteria: 
• Adult individual who was born in any of the following countries or regions –China, India, 
and the Philippines, and 
• The above adult moved to live and/or work in the United States, and 
• He or she holds (or has held) a position that supervises at least one direct report or oversees 
at least one manager who is responsible for at least one function in an organization. Such 
position includes ownership of a business enterprise as long as the owner has at least one 
employee. 
 
Careful attention was paid to the participants’ sizes of organizations to ensure that about half of 
them belong (or have belonged) to either a small organization (less than 100 employees or under 
$10 million in annual revenues) or a large organization (more than 1,000 employees or over $1 
billion in annual revenues). Table 2 below shows a summary of the recruitment profile. 
Recruitment of study participants was conducted primarily by word-of-mouth and email 
correspondence to the researcher’s professional (hospital, pharmaceutical and health insurance 
industries though sampling was not limited to these industries) and academic (University of 
South Florida, City University of New York) networks. A snowball technique in recruitment was 
also employed where participants who were already recruited were asked if they knew anyone 
who would be willing to participate in the study. 
Table 2. Study Participant Recruitment Profile Summary 
Nationalities Organizational Size TOTAL 
Small Large 
Chinese 1 4 5 
Filipinos 5 7* 12 
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Table 2 continued 
Indians 4 3 7 
TOTAL 10 14 24 
* Includes two immigrant leaders from the pilot study. 
An introductory email (see sample in Appendix A) with a brief description of the study was 
initially sent to prospective participants to elicit their participation. Once prospects expressed 
interest in participating in the study, an informed consent form was sent to them. After they 
reviewed and agreed with the contents of the informed consent, an interview was scheduled with 
each participant. The participants were requested to sign the informed consent any time before 
and leading up to the interviews, which were conducted face-to-face or via Skype or telephone. 
For remote interviews, the participants emailed their signed consent forms. The informed consent 
included, among others, a sample of expected interview questions. 
Prior to the interviews, the researcher either searched or requested from the participants for 
personal background information and artifacts such as resume, curriculum vitae, LinkedIn 
profile, personal or business website and any other articles that provide some information on 
their education and professional or business experiences. 
During the interviews, participants were asked to describe their experiences in becoming a 
leader, and their perspectives on cultural traits and diversity leadership in America. The 
interviews were patterned after Seidman-style (2013) three-series interview structure which took 
approximately 60 - 90 minutes. While the interview generally followed Seidman’s three-part 
structure, flexibility was built around the types of questions to allow overlap across the three 
parts in order to ensure that the interview questions addressed all research questions. Thus, a 
question that might belong to Seidman’s Part One may be asked again as a follow-up in Part 
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Three of the interview if it was meaningful and relevant to ask at that point. A sample of three-
series interview is provided below. 
Part One (life history; about 20 - 30 minutes): What led you to immigrate to the U.S.? What was 
your life history before coming to the U.S.? Tell me about your childhood including where you 
lived and went to school. Who were your greatest influences? Describe what it was like when 
you first came to live and work in the U.S.? How did your family deal with differences in your 
culture in your American home and neighborhood? 
Part Two (leadership experience; about 20 - 30 minutes): What is life like for you in the U.S. 
now? How did you attain your first leadership experience? Describe what the process was like? 
What kind of preparation did you have to make? What were your challenges and opportunities? 
What is your education, work and family life like?  
Part Three (reflection on meaning; about 20 - 30 minutes): What does it mean for you to be a 
leader in the U.S. now? Describe the personal and cultural traits that you leveraged or suppressed 
in your leadership experience. Tell me about the lessons you learned from your leadership 
experiences here in America. Describe the key factors that led to your successes. 
Other interview questions are provided in Appendix C. The interviews were conducted during a 
period of five months, transcribed and stored in electronic media for analysis and interpretation. 
Coding and Analytical Procedures 
Data on a total of 42 immigrant leaders were analyzed initially as distinct data sets – (1) the first 
coming from information in published interviews and biographies of 18 known immigrant 
leaders, and (2) the second data set from transcripts of interviews conducted by this researcher on 
24 study participant leaders. Coding was performed separately for each data set to isolate the 
effects of the targeted interview questions posed by the researcher in contrast to the questions in 
published interviews which targeted a different purpose. Coding, in this study, follows Saldana’s 
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(2016) definition of a code which is “most often a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns 
a summative, salient, essence capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion” of the interview 
transcripts or published biographical articles.  
Prior to coding, the researcher read through publications and printed interview transcripts at least 
once to obtain an overall feeling of the responses given by the participants. First and second 
cycles of coding helped identify significant phrases or sentences that pertain directly to 
participant experiences. The two coding cycles also facilitated formulation of meanings and 
clustering of themes common to all of the participants’ transcripts with a focus on themes that 
address the three main research questions. Subsequently, analytic memos were derived from the 
results of the first and second cycles of coding. These three steps in the analysis are explained in 
more detail below. 
 First cycle coding 
A blend of Provisional Coding and Holistic Coding (Saldana, 2016) techniques were employed 
during the first round. Pre-determined codes (Provisional Coding) included categories such as 
education, early influences, leader mentors & lessons, road to management/key events, and cultural 
values & characteristics -- themes that emerged from the pilot study of immigrant Filipino leaders. 
Relevant statements and information from the published interviews and biographies were coded 
initially based on these categories (placed as table headings in Excel spreadsheets). The application 
of Holistic Coding is an attempt to grasp basic themes within the data on immigrant leaders' 
experiences by absorbing them as a whole rather than by analyzing them line by line. Thus, large 
chunks of statements were lifted from the interviews and biographies that were then categorized 
under the pre-determined codes in an attempt to group them into meaning units. Relevant 
biographical and career information was also lifted from the study participants’ resumes or LinkedIn 
profile where they are provided. This method served as preparatory approach to the Second Cycle 
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Coding methods used (Pattern Coding and Focused Coding). It also facilitated the analytic memoing 
procedure performed after the first two coding cycles. Table 3 below provides a sample of first cycle 
coding employed on the interview transcripts. 
Table 3. First Cycle Coding Sample 
Significant Statements from Transcripts First Cycle Coding 
(Formulated Meaning) 
Interviewer: This third part is about reflection on the 
meaning of your experiences, particularly 
cultural and personal reflections. As a 
member of the Indian community, what 
parts of your culture are you most proud of? 
Subject05 (from India): I'm most proud of the fact that we still carry 
a lot of (our cultural heritage). We have an 
Indian community that comes together. I've 
lived in different places and the fact that 
we're still able to bring the community 
together, be it whether it's through cultural 
events, through temple, through religious 
activities or what not. There seems to be a 
molding that comes together, regardless of 
how big or small of a town you live in. It 
makes me happy that we still carry that 
forward and I've still got some Indian 
friends here in Louisville. When we get 
together, we celebrate culture. Most of us 
speak our native languages. We're all very 
close to our families. We enjoy our food 
and we enjoy a lot of the cultural activities 
that happen throughout the year that 
normally would be big celebrations in India, 
but we still bring that forward to what we're 
able to do here in the States. 
Provisional Code: Cultural 
values & characteristics 
 
 
Cultural traits the participant 
is proud of:  
(1) sense of community,  
(2) close-knit families, and  
(3) celebration of language, 
food, cultural activities 
Interviewer: I have a related question to my first 
question in this part. What cultural traits do 
you tend to leverage or use when you lead 
your team or your organizations? 
Subject23: (China): I do think that the cultural trait of being a 
family. That really helps because at work 
it's not just about work. It's about the team 
and you treating each other, you know, each 
other as family and you work as a family.  
Provisional Code: Cultural 
values & characteristics 
 
The leader leverages family 
orientation in managing her 
team. – “At work, it’s not 
just about work. It’s about  
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Table 3 continued 
                                       For example, when my team and someone 
it's their first day we will have a celebration, 
we finish a big project, we will eat ice 
cream and when somebody was sick come 
back home we'll have balloons for them, it's 
just a part of that family sense. And to make 
it fun, not just work, I think that's happening 
a lot. 
the team and you treating 
each other as family.” 
Leads team like a family; 
taking time for celebrations 
when there is a new team 
member, completion of a 
project, or even welcoming 
back a sick member. 
Interviewer: As a member of the Filipino community, 
what parts of the culture are you most proud 
of (or not proud of)? 
Subject24: (Philippines): I am most proud of the Filipino custom of 
“bayanihan,” which is the sense of 
community at its very foundation. In the 
business setting, it translates into team and 
group work towards a common goal rather 
than seeking individual recognition. Team 
members in this context value helping each 
other, sometimes even at great personal 
sacrifice. 
                                       On the flipside, such strong team orientation 
does give rise to “group think” (also known 
as “pakikisama”). It is difficult to voice a 
strong personal opinion when everyone else 
has reached consensus. Part of this is also 
the strong deference to authority, which is 
another Filipino custom that doesn’t always 
result in positive outcomes. Questioning 
authority can be interpreted as 
insubordination, rather than healthy 
disagreement. 
Provisional Code: Cultural 
values & characteristics 
Cultural trait the participant 
is proud of: sense of 
community 
- Translates into team 
work driving towards 
a common goal rather 
than seeking 
individual 
recognition 
- Business team 
members value 
helping each other 
- The danger in having 
a strong team 
orientation is the risk 
of group think 
- Strong deference to 
authority does not 
always result in 
positive outcomes 
- Questioning authority 
interpreted as 
insubordination 
instead of healthy 
disagreement 
 
Second cycle coding 
After initially summarizing segments of data (grouping significant statements and phrases) under 
pre-determined codes, additional methods -- Pattern Coding and Focused Coding (Saldana, 2016) -- 
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were employed to reorganize and reconfigure the transformed work. Pattern coding helped to further 
group the summaries from the first cycle codes into smaller clusters of categories or themes. For 
example, the various educational degrees under the 1st cycle code of "Education" were clustered 
under just three groups: Bachelors, Masters and Doctorate. Similarly, individual countries were 
clustered into regions such as Eastern Asia, Southern Asia, and Southeastern Asia based on the 
United Nations’ geographic regions. For the large chunks of statements related to participants 
process in landing leadership roles (coded as "Road to Management"), Focused Coding was 
employed to allow the emergence of meaningful categories such as early leadership hints, career 
progression, key events, and assimilation. For the cultural aspects of the data, it made sense to first 
employ Focused Coding to tease out cultural traits and personal leader characteristics, and then 
subsequently apply Pattern Coding on these traits and characteristics in order to find meaningful 
clusters and determine which cultural dimensions and personal characteristics constitute the most 
prevalent themes.  These second cycle codes, in turn, helped strategically cycle forward to additional 
analytic methods such as analytic memoing to start interpreting and making sense of the data. Tables 
4 and 5 below provide samples of second cycle coding with analytic memos employed on 
educational data and road to management, respectively. 
Table 4. Second Cycle Coding Sample: Educational Data 
Study 
Participant ID 
First Cycle Coding 
(Educational degrees) 
Second Cycle Coding 
Pattern Code (Highest 
degree obtained) 
Subj01 B.A. Education, MBA Candidate Masters 
Subj02 B.S. Engineering Bachelors 
Subj03 B.S. & M.S. Biochemistry, MBA Masters x 2 
Subj04 M.S. Computer Science Masters 
Subj05 Bachelor’s degree – Major in Operations Mgt. & 
Information Systems 
Bachelors 
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Table 4 continued 
Sub06 Ph.D. in Statistics Doctorate 
Subj08 B.A. Psychology, MD, MBA Doctorate 
Subj09 Bachelor’s degree in Science & Technology, MBA Masters 
Analytic Memo 
One of the defining attributes of this immigrant group is their high level of education. Seventeen of the 
24 leaders (71%) have either a Masters (10) or a Doctorate (7) degree as their highest level of 
educational attainment. As a point of reference, only 13% of U.S. individuals who are 25 years and 
over have a graduate degree (US Bureau of Census, 2017).  Four out of the 24 immigrant leaders in this 
sample even have two or three Masters' degrees. Of note, all of the Chinese leaders in this study have at 
least one graduate degree. Half of this group of immigrant leaders were trained in the STEM fields, 
particularly engineering. Seven of the 12 STEM-trained leaders went on to lead their companies at the 
VP or C-suite level. The educational demographic in this set of immigrant leaders reflects observations 
made in published literature regarding immigrant contributions to American science and economic 
enterprise. A 2007 study by Wadhwa, et al revealed that over 25% of technology and engineering 
businesses launched in the U.S. between 1995 and 2005 had a foreign-born founder. This was later 
corroborated by a 2011 study by Ballmer, et al which revealed that almost 20% of the newest Fortune 
500 companies founded between 1985 and 2010 have an immigrant founder. These companies that 
boast immigrant or children-of-immigrant founders have combined revenues of $4.2 trillion. The 
quality of education and level of talent of these immigrant leaders have huge implications for the U.S. 
economy. 
The non-STEM trained leaders (Education, Economics, Humanities, Law, Accounting, MBA, etc.) are 
high achievers themselves. Two of them head their own companies, one became deputy division chief 
of one of the world's leading global monetary organizations, another became director of a top U.S. 
academic institution, two were elected city councilors, one was a former city mayor, and the rest lead 
their organizations at the VP, Senior Director, Director, or Manager level .   
Moreover, it is notable that the leaders with Bachelor’s degrees as their highest level of education also 
attained high achievement in their careers with one becoming CEO and chairwoman of a successful 
billion-dollar company, two founded their own companies, and the rest were either VP, Director or 
Manager in their organizations. 
 
Analytic memoing 
Based on the categories of data developed from the first and second cycle coding patterned after 
Saldana’s (2016) and Creswell’s (2013) approaches, reflections on emergent patterns, themes, 
meaningful information, possible further categories or sub-categories, and concepts in the data were 
made. Where possible and appropriate, linkages or relationships to existing theories (such as 
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assimilation and cross-cultural leadership theories) were reflected on. The analytic memos in the 
various clusters of education, leader mentors, leadership lessons, early leadership hints, career 
progression, key events, assimilation and cultural traits are attempts to interpret and make sense of 
the data in order to address the research questions. They were written in a way to facilitate easy 
transfer of information into this final report.  
Phenomenological Analysis and Representation: Beyond Second Cycle Coding and 
Analytic Memos 
Since the core goal of a phenomenological study is to describe the common meaning for several 
individuals of their lived experiences of a phenomenon (Creswell, 2013), attempts were made to 
further distill the most common emergent themes and categories in order to find the “essence” of the 
immigrants’ experiences and the lessons that can be gleaned from their journeys to becoming leaders 
in the U.S. As with most qualitative research, handling the phenomenological interview data was an 
iterative process where after exploring, coding, reflecting, and memoing, further coding, querying 
and reflecting were done to distill the essence from the data. There were instances where the 
researcher, after finding a cluster theme from coded data (second cycle), had to explore the interview 
transcripts again to determine whether specific examples or nuances of the theme existed. In other 
instances, visualizations such as tables and bar graphs of the data had to be created in order to see 
patterns or themes. Where applicable, emergent themes and categories were related to existing 
leadership and/or assimilation theories to represent the phenomenon being studied – the rise of 
immigrant leaders in the United States of America. 
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Table 5. Second Cycle Coding Sample: Road to Management 
Study 
Participant 
ID 
Second Cycle Coding Analytic Memos 
(Summative & 
Formulated 
Meaning) 
Focused Code 1 (Career 
Progression) 
Focused Code 2 
(Key 
Events/Factors) 
Subj04 Struggled economically in China, 
worked in Hong Kong --> HK's return 
to China limited his future prospects --
> led to seek other prospects in US/took 
risk to return to China to apply for visa, 
TOEFL, GRE --> Graduate studies 
(US) --> Individual Contributor/Tech 
role (Company 1) --> Individual 
Contributor (Company 2) --> Promoted 
to Manager after showing positive 
changes to organization (Company 2) --
> More contributions; promoted to 
Director (Company 2) --> started 
business on the side while at company 
2 --> Organizational changes (new CIO 
in co. 2) drove him out --> CEO of his 
own company --> Grew company to 40 
employees 
Factors facilitating 
development as leader: 
(1) led by example, (2) 
hard work, (3) made a 
lot of visible 
contributions, (4) 
personable 
 
 
Visible contributions 
led to promotions; 
risk-taking and 
situational 
adaptation led to 
founding of the 
leader’s own 
company.  
Subj05 Assimilated to US as a child --> Odd 
jobs after college (early hints at 
leadership as Asst. Store Manager, 1.5 
yrs.) --> Individual Contributor 
(Company 1) --> Individual 
Contributor (Company 2) --> 
Individual Contributor, 5-6 yrs.; had 
influential mentor (Company 3) --> 
move to another state when husband 
found job --> Individual Contributor, 4-
5 yrs.; had influential leader/mentor 
(Company 4) where she supported 
business partners in an area that she 
eventually joined and led to --> 1st 
Leader role (new area, Company 4) --> 
wanted to learn something new --> took 
Individual Contributor role (Internal 
consultant, 10 mos.) in another area --> 
rejoined former department (invited by 
a former influential supervisor) to lead 
a newly established Center of 
Excellence, leading 15 permanent 
employees and overseeing about 100 
contractors 
Factors facilitating 
leader development: (1) 
leaders & mentors had 
tremendous influence 
on her; pushed her 
along the way, (2) 
training programs, (3) 
mentoring opportunities 
-- on-the-job/role-based 
opportunities. 
Influential mentors 
facilitated her 
development into 
leadership roles; had 
exposure to and 
learned the business 
areas in technical 
roles which she 
eventually led. 
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Table 5 continued 
Subj08 Family with strong focus on education -
-> Med school (Philippines) --> Rural 
work requirement after graduation --> 
Medical residency & fellowship # 1 
(US) --> Academic fellowship # 2 
(University research) --> switch to 
Clinical role/Individual Contributor; 
became clinical champion for 
computerized records (University 
Hospital # 2) --> Clinician/Individual 
Contributor/Clinical Champion for 
performance measures; admin 
responsibilities added to clinical role; 
worked on MBA after work & 
weekends (Federal organization, area # 
1) --> Chief of medical service/Leader 
role (Federal organization, area # 1) --> 
Chief of Staff (Federal organization, 
area # 2) --> Interim Director to Chief 
of Staff (Federal organization, area # 3) 
--> Med. Ctr. Director (Federal 
organization, area # 4) --> Director of 
one of the largest federally run health 
care network with 26,000 employees 
Factors: facilitating 
leader development: (1) 
curiosity, (2) stretch 
assignments ("took on 
tasks that most people 
refused"); cumulative 
experience 
Willingness to take 
on risks and stretch 
assignments + MBA 
helped propel him 
into leadership roles 
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CHAPTER FOUR: KEY FINDINGS 
 
Overview of Results 
A total of 42 leaders were analyzed in this study, 24 of them were interviewed by the researcher 
while 18 were found in published interviews. A presentation of the analytical results of each set of 
leaders follows this overview. 
Almost 70% of the immigrants included in the total sample were top leaders in their organizations. 
Seventeen of the 18 published leaders were company CEOs and/or founders while 12 of the leaders 
interviewed by the researcher included CEOs, COOs, senior executives (President or VP), a former 
city mayor and a current city council president. The remaining 12 leaders were middle or front line 
managers (Senior Director, Director, and Manager). There was an equal proportion of males and 
females in the interviewed sample of leaders, while just over 27% were females among the published 
leaders.  
Fifty-eight percent of those interviewed by the researcher belonged to large organizations while 42% 
led small organizations at the time of the interviews. Approximately half of them have worked in 
both small and large organizations in their careers. Company size did not seem to have an effect on 
the immigrants’ experiences except in how quickly they landed their first leader role (within four 
years in small companies versus seven years in large companies) and the presence of mentors in their 
journeys (71% of large company leaders described the role of mentors in their development versus 
only 30% among small company leaders). 
The leaders’ current places of work spanned a diversity of industries from health care, life sciences, 
technology, and banking to fashion retail, food processing, and travel industry. Government office, 
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academic and international financing organizations were also represented in the study. Table 6 below 
lists the interviewed leaders’ positions, companies and countries of origin. Appendix F provides 
more detailed demographic information on the leaders.  
Table 6. Summary of Interviewed Leaders 
Positions Companies Countries of Origin 
(Number of Participants) 
C-suite and executive: 
Founder, CEO, COO, 
President, VP, Mayor 
Electronics, home accessory, 
health care e-commerce, city 
council, biotech, clinical & 
reimbursement consulting, food 
processing, travel agency, clothing 
& fashion, banking 
China (3), India (4), 
Philippines (5) 
Middle and front line 
management: Deputy 
Division Chief, Senior 
Director, Director, Center 
Leader, Manager 
Pharmaceutical, health insurance, 
federal health care network, 
university, international economic 
development organization, global 
monetary organization,  
China (2), India (3), 
Philippines (7) 
 
A prominent feature of these immigrant leaders is their high level of education. Close to 70% of the 
total sample of 42 have either a Master’s (18 leaders) or a Doctorate degree (11 leaders) as their 
highest level of educational attainment. Education is where the journey starts for many of them. 
The immigrants’ journeys to leadership are complex and heterogeneous. There is no single pathway 
or common formula for their ascent into leadership. However, among the 24 leaders interviewed in 
this study, seven dominant themes emerged: (1) pursuit of a better life, (2) an assimilation process, 
(3) presence of high-level qualifications, (4) career starting point in U.S. that typically begins with an 
entry-level individual contributor role, (5) demonstration of value to their organizations, (6) risk-
taking and adaptation behaviors, and (7) the presence of mentors along their leadership journeys. 
Each of these themes is discussed under Key Findings from Study Interviews.  
 On the other hand, among the 18 published leaders’ pathways to leadership, three categories 
emerged: (1) a progressive linear path, (2) a non-linear path, and (3) an early start that eventually 
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ends up in industry leadership. These three pathways are described in more detail under Key 
Findings from Media Interviews. 
Phases in leadership ascent 
An emergent pattern that is common to both study participants and media leaders is that many of 
them appear to have undergone distinct phases in their ascent to leadership. They cycle through 
phases of assimilation, educational and professional experiences before landing their first leadership 
roles. Beyond their first leadership roles, many of them take progressively increasing executive 
positions while a few take broad, lateral steps in their career to experience individual contributor 
roles in new business areas before assuming leadership roles again. Not everyone goes through every 
phase of the process and some of the phases overlap. These phases are described below. 
Education/Trainee Phase -- A proportion of immigrants came to the U.S. by way of graduate 
school. For example, all five of the Chinese leaders interviewed by the researcher entered the 
U.S. by enrolling in a graduate program. Incidentally, five of the 18 published immigrant leaders 
also started Masters or Doctorate degrees in America. Some, like Andrew Ly from Vietnam, 
arrived as refugees and then enrolled in school to earn a college degree. During this phase, the 
immigrants got introduced to the way of life in America, assimilated into American society, and 
obtained early training by taking on odd jobs to make ends meet. Graduate students may 
experience internship roles where they get exposed to American business environments in 
practice. It must be noted that the assimilation does not necessarily end in this phase. For some, 
the assimilation process blended into and overlapped other phases as they started working and 
got their first ventures into leadership. 
Individual Contributor Phase -- In this phase of their careers, the immigrants experienced 
technical, clerical, clinical or scientific roles that were non-supervisory. They cycled through 
these roles in various companies large or small. This was where they learned a lot about their 
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craft and met some of their earliest mentors who taught them lasting lessons to remember 
throughout their leadership journeys. 
Project Manager Phase -- In this phase, immigrants assumed lead roles that may not have had 
formal supervisory authority, but they nonetheless had influence in informal ways. This was 
typically a Consultant role or a Project Lead position in an organization where they interfaced 
with various team members or project stakeholders. While not everyone experienced this role, 
many of the leaders used this phase as a pivotal moment to continue into the next phase where 
they became leaders with formal organizational authority. 
Supervisor Phase -- This was where the immigrants landed their first leadership position, that is, 
one with formal supervisory authority for a direct report or a team of direct or indirect reports. 
This phase also included experiences in "middle management" where the immigrant leaders 
served as manager of managers; in large corporations, they typically had oversight for two to 
three layers of the organization. In one sense, they learned their first true lessons in leadership in 
America during this phase. In another sense, their assimilation process continued in this phase as 
they now had to deal with a multi-cultural team or their supervisory peers, many of whom were 
part of the majority. Thus, they needed to be accepted or even aspired to be respected. 
Senior Executive Phase - Having gone through cycles of individual contributor and supervisory 
phases, the immigrant leaders reached a point in their careers where they became senior 
executives. In large organizations, they had responsibility for multiple layers of the organization 
and their decision-making had far-reaching impact on the performance and results of the 
company. They included heads of departments as well as positions that reported directly to the 
CEO. In smaller companies with flatter organizations, senior executives had oversight for one to 
two layers of the organization. Ten of the 24 interviewed leaders who became VPs, COOs, 
Council President, or headed a regional network within the U.S. federal system experienced this 
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senior executive phase in their careers.  Similarly, ten of the 18 published leaders were observed 
to have cycled through different executive positions within the same company or jumped from 
one company to another until they land a CEO position and/or establish a company of their own. 
CEO/Founder Phase -- This seemed to be the ultimate point in the careers of the immigrant 
leaders. For a select few, this started quite early, especially among entrepreneurs. Some also 
became Chairman or Chairwoman of the Board. For serial entrepreneurs, the leaders established 
several companies and got invited to act as non-executive members or advisers on company 
boards. For those who hold government office or elected positions, this phase covered 
immigrants who became Mayors or municipal chief executives since the mayor is the elected 
chief executive and highest-ranking official in most United States government municipalities 
such as the city or town. 
Cultural traits and leadership styles  
Culturally, as a group, these immigrant leaders expressed or alluded to having “the best of both 
worlds”. Born and raised in the cultures of their originating countries, they came to learn and 
appreciate the polycultures that characterize American society. The leaders described cultural and 
personal traits that helped shape and influence their leadership. In leading their organizations, they 
leveraged some of these traits such as family orientation, a strong sense of community, and strong 
work ethic, while suppressing tendencies for gender inequity, conflict avoidance, and lack of 
assertiveness. These leveraged and suppressed cultural traits seem to translate into their propensity 
for certain leadership styles. Clusters of these leadership styles, along with lessons gleaned from the 
leaders’ experiences and their advice for future immigrants are further described under the following 
sections: (1) Key Findings from Study Interviews of Immigrant Leaders, and (2) Key Findings from 
Media Interviews and Biographies of Immigrant Leaders. 
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Figure 2. Phases of Leadership Development in an Idealized Linear Path 
 
Key Findings from Study Interviews of Immigrant Leaders 
Road to management (Research Question 1: How do U.S. minority immigrants 
experience the process of landing leadership roles?) 
Based on the 24 study participants’ accounts of their journeys to America and their ascent to 
leadership, seven themes emerged: 
1.) Pursuit of a better life. The single most common denominator that binds the immigrants’ 
journeys together is their dream to improve their status – career, financial or otherwise -- in 
life. Half of them expressed wanting better lives for their families. Four study participants 
were initially reluctant to come to the U.S. However, their life situations in their origin 
countries compelled them to do so. For example, Subject 17 from the Philippines, currently a 
Vice-President at a clinical and reimbursement consulting company in the U.S., stated:  
“I never even thought of migrating to the U.S. However, no matter how much I 
worked there, the opportunities were just lacking. When my father had a stroke, I 
Education/Training Individual Contributor Project Manager
SupervisorExecutiveCEO/Founder
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needed to do more and decided that it would be best for the family if I worked in the 
U.S.”  
Subject 12 from India, CEO and founder of a healthcare e-commerce platform company, was 
eloquent in his statement: 
“I was primarily driven by opportunities and wanting to set a higher standard for 
myself and my family that follows me, in terms of the opportunities that I afford to 
them. I think that was one part, second part was my comfort level with the amount of 
corruption there is in the day-to-day life in India. That also influenced me to want to 
move to a country where I found the rules played a greater role.”  
For Subject 23 who experienced some of the impact of the Cultural Revolution in China, her 
reasons for immigrating to the U.S. were both practical and academic.  
“Twenty years ago in China, I couldn’t make a good living with my income. I 
couldn’t afford a house or buy electronics. I’d have to save up money for a year to 
buy a TV set or a DVD player. Additionally, I read a lot of English literature and 
attended international meetings which triggered me to come to the U.S. to learn new 
technologies and meet new people.” 
2.) Assimilation experience. Every immigrant undergoes a level of assimilation, a process of 
integration or incorporation by which the characteristics of members of immigrant groups 
and host societies come to resemble one another (Brown & Bean, 2006).  Based on the 
experiences shared by the 24 interviewed leaders, such process can be characterized be 
positive or negative experiences. Subject 20 from China, a VP for one of the largest clothing 
and fashion retail stores in the U.S., felt that his assimilation process was “quite normal, and 
friendly, with no hostility or bad feelings.” His first stop in the U.S. was Fayetteville, 
Arkansas, “a remote southern state, so it’s quite friendly”. Coming into the U.S. for graduate 
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school, he characterized his transition into America as “smooth”, assisted by an existing 
Chinese student association who helped him with transportation, housing, food, and social 
activities. On the other hand, it was a different story for Subject 05 from India who came to 
America as a child. Now a department leader for one of the largest health insurance 
companies in the U.S., she grew up in Chicago where her family first moved into a 
predominantly Caucasian neighborhood. She was one of only three colored kids in school 
and she recalls having “felt racism growing up, bullied, and called names.” The range of 
assimilation experiences is quite wide and its impact can reach the immigrants’ experience in 
the workplace. Such was the experience of Subject 18 from the Philippines who was a denied 
a job spot despite her excellent qualifications (top 10% of her graduating class, cum laude, 
member of the law review board at her university as well as the Kappa Alpha Kappa honor 
society) and the availability of 11 open positions. When she did not get any position after a 
year of application, she sued the employer for racial, gender, and national origin 
discrimination. She won her case and was awarded the job and three years back pay. She 
eventually became CEO and Chairwoman of a billion-dollar global food processing 
company. Assimilation is an important part of the immigrants’ journey to leadership and 
there are a few theories through which we can view these experiences. This process therefore 
merits a more detailed explanation below under each nationality of leaders interviewed by the 
researcher (See Assimilation sub-section).  
3.) High-level qualifications. Apart from the graduate level education, with some possessing 
multiple Master’s degrees and Doctorate degrees, many of these immigrants were already 
highly experienced in their origin countries. A few had supervisory and/or senior level 
individual contributor roles prior to coming to the States. Before joining a global monetary 
organization based in the U.S., Subject 15 from the Philippines, a Ph.D. in Economics, had 
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been Division Chief at the National Economic Development Authority in her country, a 
Senior Lecturer in Public Economics, Monetary and Fiscal Policy in one of the Philippines’ 
top universities, and has had over 10 years of experience as a practicing macroeconomist. In 
the U.S., she had to start from a contractual, entry-level economist position in the 
organization that she joined. Subject 23 had a Master’s degree in Aircraft Manufacturing 
Engineering and a couple of years’ experience from China before her first U.S. job as a 
software engineer. In order for her to compete in the industry she wanted to join in the U.S., 
she obtained a Master’s degree in Industrial Systems Engineering and another Master’s 
degree in Computer Science Engineering. Subject03 had a Master’s degree in Biochemistry 
and banking job experience from India. She had to take up MBA and join an internship 
program in order to start her career in the U.S. 
4.) Starting point of careers in U.S. The immigrants typically start in an entry-level, technical 
or clinical, individual contributor role in the U.S. The fields of entry are varied, however, 
there is a significant number of them (about 60% of total sample) who began in STEM fields. 
Half of the interviewed leaders started in STEM-related jobs in the U.S. For example, among 
the Chinese leaders, Subject 04 and Subject 23 started as software engineers, and Subject 06 
taught undergraduate and graduate Statistics, while Subject 20 began doing credit analytics 
for an energy company. Among Indian leaders, Subjects 01 and 02 were offered U.S. jobs 
involving software applications engineering and architecture after having worked in U.S.-
based companies that had sites in India. Subject 12 was hired by a U.S. insurance company to 
re-engineer their technology systems after consulting with other U.S.-based companies in 
India. On the other hand, Filipinos in this sample started in entry-level professional positions 
in fields such as health care, law, economics, and other social sciences. Subject 08 started as a 
staff physician after having gone through medical residency and academic fellowship, while 
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Subjects 24 and 25 started out as staff nurses in hospitals. A few of them had to “start from 
the bottom” and go through odd jobs in order to gain experience in the U.S. Subject 20, a 
lawyer and a middle management executive in a telecommunications company in the 
Philippines, expressed: 
“A lot of immigrants start from the bottom. I was not any different. Just to have a job, 
I taught in two schools – a technical school and a business school – in the beginning. 
I was teaching contracts and legal procedures to paralegal students while I was 
reviewing for the New York bar exam.” 
 Subject 13 from India recalled that he started working part-time in a retail store. With the 
money he saved up from that part-time job, he started selling motion pictures in a flea 
market. He now owns his own company selling car audio electronics and expresses his 
gratitude for having loyal employees and customers in America.  
5.) Demonstration of value. The immigrants’ first leadership roles in America happened after 
cycling through a few individual contributor roles in one to five U.S.-based companies. In all 
instances, promotions to leadership positions occurred after visible contributions and 
demonstration of impact to their respective organizations. On average, it took about seven 
years (range = 1 to 16 years) of individual contributor, consultant or project management 
experience before the immigrants landed a formal leadership role. In many cases, after an 
accumulation of various technical, scientific and business experiences, these immigrants were 
given leadership opportunities by their mentors and/or supervisors who saw their abilities to 
solve problems, deal with people and lead projects. The following are examples of significant 
statements that demonstrate how immigrants landed their first leadership roles by providing 
value to their organizations, most often by leading or being involved in projects with high 
visibility: 
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• Subject 23 (from China): “At Bank X, I moved to a different department and worked 
on a really visible project that developed an application that would assist 75,000 
branches across the country in their customer transactions. It was a big project with 
a tight deadline and I was working day and night to deliver the product. Management 
saw my ability and consistency as well as a different perspective and style of 
managing projects and people. Once we successfully delivered such a huge project in 
consumer banking, the customers were really happy. That’s when my managers 
started to see that I had the ability to lead people.” (Subject 23 eventually became 
VP of one of the largest banks in America. 
• Subject 16 (from India): “At Big Pharma X, I worked about 80 hours a week during 
my second year of fellowship and I got to do everything. I wrote concrete sections of 
the integrated safety summary report and performed literature searches. Because I 
was excelling at what I did in the fellowship, they paired me with Mr. RX, the head of 
research & development (R&D) for the company’s consumer division. One day, he 
brought me into his office and said, “You’re going above and beyond as an 
employee, let alone a fellow. What else do you want to do?” I replied, “I would love 
to see medical affairs, marketing, pricing and branding. He was very supportive 
because he saw the way I worked on filing activities for drug approval and 
everything else. They sent me to Sweden to observe the unit that was doing 
manufacturing for Drug X. That was like a reward for doing a great job on the filing 
activities. Mr. RX sent me there for a week to learn about industry at a global setting 
and attend leadership and presentation trainings. He had me present at his R&D 
forum in front of the entire division which was an amazing opportunity.” (Subject 16 
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went on to become executive for a few pharmaceutical companies and is currently 
COO of a fast-growing biotech company.) 
• Subject 08 (from the Philippines): “I was a younger physician back then and they 
(organization in Huntington, West Virginia) were looking at transitioning into 
computerized medical records. The medical chief of staff asked me, “You are a young 
clinician, why don’t you learn computerized medical record first and then be the 
clinical champion for the rest of the physicians?” So I found myself leading the 
cultural change from the analog business of medicine to digitized medicine. And of 
course, there was a lot of resistance among the older physicians, and even among the 
younger physicians because it’s a new skill set that they had to learn. During that 
transition, I realized that I had the ability to convince physicians to take on tasks that 
they otherwise would not have taken. It dawned on me that I may have the ability to 
be compelling to physicians and started thinking that I may have some skills in 
management.”  
“After Huntington, I moved to an organization in Dayton, Ohio where there was an 
accretion of management duties. So, I continued with a management role and the 
leaders at Dayton said, “You were the clinical champion back in Huntington, VA. 
Why don’t you continue being clinical champion here in Dayton?” 
“That was 1995. It was the early years of health care organizations transitioning into 
computerized medical records and I became the clinical champion there. And then, 
the Dayton leadership said, "Okay, now we have performance measures for 
physicians. These are the things that physicians will have to achieve. Why don't you 
become the clinical champion for the performance measures for physicians?" So it 
just added administrative responsibilities to my role as a staff physician. And then I 
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said to myself, "If I'm doing this anyway, and my role here in the medical center is 
transitioning, why don't I study for my MBA?" And so I approached the dean of the 
medical school, because I was also teaching at the medical school at that time, and 
asked, "Would you support me going for my MBA?" And he did. So I attended classes 
after work and on weekends, and graduated after three years.” (Subject 08 currently 
heads one of the largest federally run health care networks in the U.S.) 
6.) Risk-taking and adaptation. The ability to take calculated risks in their careers and the 
flexibility to learn and venture into new areas of the business were consistent among most of 
the study participants interviewed by the researcher. Subject 09 from China, for example, has 
had a progressive career at a large U.S. insurance company where she became the only one of 
two female managers in her division. However, she took a bold risk of leaving the structured 
environment of that company to “see what the rest of the world looked like and learn how to 
deal with new and different situations.” She moved into a health care services company 
where she built a team from scratch, learned new functions like finance, information 
technology, and sales. In the process, she learned about managing conflicts at a high level 
from different teams with greater demands and varying perspectives. She also learned to deal 
with vendors in an environment that was less structured than her former company. She 
became Director of Analytics and Solutions for that company and moved on to head up 
Customer Analytics, Data Strategy and Innovation at her current company which is a large, 
global data analytics service provider. 
Similar risk-taking and adaptation can be observed in the experiences of Indian Subjects 12 
and 13 who each founded their own companies. Subject 12 recalls his first meeting that he 
walked into at one of the largest health insurance companies in the U.S. It was a decision 
point meeting to talk about the architecture of various systems that all enterprise architects 
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(he was hired as one) were responsible for. He remembers the meeting quite well because he 
found himself saying, “I don’t think we need the system that I have since it duplicates an 
existing system in the company. It could very well be a subset of the existing complaints and 
appeals system.” It was a risky statement to make since it could have eliminated his job and 
his team. Fortunately, it paid off since this suddenly gave him visibility to the leadership team 
as someone who is able to have strategic discussions rather than a manager who tries “to 
defend his kingdom.” Having gained the trust of his leadership team, he was then charged 
with the responsibility for providing architecture leadership for an approximately $50 million 
annual IT investment portfolio. Similarly, Subject 13 has had a somewhat comfortable life in 
India helping out his dad in his business. However, he chose a “hard and risky step of leaving 
a family he loved” and moved to Cleveland, Ohio in 2003, unsure of how to get started. At 
first, he worked in a retail store with a relative to save up some money to establish a business 
of his own, something he always wanted. So he started selling motion pictures in a flea 
market. He then added shirts to the products he sold. Alas, flea markets were impermanent, 
and he found himself moving from one flea market to another in order to survive. This 
situation prompted him to move out of Cleveland and founded his own car audio sales 
company full-time. Since then, he has grown his business and has had loyal employees and 
customers. 
Risk-taking is not foreign to Subject 19. He arrived as a young college freshman from the 
Philippines to a tumultuous period in America in the 1960s when leaders like Martin Luther 
King and Senator Bobby Kennedy were shot only months apart of each other. Engaged in the 
social movement of the times, he participated in anti-Marcos (former Philippine dictator) 
rallies in college. Such risky action got him blacklisted by the Philippine embassy in New 
York and he was banned from returning to his origin country for a period of time. Subject 19 
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went on to become a successful lawyer and was elected Mayor of a city in a northeastern 
state, the first from his origin country to be ever elected as head of a city in this region of U.S. 
7.) Mentorship. One of the most unequivocal themes emerging from the immigrant leaders’ 
experiences is the presence of a supervisor that they admired as a leader or someone that they 
considered a mentor. Table 7 below depicts a sample of the immigrant’s significant 
statements and descriptors about their mentors. 
 
Table 7. Sample Mentors of Interviewed Leaders 
Study Participant 
ID 
Country of Origin 
Mentors 
(Race/Nationality where 
info is offered) 
Significant Statements and 
Descriptors About Mentors 
Subj01 
India 
First female boss (Italian-
American)  
CEO/boss in U.S. (Indian)  
Her mentors pushed her to take risks, think 
outside the box, gave her challenges, credit 
for her work, guided her to “learn the 
ropes” in America; allowed autonomy in 
decision-making, provided her with tools 
to succeed. 
Subj02 
India 
Mentor 1 (American) 
Mentor 2 (South Korean) 
His mentors taught him that 
communication is crucial in finding 
solutions to problems and that technology 
is just a means to help solve client’s 
problems. 
Subj03 
India  
Manager 
(Italian-American) 
Her manager-mentor with a collaborative 
leadership style “enabled and encouraged 
her along the way.” 
Subj05 
India 
Supervisors at her 3rd & 4th 
companies in the U.S.  (both 
belonged to minority group) 
She admired her mentors’ career 
progression, work ethic and values, how 
they managed within their personal space 
and families. She was able to “freely 
bounce off ideas and questions on them.” 
Subj06 
China 
College Professor in 
Statistics (Chinese) 
His professor-mentor encouraged him to 
study Statistics in the U.S. and wrote him a 
recommendation letter. 
Subj08 
Philippines 
Chief of Staff/Boss 
(Caucasian);  
Medical Center Director 
(Filipino) 
His mentors had a collaborative style of 
leadership; provided him with challenging 
opportunities. 
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Table 7 continued 
Subj09 
China 
Various supervisors 
(nationality unspecified) 
Her mentors gave her good feedback – 
both positive and negative – helped 
facilitate her leadership development. 
Subj10 
Philippines 
Senior members of the City 
Council (various nationalities 
from both majority and 
minority groups) 
His mentors gave him guidance at the 
council; he admires those who listen to 
both sides of an argument or debate. 
Subj11 
Philippines  
Community leaders 
(Filipino) 
He admired Filipino community leaders 
who instilled belief in self, overcame their 
own initial struggles of colonial mentality, 
and became confident with what they can 
contribute to society. “When I saw them in 
action and heard them speak and empower 
others, I started to believe in myself. 
Although we have to prove ourselves twice 
as hard, at the end of the day, we are just as 
good as or maybe even better than our 
counterparts in the leadership majority.” 
Subj14 
Philippines 
Mentor 1 – Work partner at 
accounting firm in the 
Philippines (Filipino) 
Mentor 2 – Colleague at 
current work place (Chinese-
Canadian) 
Her first mentor taught by example; her 
training was exemplary; “working in that 
environment (accounting firm in the 
Philippines) was like my master’s degree.” 
Her second mentor made sure that she did 
her work correctly; believed in her and 
encouraged her to become a manager, a 
director. 
Subj20 
China 
Supervisor 1 
(Caucasian/Jewish) 
Supervisor 2 (Caucasian) 
Supervisor 3 (Caucasian-
Irish) 
Supervisor 4 (Indian) 
Supervisor 5 (Caucasian-
French) 
He found his mentors to be “trusting and 
neutral”. His most memorable bosses were 
the ones who were trusting and 
development-oriented. “If the boss trusts 
you, that’s a great sign. They have 
confidence in you to do what is necessary 
to achieve goals. Even if you make 
mistakes, good leaders ask, ‘What can you 
learn from this? How can we do it better 
next time?’ They encourage you to 
continuously learn from, rather than punish 
you for, those mistakes. Good leaders help 
you grow.” 
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Table 7 continued 
Subj23 
China 
Formal mentors at work and 
informal mentors like friends 
(nationalities unspecified) 
She consults with her mentors about work 
scenarios and listens to their advice 
because she considers them as having 
perspectives that she might not have 
considered before. “Mentors are helpful to 
the achievement of my goals.” 
 
One of the most meaningful descriptions of a mentors’ impact on future leaders was expressed by 
Subject 21, a lawyer who was promoted to a leadership role in one of America’s top universities, also 
considered as one of the most prestigious academic institutions in the world. She remembered two 
mentors: 
“My first year high school English teacher made me realize how much I loved doing oratory 
and debate. This led me to seek a profession which would use my oratorical and debate skills 
and help people at the same time. I look up to her as someone influential in my formative 
years.”  
“In my professional life, I consider my law firm founding partner as a mentor. He inspires 
me to be a better version of myself in terms of my legal arguments and what the law is for. He 
introduced me to the concept of ‘preventive lawyering’ where a lawyer counsels litigants to 
prevent them from unnecessarily seeking redress in the court so as to unclog their dockets 
and see them to settle their cases in a way that preserves relationships and also makes the 
law accessible to non-legal persons. Both these mentors taught me a lot about life, the value 
of excellence, hard work, and doing the very best in the service of other people.” 
The study noted that the 13 immigrants above who described the role of mentors consisted 
mostly of large company leaders. Ten out of 14 (71%) of large company leaders mentioned 
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mentors, compared to three out of 10 (30%) small company leaders. This observation could be 
largely due to the differences in resources available between small and large companies.  
Factors facilitating leadership development 
In addition to the seven themes that emerged, the study revealed a range of factors that facilitated 
the immigrants’ ascent to leadership roles. There were some in-group (within-country) 
similarities as well as common factors across the three groups of leaders – Chinese, Filipinos, 
and Indians. Table 8 below alphabetically lists the factors expressed by each group. Factors that 
are common across the entire sample of 24 interviewed leaders are highlighted on top of the 
table. 
 
Table 8. Factors that Facilitated Leadership Development 
 Factors Common Across Three Groups of Leaders 
Adaptability/flexibility 
Cumulative experiences in working with team, leading projects and people 
Exposure to highly visible projects with successful delivery 
Graduate education 
Hard work; strong work ethic 
Mentors 
Supportive managers 
Visible contributions to organization 
Willingness to take risks in decision making/going beyond comfort zone 
Other Factors Described by Each Group of Leaders 
Chinese Filipinos Indians 
Data-driven decision making 
Good relationships with 
managers 
Happy customers 
Having a strategic direction 
about career 
 
Accepting and receiving 
feedback 
Assertiveness (learning to assert 
ideas) 
Courage 
Curiosity 
 
Authenticity 
Assertiveness 
Happy customers 
Interaction with customers from 
multiple business lines 
Opportunity to mentor others 
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Table 8 continued 
Data-driven decision making 
Good relationships with 
managers 
Happy customers 
Having a strategic direction 
about career 
Honest feedback from managers 
and peers 
Industry experience 
Lateral move to learn new 
business areas 
Leading by example 
Merit-based organizational 
culture 
Quantitative skill set 
Strong science background 
Structured environment 
 
Accepting and receiving 
feedback 
Assertiveness (learning to assert 
ideas) 
Courage 
Curiosity 
Faith 
Family background on 
entrepreneurship 
High level of organization, 
resourcefulness and detail-
orientedness 
Intense preparation for a job 
Merit-based organizational 
culture 
Networking 
Open communication 
Overcoming sense of inferiority 
Persistence 
Reputation for delivery and 
work quality 
Research; data-driven decision 
making 
Serendipity 
Strategic choices in career 
Successful coping with 
challenging situations 
Supportive team members 
Understanding work 
environment 
 
Authenticity 
Assertiveness 
Happy customers 
Interaction with customers from 
multiple business lines 
Opportunity to mentor others 
Serendipity 
Training programs 
Work quality 
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Nine factors that were common across the three groups of leaders were grouped into six clusters 
by:  
• Fusing together “willingness to take risks/going beyond comfort zone” and 
“adaptability/flexibility” into a cluster labeled “risk-taking and adaptation”, AND 
• Clustering “mentors” and “supportive managers” into one. 
 
The six clusters of common factors that facilitated the immigrants’ ascent to leadership included: 
1.) Visible demonstration of value to the organization. These leaders either sought or 
were exposed to highly visible projects which gave them the opportunity to work with 
teams, lead people and successfully deliver on project goals, thus demonstrating concrete 
value to their organizations. 
2.) Risk-taking and adaptation. This group of leaders tends to take risks and go beyond 
their comfort zones. There’s Subject 10 from the Philippines who summoned the courage 
to teach in a college in his early years in America, despite being told that American 
students could be challenging. “There’s a ton of difference in the student-teacher 
relationship between the U.S. and the Philippines,” he said.  
“In the Philippines, the teacher is the authority and students tend to follow 
his or her lead. You’re like a god in the classroom. Here in the U.S., 
students are more assertive of their rights. It’s a totally different level of 
influence. However, I went out of my comfort zone.”  
Subject 10 went on to establish his own law firm and got elected Council President in a           
northeastern U.S. city.  Similarly, Subject 04 from China took a calculated risk in buying 
a wholesale store while he was working full-time at a large fashion accessory store in 
Texas. He would work nights at the store which he gradually built into his own garment 
and home accessory business. When he saw that the odds for career progression at his 
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employer were not working in his favor, he left his job and concentrated on growing his 
own company. 
3.) Mentors and supportive managers. Virtually all (23 out of 24) participants expressed 
the important role of mentors and/or supportive supervisors in their development as 
leaders. Most of these mentors were colleagues and managers who “took a chance” on 
them and gave them opportunities to shine and demonstrate their value to the 
organization. Two participants, Subjects 13 (Indian) and 18 (Filipino), mentioned their 
fathers as their mentors. Significant statements that the participants gave to describe their 
mentors included individuals who “impressed certain values that inspired them to form 
their own company” (Subject 12), “cared about the team members’ families” (Subject 
15), “saw people for what they bring to the table” (Subject 16), “told them to believe in 
themselves” (Subject 17), “taught them to think outside the box” (Subject 18), and 
“pushed them to believe that there was much more in their capabilities”. More significant 
statements are listed in Table 7 (Sample Mentors of Interviewed Leaders). 
4.) Graduate education. One of the most pronounced attributes of this group of leaders is 
their high level of education. Just over 70% of the interviewed leaders had graduate 
degrees, with two participants possessing double Master’s degrees, two having three 
Master’s degrees, and seven having Doctorate degrees.  
5.) Strong work ethic. An often-repeated significant phrase that the participants expressed 
when asked about how they got to where they are in their careers is “hard work”. This 
significant phrase actually has a deeper meaning for these immigrants. Some of them, 
particularly the female leaders, verbalized that “because they are immigrants, they had to 
work doubly harder” and feel that they “have to prove themselves” worthy of their 
positions. For female Indian immigrants, the notion of “proving themselves” as leaders 
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stems from the patriarchal culture in India that they had to overcome. Subject 01, a 
Director in a leading pharmaceutical company, stated that she is not proud of the bias 
against females born in India. “Girls are being considered a liability. There is lack of trust 
in women leaders. You often hear people saying women cannot be good in technology” 
she said. Yet, she has a track record of successfully leading technology-related projects 
across a few industries. In addition to overcoming bias against women leaders, some of 
them also had to overcome racial discrimination. Subject 03, another female Indian 
leader, was recently “kicked out of a restaurant because her husband was wearing a 
turban.” She expressed feeling “insecure or unfit in the current socio-political climate in 
America.” Subject 03 was VP for a leading financial institution in the U.S. and became 
COO of her family’s company. Bias, unfortunately, is not unique to Indians. Subject 18, a 
female Filipino leader, had to file a lawsuit against a former employer for discrimination 
in terms or race, gender, and country of origin.  She won the case and eventually got her 
job with back pay. Further discussion of discrimination experiences will be dealt with in 
the section on Assimilation below. 
6.) Accumulation of relevant experiences. Even before landing their first job in America, 
many participants have gone through individual contributor, project management, and 
supervisory roles in their native countries. Moreover, some of them (e.g., Subjects 03, 08, 
15, and 23) have achieved pre-U.S. graduate degrees prior to furthering their education in 
the States. The starting point of their U.S. careers is a diversity of individual contributor 
roles where they learn the American way of doing things. The immigrants typically start 
in entry-level, professional, technical or clinical roles, with some of them admitting to 
doing “odd jobs” such as Subject 05 (from India) who worked at a maternity store in a 
mall, or Subject 11 (from the Philippines) who sold home appliances, and Subject 13 
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(from India) who sold motion pictures and shirts in flea markets. The immigrants cycle 
through these individual contributor positions in one to five companies in the U.S. before 
landing their first leadership roles. They attribute their cumulative, relevant experiences 
in working with teams, leading projects, and dealing with various challenging situations 
as being fundamental to their development as leaders. Beyond their first leadership role, 
their experience gets even richer through various executive positions with increasingly 
progressive leadership responsibilities, though some of them (e.g., Subject 09 from 
China, Subject 16 from India, and Subject 24 from the Philippines) take lateral steps in 
order to learn new business areas before accepting higher leadership roles. 
Assimilation  
An important aspect of the immigrants’ journeys to leadership is their assimilation into American 
society. The assimilation experiences of the 24 immigrant leaders who participated in this study 
included both positive as well as negative ones (examples are given in the significant statements 
below). Additionally, these experiences are not a single or a few episodes in the beginning of 
their stay in America. For many immigrants, assimilation is a longitudinal process which can last 
many years deep into their lives as they work, play, worship, and participate in social activities in 
the U.S. For the study participants, such a process included overcoming challenges such as (1) 
language and communication barriers, (2) American ignorance/lack of awareness of the 
immigrants’ cultures, (3) initial financial hardships, (4) adjustment to American social norms, 
and (5) a range of bias and discrimination experiences. Table 8 summarizes the immigrants who 
expressed assimilation challenges. 
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Table 9. Summary of Assimilation Challenges 
 
Type of Challenges 
Count of Leaders Who Expressed Challenges 
Chinese 
n = 5 
Filipinos 
n = 12 
Indians 
n = 7 
Total 
n = 24 
Language and communication 
barriers 
4 1 4 9 
Native-born Americans’ lack of 
awareness of immigrant culture 
1 4 3 8 
Initial financial hardship 1 5 1 7 
Adjustment to social norms 1 3 5 9 
Bias and discrimination 1 6 3 10 
 
Selected examples of these challenges are discussed in more detail below as told through the 
“eyes” (significant statements) of the participating immigrant leaders. Additionally, inquiry into 
how the participants overcame such challenges resulted in the emergence of factors and best 
practices that facilitated their assimilation; this will be discussed following an exposition of their 
challenges. 
1.) Language and communication barriers. This was prevalent especially among the 
Chinese and Indian participants. The range of language and communication challenges 
included misunderstanding due to accent, difficulty with American idiomatic expressions, 
speaking and comprehending English, fluency problems, and maintaining conversations 
when there are “no common talking points”. They are exemplified by the following 
significant statements: 
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Chinese 
• Subject 04: “Most of the time at home (referring to Texas), we all spoke Chinese. But in 
school, we spoke English. So it’s very difficult. At school, it depended on who you talk to. 
We talked to white people who spoke English. We talked (mostly in Mandarin) to 
Chinese. Most of the time, we spoke Chinese.” 
• Subject 06: “My first stop was San Francisco and then I took a connecting flight to 
Dallas. My English was not that good at that time. It was quite a challenge. I remember 
when we arrived in San Francisco, I did not totally understand the announcement; they 
were saying you have to check everything out and go through customs and recheck your 
luggage again. Maybe I did not understand, so I didn’t try to get my luggage. I thought 
the luggage would go to Dallas and wait for me. It did not.” 
• Subject 09: “I remembered when I first heard of ‘subway’ here, I thought they meant the 
train or a means of transportation as I learned it in China. I realized that it was a kind of 
sandwich! On my first year here, I had a lot of work to do on language to understand 
people, to try to speak as fluently as possible.” 
• Subject 23: “Even though we learned English in China for many years since middle 
school, our English was more focused on writing and reading. So when I came to the U.S. 
my spoken English and listening skills were so bad. People didn’t understand me; I didn’t 
understand them. It was very frustrating.” 
Indians 
• Subject 01: “The challenge I had was having a conversation going (with American 
colleagues), because we didn’t have common points to talk about. They’d talk about 
baseball. I only knew about cricket. So there were those disconnects that were 
challenging in the beginning.” 
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• Subject 02: “One challenge was that I’m not really good in ‘small talk’. It becomes 
tougher when you are coming to a different culture all together. For example, if you are 
going to leadership summits, you can talk a lot around what you are working on and your 
culture in the office and all that stuff. But, in general, you have to talk about other stuff 
also. For example, I was not following baseball, basketball, and all these sporting 
activities in the U.S. at that point in time. But that became one of the challenges. In 
certain scenarios, knowing about all of these activities and knowing about let's say 
skiing, is something which can be an ice breaker in a meeting. That was one of the 
challenges I faced originally.” 
• Subject 03: “Initially, because of how I talked, people would ask me to repeat what I said. 
They didn’t understand how I talked. It’s because of my accent.” 
• Subject 13: “Even though we learned English in India, Punjabi was still our basic 
speaking language, so my English fluency was quite a bit different. The biggest challenge 
was to get the confidence with speaking English fluently.” 
2.) Native-born Americans’ lack of awareness of immigrant cultures. This observation 
was expressed more profoundly by Filipino and Indian participants. Comparatively, only 
one Chinese participant mentioned a stereotype about Asians (being “good 
quantitatively”), albeit, a positive one from which she benefited. However, she also 
alluded to the fact that such stereotype is limited and circumscribed around a particular 
functional area.  
Filipinos 
• Subject 11: Being the only ‘brown’ student in a small college in Missouri in the mid-
1960s, he recalled that there was a lot of curiosity about him: “I wasn't aware back then 
about how condescending the attitude was towards me. They thought I came from a 
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primitive country, that the Philippines was backward, that we lived in trees like monkeys. 
I encountered a lot of these stereotypes of Asians, let alone Filipinos, being primitive, but 
I think it was more out of curiosity and ignorance than racism.” 
• Subject 19 (Also went to college in the U.S. in the 1960s): “I didn’t personally feel or 
experience racism. But there were the usual ignorant questions like, ‘Do you have roads 
and bridges and highways, like we have here?’ So I'd kid around and say, ‘No. You ought 
to see us on rush hour lining up under trees waiting for the vines to swing from.’ They'd 
say, ‘Really?’ And I would say, ‘Of course not.’ A silly question deserves a silly answer.” 
• Subject 21: “I was acutely aware of how insular the United States was…of how almost so 
much of the U.S. is only about the U.S.” 
Indians 
• Subject 01 (immigrated to U.S. in 2000): “Many people in my neighborhood 
(Connecticut) lacked awareness about India. Some people felt that India was a country of 
snake charmers. They used to ask me, ‘Do you have malls in your country? Do you have 
houses?’ I had to educate them.” 
• Subject 02 (immigrated to U.S. in 2004): “When I came here to visit in 2001, people used 
to treat me like an exotic object. They were very curious. They’d ask me about how much 
I earned in India and they didn’t fully understand the equivalence and differences in 
salaries and cost of living between India and the U.S. The conversion thing was 
something I had to educate people about. There were certain circumstances where it was 
pointed out to me that the only reason I came here was to earn a lot of money and then go 
back to my home country.” 
• Subject 03: “I think that there is an awareness problem in America. I don’t think people 
mean any harm; it’s just that they are not aware of things.” 
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Chinese 
• Subject 09: “People think that because you’re Asian, you’re smart and you should be 
good at quantitative stuff and data analytics. That may help in this particular functional 
area (referring to data analytics). However, once you go beyond that to other cross-
functional areas, I feel that there is some kind of barrier for international (immigrant) 
leaders because of cultural differences.” 
3.) Initial financial hardship. The participating leaders came from a range of income 
classes –low income, lower middle, middle income, and upper middle income -- from 
their originating countries. A majority of them can be categorized in the middle income 
class in their originating countries. However, when they immigrate to the U.S., they tend 
to start from a financial bottom. Subject 21, who immigrated to Boston, Massachusetts 
from the Philippines, recalls:  
“Economically, it has been challenging because Boston is now the third most 
expensive city in the U.S. Initially, we were living on savings; I was a student with 
zero income. My husband did not work at that time to oversee the kids. When I 
was offered my first job as program manager, it was almost just enough to live by. 
It was not comfortable when we started, but we didn't care because it pretty much 
provided for my children's medicine, which was really the reason why we came 
(they needed access to medicine for her twins’ rare blood disorder).  
Their initial year was tough with only one income raising a family of five and having 
come from a comfortable, upper middle income lifestyle in the Philippines. It took her 
husband eight months to find a job. “He went through highs and lows of the employment 
search process.” She understands that her employment in the U.S. was very atypical for 
an immigrant. "People say it's more difficult to work for this academic institution because 
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they have a 2% employment rate versus a 6% student admission rate." Nonetheless, she 
appreciates that "it was a beautiful experience to have gone through that difficulty with 
her children. It makes you realize what matters most in life." She also appreciates how 
understanding and resilient her children were. There were no demands from them. They 
understood how they were living. Her kids adjusted well in school.  
“They are excelling academically, and even got admitted to a very prestigious 
public school. They are in varsity fencing and rowing. They have a good group of 
friends who come to their house often for sleepovers. The children, I’m proud to 
say, have maintained and are proud of their Filipino heritage. They've 
assimilated beautifully, having a mix of friends -- Filipinos, other Asians, 
Caucasians, Italians, and Spanish in a diverse community.” 
On the other hand, Subject04 came from a small village in China and grew up “very 
poor”. He wanted to change his financial status so he ventured to start a new life in the 
U.S. Initially living in a “run-down apartment” in New York, he later moved to Texas 
where his wife joined him. Still, it was not easy in the beginning.  
“We lived in an apartment that was not in a very safe area. In fact, there was a 
bullet hole in one of the windows. There were a lot of Mexicans, working class 
people like us, in that apartment building.”  
He eventually started working as a software engineer in a fashion accessory store and 
moved to a different location. When asked what factors helped in his assimilation 
process, he said,  
“Being open-minded about all kinds of people and cultures helps a lot. I don’t 
think about discrimination at all. In fact, we had a wonderful Caucasian host 
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family who invited us to their home for parties like Christmas. So we intermingled 
with all kinds of folks.”  
When he founded his own garment company a few years later, he admitted to 
maintaining good working relationships with all kinds of people – Caucasians, Mexicans 
and Chinese.  
“My sales and product development team are mostly Caucasians. We have 
Mexicans as well as Caucasians in operations, and Chinese in accounting. 
Because most of our products are produced in China, we needed to hire Chinese 
people here in the U.S. who could communicate with our China office.”  
It appears that Subject 04’s assimilation process used the selective identification 
mechanism for instrumental reasons (e.g. to advance his business).  
Subject 16 (from India), now a COO of a growing biotech company, has seen her 
family’s share of financial difficulties as well. She came to America in her third grade 
and grew up in a Philadelphia suburb where she saw her mother work as a nanny in New 
Jersey, while her father operated a grocery store in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania for 12 hours 
a day to make ends meet since they had to support a family of five. “My dad would 
always go above and beyond for neighbors,” she recalled.  
“He’d drop off groceries for them, so the neighborhood really liked him. He also 
used to volunteer in this one temple in the community. We lived in a remote area 
in Pennsylvania with very few Indians within a 50-mile radius. Because of my 
parents’ reputation and successful business in a community of mostly 
professionals, we fit in very well. However, at my school, it was a different story. I 
made sure that I didn’t stand out enough so that no one could make fun of me or 
pick on me. I just kept on my own. The transition for my two sisters was not as 
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easy because they were older and dealt with more drama. However, they did a 
great job of protecting me. My parents were also very supportive. They had a 
simple rule: As long as my siblings and I excelled in our studies, we would receive 
support in whatever we needed to succeed and assimilate – whether that meant 
joining clubs and organizations, playing clarinets and flutes, soccer and tennis 
practice, etc. That helped us become part of the school system and community 
quickly.”  
4.) Adjustment to American social norms. While the U.S. is a “welcoming place” for 
some, adjusting to its culture and social norms can be a struggle for others.  
Chinese  
Subject 09, now a Director for a data analytics firm, first lived in a university campus in 
Ohio and found her initial U.S. environment to be “inviting” and the people “friendly”. 
The university had a program to help international students to assimilate and get used to 
American culture. Similarly, Subject 20, now a VP for an energy firm, felt that his 
adjustment process was “quite normal and friendly; there was no hostility or bad 
feelings.” His first stop in the U.S. was Fayetteville, a town in northwest Arkansas which 
he described as “a remote southern state, so it’s quite friendly.” Subject 06, a Senior 
Director for statistics in a fast-growing biopharmaceutical, also found “friendly” people 
in his university in Texas. In his attempt to blend in, he experienced some socially 
awkward situations. On his first year in America, he was invited to Halloween party. 
When he appeared without a costume, he realized he was out of place, not knowing the 
American practice of donning an outfit for the celebration. At another time, he recalled 
being sent to buy beer during TV night ball game with his American schoolmates. 
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Running to the grocery, he innocently bought two cases of root beers and ended up being 
teased the whole night. He remembers a third incident, still involving grocery shopping.  
“I remembered another time at the grocery. When I lined up to pay at the register, 
the cashier asked me, ‘Paper or plastic’? I was befuddled. I knew those two 
words, but I didn’t know exactly what she was asking for. It took me a while to 
figure out that she was asking me whether I wanted paper bag or plastic bag.”  
Simple things such as these social incidents may be taken for granted by regular, native-
born Americans; but to the new immigrant, they are potentially embarrassing situations. 
Fortunately, Subject 06 has a good sense of humor about himself. 
Indians 
The Indian study participants’ recollection about their adjustment to America’s way of 
living focused more on establishing a social network. Subject 01, a Director for process 
excellence in pharmaceutical firm, expressed that she missed people’s hospitality in India 
where one can visit neighbors and friends anytime. “In America, you can’t just go to 
anybody’s home unannounced. You have to make appointments, ask whether they are 
available, and you have to tell them you’d be coming.” She had to overcome 
homesickness and feelings of loneliness. Subject 02 (Director for reports and analytics, 
biopharmaceutical), on the other hand, felt like he “lost the social bonding and network” 
he had in India. He stated,  
“There was no safety net here. Had I failed, it would have been up to my wife only 
to take care of our family. Whereas in India, there was a huge network of 
relatives who would take care of us.” 
Subject 13, CEO and founder of a car audio electronics company, expressed his 
experience slightly differently,  
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“The biggest thing you get into is this culture shock. There are different cultures, 
different people. People act differently, talk differently. I understand English but it 
seemed like a different language here. America is a big country. You come here 
and you see a lot more facilities, a lot more stuff to do compared to what you can 
do in India, especially where I came from. It was a big culture shock for me, but 
my relatives from my mom’s side were here and made me feel warm.” 
Filipinos 
The Filipino leaders commented more on the work environment and socio-political 
climate during their first few years in America. Subject 15, now a Deputy Division Chief 
in a Washington, DC organization, had a challenging time initially. She remarked, 
“People are different. Interaction in the office is very impersonal compared to the 
interaction at the Central Bank office in my country where we were like one big 
family. Here it is difficult to connect at a deeper level. I have friends but it’s not 
the same. Maybe it’s because of the cultural differences, it was very difficult in the 
beginning.” 
Subject 17, now a VP for a health care consulting firm, had an even tougher time in the 
beginning.  
“I cried every day when I first moved to the U.S. On my first day in a nursing 
home, I was told to follow my preceptor nurse from 7 am to 3 pm. From 3 pm to 
11 pm on the same day, they gave me 40 patients to take care of.”  
Similarly, Subject 24, now a Director of Inspections Management for a pharmaceutical 
giant, remembers having practically been “thrown into the fire” at St. Vincent’s Hospital 
AIDS unit with very little training. “I was immediately assigned to take care of 25 
patients who were deteriorating and dying at any given moment. This was a time when 
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the effective AIDS drug cocktails were not yet developed. It was a harrowing 
experience.” 
Subject 19, a former City Mayor, recalled the tumultuous environment he first observed 
in America when his family moved in the 1960s. He recounted,  
“On the month that my family arrived in the States, Martin Luther King was shot; 
that was April 1968. Three months later in June, Bobby Kennedy was shot in L.A. 
I thought, ‘What a very violent place. They’re killing their leaders left and right.’ 
There were Chicago riots in 1968 as well. People were fighting each other and 
then all these produced the administration of Richard Nixon. I remember being in 
law school saying to myself, ‘I should be studying for the bar exam, but these 
Watergate hearings are far more interesting!”  
Despite all the tumult, he said that his family and friends were very supportive. They 
were worried about the same things – the draft and the war in Vietnam which was still 
raging at that time.  
“People were burning their Selective Service cards, their draft notices. It was just 
tumultuous. Constant demonstrations. People taking over schools. Almost every 
day, there’d be some event where we would all have to vacate the building while 
police forces checked to see if there were incendiary devices inside the school.” 
5.) Bias and discrimination. Ten of the 24 leaders expressed having experienced a range of 
gender bias and racial discrimination events along their journeys to leadership. 
Interestingly, none of the Chinese leaders expressed having experienced discrimination. 
Bias and discrimination can manifest in a spectrum of forms, from subtle to obvious, as 
the eight significant statements below demonstrate. Here are some significant statements 
that came from Filipino and Indian leaders, most of them females. 
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Filipinos 
• Subject 10: “There are people in the Caucasian community who wouldn't listen to you 
because of the color of your skin. I feel that. They have different treatment with other 
people than with me because they still think that I'm a foreigner. I've been serving the 
community, doing this (referring to City Council President role) as a volunteer job that 
takes away time from my family and main profession. Yet, there are people who think that 
you don't deserve it.” 
• Subject 15: Talked about institutional barriers, political issues and organizational inequity 
in her workplace, a firm in Washington, DC:  
“Dominant shareholders like the US, UK, white European countries, Australia 
and New Zealand tend to have more say. Those nationalities with more crowd 
tend to get promoted more easily compared to minorities. People from minority 
groups really, really have to work hard to be recognized because they don't have 
the benefit of the nationality that backs them up. So they have to prove themselves 
even more. They don't have the 'godfather' who will promote them quickly.”  
(She became a Deputy Division Chief after 15 years. She stated that the situation at work 
has changed over the course of the years due to the institution gradually evolving and 
paying attention to diversity issues.) 
• Subject 17: “I remember this one patient very clearly. I was about to give her medication 
and she said to me, "Go back to where you came from, China-man!" And I was very 
sensitive at that time. I ran to the medication room and cried, praying to God. I'm not 
Chinese and I'm not even a man. I got through those times by calling the Philippines and 
racked up phone bills. The folks at home asked me if I wanted to come home. I told them 
no, I'm going to get through this.” She is now VP of a health care consulting firm.  
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• Subject 18: “I had applied for a legal job at a (federal organization). After a year of 
waiting, I checked with them and found out that I did not get a spot even though they had 
11 available positions where I was qualified. I was confident with my qualifications as I 
was top 10% of my graduating class, a cum laude, and a member of the law review at my 
university’s college of law. I was also part of the Kappa Alpha Kappa honor society. So, I 
sued the employer for racial, gender, and national origin discrimination. It took two 
years for my case to be heard. Fortunately, I won and they gave me three years of back 
pay.” She eventually became CEO and Chairwoman of a billion-dollar enterprise. 
Indians 
• Subject 01: “Being an immigrant, you have to work a little bit harder. Because people 
are looking at you since you're from a different culture. They're always second-guessing 
you, I feel. You have to really work a bit harder to prove you deserve where you're at. 
That could be considered an advantage because now you're also improving yourself, and 
you're always trying to be on your A game, and you're never trying to sit and relax 
because you know you're always under the constant eye because you're from a different 
culture, you're an immigrant, and you're at (their) disposition. There has to be something 
that you have to prove about yourself. That's something that I feel.” 
She also talked about the challenges of being a female leader in the U.S. having oversight 
on offshore teams in India. She stated,  
“It was a challenge to manage Indian teams from the U.S., especially when you’re 
a woman. There was initial inhibition from the teams when they knew they were 
talking to a woman who is in control. They’re like, does she know anything at all? 
But once you’ve proven that you know what you’re talking about, then it gets 
everybody in line. India is a very patriarchal kind of society, very male-
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dominated. For centuries, women have been homemakers and housewives who 
took care of babies and cooked dinner. That culture is deep rooted. Things are 
gradually changing. However, much of this culture still permeates in the work 
environment. It’s okay if you’re a peer or someone below them. However, the 
moment a woman becomes somebody they have to report to, it hits their ego a bit. 
It affects them mentally. Plus in technology, mostly men used to think that they are 
the best in the field, and women basically can’t be really good at technology.” 
Subject 01 is currently a Director of process excellence involving drug safety 
technological systems in a biopharmaceutical firm. 
• Subject 03: “I’ve never felt so insecure in my life, or unfit, or in the wrong place ever 
since I came here until now. My husband and I went to a restaurant (in a city in Florida). 
Because he wears a turban, we suddenly got kicked out of the restaurant. The manager 
approached us and said, ‘You look like a person who screamed at us and wanted free 
food.’ My husband said, ‘I am different. You cannot think I was that person. I don’t look 
like anybody.’ At that time, we just didn’t know how to react. We walked out and sat in 
the car. I got so upset and said to my husband, ‘How dare they say that. Let’s go back 
and make sure that we clarify things. So we went back into the restaurant and told the 
manager, ‘I don’t think he looks like the person you thought he is. You’re mistaking him 
for someone else. So I think you need to let us in.’ The manager replied, ‘If you don’t get 
out of the property, I will call the police.’ We left in frustration and wrote (a complaint 
letter) to the organization. They have not responded back.” 
• Subject 05: “I grew up in the outskirts of Chicago. We moved into this new home where I 
was one of three colored kids at school. It was primarily white, and there was me, one 
other Indian boy, and a black girl. It was hard. You definitely felt the racism back then. 
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They weren’t as open to being friends with you. My one friend was that black girl who 
also happened to live in our neighborhood, so we were pretty close. It (referring to 
racism) was surprising and we felt it. Kids would make comments about where I came 
from, and they’d call me names. There was a lot of bullying, but I didn’t know that it was 
bullying until now when I realize and look back on those days that that’s what was 
happening.” Subject 05 is currently a leader for the center of excellence in a large 
insurance firm. 
• Subject 16: This leader shared one of the most stunning experiences in her journey as a 
leader – a sexual harassment encounter. She told her story: “One of the toughest lessons I 
had was when one of my past bosses sexually harassed me. When I refused his sexual 
advances and I had said ‘no’ many times over six months, through attempts at sexual 
harassment, there was huge retaliation.  He did a lot of damage to my reputation. I 
thought about leaving the industry completely, and told myself "I'm not good at this. I 
don't have the support system," because when I went to every woman leader and guy 
leader for advice, as soon as this happened, people distanced themselves from me. And 
nobody was there to support. Or the ‘support’ that they would give me was not the true 
support of helping me through this situation. It was "let it go, move to a different group, 
don't get blacklisted." It was those types of ... how do you survive as a woman going 
through sexual harassment, just move to your different group, get out of the company, do 
this. It wasn't, like, face it, and let's help you through it, and that's not acceptable 
behavior from that person. It wasn't ever to help that person, because that person was a 
VP, and I wasn't.” 
“So everyone was protecting him and trying to help me go around it. I got blacklisted, 
pretty much. From an amazing high-end rising star, I became this person that people at 
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the hallway would walk the other way from when they saw me. I moved out of the group. 
But then I found out that they were doing it again, trying to ruin my reputation as a 
regulatory leader. "Oh, she's not good at it’, "she doesn't get this," and really making a 
big stink about how horrible a regulator I was supposedly. This was my pride and joy at 
the time.” 
“Then I got sent to a project that was destined to fail. Purposely. So I can be failed, and 
then he could be right. So he pressured people to put me on that project. I told myself, "I 
worked so hard in this industry for my reputation, I could leave. And I had better 
promotion opportunity somewhere else. However, I decided to stick with it. I'm going to 
get my reputation back and everyone in this department back to support me because they 
know I'm really good at what I do." 
“So I stuck with it for a good year and a half, to earn back my reputation and respect, 
and did the drug application filing that everyone thought would never get approved. To 
me, that was huge -- learning as a leader, and learning about myself. And saying it's okay 
not to have everybody support you if you know you're doing the right thing, in the right 
way, it will eventually come back.” 
Factors facilitating assimilation 
Despite experiencing bias and discrimination, financial obstacles, language barriers, 
native born Americans’ lack of awareness of immigrant cultures and awkward social 
situations, the immigrants did overcome their challenges and evolved with U.S. society. 
Many of them expressed a deep appreciation of the opportunities that America has 
afforded them. For example, Indian leader Subject 12 remarked, “In America, there’s 
truly nothing that stops us from being what we want to be as long as we dream it, and 
pursue it, and we work hard to achieve it.” In the same vein, Filipina leader Subject 24 
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felt that she is “able to exercise her own opinions and become more confident in herself” 
in the U.S. She appreciated the upward mobility that she's able to achieve by living in the 
U.S. Musing on her state of affairs after many years of working and living in New York, 
she stated, “I developed a healthy loyalty to American way of life and ideals. I also have 
a very high regard for what America stood for, its history and how they got to where they 
are. Generally, I feel like I was able to achieve the American dream.” Chinese leader 
Subject 23 expressed something similar, “I enjoy the freedom in the U.S. In 1998, I 
participated in a protest of the bombing of one of the Chinese embassies around the 
world by U.S. military. The protestors pushed for peace in the world instead of military 
action. It was the first time I was able to protest without fear of being put to jail...unlike 
what happened at Tiananmen Square." She also enjoys her financial independence. She 
said that she is able to afford to buy things that she could not afford with her salary in 
China. 
During the interview, the study participants were asked what factors helped their assimilation 
process. An analysis of their responses resulted in the emergence of the following themes: 
1.) Support of family and relatives in America. This was the top response. About 50% 
of the participants across all three groups, notably almost all Indian leaders, stated 
that the presence of family and relatives in America played a very important role in 
their assimilation process, especially in the beginning of their stay in the U.S. 
Whether it’s a spouse, a parent, a sibling, a cousin, an aunt, or an uncle who was 
already assimilated in America prior to them, the presence of family support 
unequivocally promoted faster assimilation for the immigrant leaders. Relatives were 
able to help them navigate through the various socio-cultural norms as well as 
establish their bearings in their neighborhoods, including settling in with regular 
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activities of daily living (e.g., food shopping, finding housing, transportation, etc.). 
This data point has important implications in government policies that separate 
immigrants from their families, and may contribute to the understanding of 
mechanisms in assimilation theories. 
2.) Positive cognitive reframing. The participants described “the right mind set” in 
different ways. Subject 03 from India characterized it as having the flexibility and 
adaptability to American culture and social norms. “I had to mold myself to match 
them rather than expect them to be molding themselves to me or my needs.” Subject 
06 from China explained it as having the “curiosity to learn and melt into the 
American culture.” Subject 09, also from China, described it as having an open-
mindedness to the ways of living in America, while Subject 13 from India depicted it 
as “having the willingness to learn new things and being adaptable to change”. 
Perhaps the most stunning characterization of the appropriate mindset that a new 
immigrant in the U.S. must have in order to facilitate assimilation came from Subject 
21 from the Philippines: 
“We (she and her husband) conditioned our minds to be ready for the transition -- 
embrace the fact that this was a foreign country with its own culture, work 
environment, rules, and work practices. We considered ourselves coming in as 
external actors, as outsiders. I was acutely aware, having been to the U.S. in 
2006, of how insular it was in the U.S. -- of how almost much of the U.S. is about 
the U.S. So I told my husband, we should just be prepared to think that whatever 
professional experience we've had in the Philippines might really not prove useful 
here; it might not even be considered. Let’s just be prepared that we’re starting 
from ground zero. We conditioned ourselves to understand that we were going to 
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be second class citizens. We're not natural born Americans, so we understand that 
there will always be circumstances where there is preference for the American 
native/domestic, which happens everywhere else around the world. We also 
conditioned our children that it's a different environment here, that there will be 
no nannies. They will have to fend for themselves. ‘Whatever you want, you will 
have to get it yourself.’ We trained the children how to wash dishes, do laundry, 
and clean their rooms. We set their expectations, not sugar-coating anything. 
They need to know real life and the value of hard work and sacrifice.” 
3.) Support from student associations and community/ethnic networks. The 
availability of support from existing student associations was especially prominent 
among the Chinese participants. Four out of five described that Chinese student 
associations in their universities were very helpful in helping them adjust to America. 
In fact, Subject 06 described a best practice in his first U.S university where 
international student associations for almost all ethnicities existed as a support 
system. When he arrived in Texas, the Director of the student association provided 
guidance by showing him around town, and organizing activities to help him 
assimilate. On his third year at the university, Subject 06 became President of the 
Chinese student association. They organized airport pickups for new students, helped 
with apartment matching and transportation. The association also developed a new 
student handbook to guide new immigrant students on which bank to go, where is the 
nearest pharmacy, how to get insurance, etc. The association also established 
connection with the Chinese consulate which visited the school and provided some 
funding for Chinese movies, organized sports such as bicycling and volleyball, and 
other student activities. 
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Many Filipino participants mentioned their ethnic and community networks to have 
played a role in helping them assimilate. For example, Subject 08, a physician, stated, 
“My acclimatization at work was assisted by a community of Filipino nurses who 
enjoyed a good reputation at the hospital – they were hardworking, do not 
complain and worked odd hours. Such reputation translated to Filipino doctors 
who became known to be hardworking, dedicated, well-trained, highly educated, 
and had no difficulty with the language, although they had considerable accent.”  
Similarly, Subjects 14 and 15 kept themselves in touch with a network of Filipino 
friends who happened to live near the DC area where they worked. On the other hand, 
Subject 21 became active with a community of Filipino students studying at her 
university who support each other (help people picking up from airport, buying 
things, looking for apartments, holding gatherings at least once a month) to help 
preserve the Filipino identity while immersing themselves in American society at the 
same time.  
4.) Connecting with the majority. Many participants professed that collaborating with 
the American majority and getting exposure to how they process things is definitely a 
way to assimilate faster. (Note: Based on U.S. Census Bureau population estimates as 
of July 1, 2017, Whites constitute 76.6% of the population. Whites alone, not 
counting Hispanic or Latino, constitute 60.7%). 
This way of assimilating is exemplified by Subject 06 (from China) who purposely 
joined American majority student groups in his university in Texas in order to blend 
in and “do things that locals did”. He spent majority of his time on campus with the 
majority group of people to learn American culture. Similarly, Subject 11 (from the 
Philippines) spent most of his time with American classmates and friends in Missouri. 
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He was actively involved in campus activities, played musical instruments in school 
clubs, and spoke at youth groups and workshops. In the process he helped create 
awareness of Philippine history among his peers and dispelled some of the 
stereotypes about Filipinos. Subject 12 (from India) also spoke about connecting with 
the American majority:  
“I came here with the expectation of taking on the responsibility of reaching out 
and making connections with people. We never isolated ourselves from the 
community and we came in with the notion that we're going to intermingle and be 
part of this society. I think that's part of the reason why I feel our experience was 
much more positive.” 
5.) Engaging in civic and cultural activities. Part of the American experience for these 
immigrants is being aware of their own ethnic heritage while they try to assimilate 
with a diverse American society. This was especially prominent among the Filipino 
leaders. Subject 19 (from the Philippines), a former Mayor of a northeastern city, 
actively immersed himself in the socio-political issues – the Vietnam war, Watergate 
hearings, etc. -- raging at the time he came to the U.S.  He also participated in the 
national association of Filipino-Americans. He recalled that they would meet 
periodically at each other’s schools (e.g., St. Francis College, Yale University, 
Cornell University, etc.) and talked about conditions back in the Philippines. He 
participated in rallies against the oppressive regime of the former Philippine dictator, 
Ferdinand Marcos, an action that blacklisted him from the Philippine embassy in NY 
which impounded his passport, thus blocking him from re-entering his origin country 
for many years.  
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As mentioned earlier, Subject 11, another Filipino, also engaged himself actively in 
civic and cultural activities, joining Filipino-American associations. He said,  
“These organizations became the center of community action and social unity. 
Martial law in the Philippines in 1972 had divided the Filipino community. I 
assumed a leadership role in the anti-martial law movement in D.C. and attended 
hearings about the human rights abuses of the Marcos regime.”  
Amidst these activities, he also joined American clubs and organizations, especially 
ones that focus on his interests – literature and the arts.  
Being attuned to the socio-cultural and political issues that affected their ethnic 
groups seemed to be a way for immigrants to keep themselves grounded with their 
cultural roots while flourishing in the wider community. Such actions contribute to a 
blending of cultures in a diverse society such as the United States. One of the most 
articulate expressions of this multi-cultural blending of majority and minority groups 
was stated by Subject 10 who was voted President of his city council:  
“A lot of my constituents in this diverse town feel welcomed because I am 
embraced and voted by the majority of people - Whites, Caucasians, Hispanics, 
Indians, Filipinos, etc. Thus, my constituents in the same ethnic origin feel a sense 
of belonging because if I'm embraced by other ethnicities, then they feel they will 
also be embraced. That means we come together as a community.” 
6.) Developing proficiency in English. One of the greatest challenges in the 
immigrants’ assimilation experiences is communication and language barriers. Thus, 
it is not a surprise that they think that developing English proficiency, especially 
speaking and listening skills, is an important factor that facilitates assimilation. 
Moreover, they understand that an important part of leadership is communicating 
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effectively. This goes beyond just the physical sense of using the English language. 
Subject 03 (from India) remarked, “It was important for me to talk their language.  
When I say language, I don’t mean English. I mean the day-to-day things that you 
say, the way you interact with each other to communicate meaningfully and 
effectively.” For Subject 09 (from China), it was important for her to learn English 
idioms used in America. “I had to work a lot on the English language to understand 
people and try to speak it as fluently as possible.” Fluency in speaking English was 
also something that Subject 13 (from India) worked on. He stated, “The biggest 
challenge was to build the confidence to speak English fluently.” Although English 
language was not as prominent a challenge for the Filipino leaders in the group, 
communicating and understanding her work environment was a concern for Subject 
21 who said,  
“I did a lot of listening more than speaking during my first year. I wanted to 
observe how they did things, what the culture was like, what were the challenges 
in the organization. Being more in the listening phase than in the talking phase 
initially allows you to learn about people before you engage.” 
First leadership role 
The immigrants landed their first leader roles in the U.S. after cycling through a few individual 
contributor roles and companies. Promotions typically occurred after demonstration of impact to 
the company. Mentors and supportive managers played an important role in the immigrants’ 
attainment of their first leadership role. It took the immigrants a median of seven years (range = 
1-16 years) from their first U.S. job to land their first formal leadership role in America. Landing 
the first leader role typically happened in the immigrants’ third company, although it ranged 
from the first to the sixth company, taking into account all of the 24 immigrants’ experiences. As 
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noted earlier, leaders in small companies landed their first leader role within four years while 
leaders in large organizations obtained first leadership position within seven years, on average. 
Chinese leaders. Several Chinese leaders were appreciative of the efforts of their managers to 
help them see the big picture by gaining experience in multiple clinical trials and regulatory 
submissions in a pharmaceutical company (Subject 06) or by creating a “welcoming 
environment” in an insurance company (Subject 09).  Subject 20, on the other hand, developed a 
sense of strategic direction after his first three jobs and decided to seek positions where his 
“skills were really needed.” He landed a leadership role in a credit card company where his skills 
in data analytics, computer programming, and statistics were put into good use for database 
modelling and predictive analytics.   
Indian leaders.  There were a number of factors that helped with the advancement of the Indian 
leaders to leadership positions: previous exposure to American managers in technology projects 
in India (Subjects 01 and 02); an MBA degree, experience as internal consultant and immersion 
in a bank leadership intern program (Subject03); working closely with an internal business 
partner in a real estate insurance department (Subject 05); or joining a Six Sigma Black Belt 
Team (Subject 12). Perhaps one of the richest experiences leading up to a first managerial role 
was the track taken by Subject 16. She cycled through an internship program and post-doctoral 
fellowship with two big pharmaceutical companies and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, 
and then worked for three other companies to collect experiences in business areas such as 
regulatory affairs, clinical operations, pharmacovigilance, and medical affairs for about seven 
years before landing her first formal leadership position.  
Filipino leaders. The paths to that key first leader position in Filipino careers, like those of other 
nationality groups, were wide-ranging. The health care professionals (physicians and nurses) in 
the group experienced a combination of clinical and business-oriented roles for one to ten years 
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leading up to their first leadership position.  Two were critical care nurses (Subjects 24 and 25), 
and another was a physician (Subject08) who took on lead roles in computerizing medical 
records, a pioneering act in the early 1990s.  All three of these health care professionals went 
back to school to achieve graduate degrees midstream in their path to a leadership role. In a 
somewhat different pathway, Subject 17 was recognized for her resourcefulness and highly 
organized work and was “thrown into a supervisory role” right after her first year of clinical 
nursing work. She was working for a nursing home for the elderly in a New York suburb when 
her supervisors noticed how organized she was in dividing the limited supply of gloves among 
her nursing assistants and giving their assignments for the day. She did this consistently every 
day for a year until she was called one day to her nursing director’s office and was told that she 
would be a supervisor the next day.  
Filipinos who founded organizations and their own companies started with what could be 
considered “odd jobs” : a trained lawyer and former telecommunications executive in the 
Philippines who taught paralegal students in a technical school while studying for the New York 
Bar exam eventually founded his own law firm specializing in immigration and was elected 
Council President in a northeastern city (Subject 10); a secretary for legal services before taking 
NY Bar exam eventually became CEO and Chairwoman of a billion-dollar food distribution 
company when her husband, the former CEO, suddenly died (Subject 18);  a home appliance 
salesman in the U.S. who established his own travel agency after overcoming depression in the 
two years following his son’s death in a traffic accident (Subject 22).  
Another pathway to first leadership role is one experienced by two Filipino immigrants who 
joined international non-profit organizations – an international bank for reconstruction and 
development, and a global monetary organization that aims to secure financial stability and 
reduce poverty around the world. Both of these immigrants had experienced years of high-level 
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senior individual contributor as well as supervisory roles in the Philippines. When they came to 
the U.S., they had to start back at individual contributor roles in their respective organizations. In 
order to get a leadership role, each of them had to compete for managerial positions which they 
successfully achieved after years of trying in organizations with a history of having a “godfather 
system” 
Identical experiences shared by Subjects 11 and 19 included coming as college freshmen at a 
tumultuous time in the U.S. where they volunteered in political rallies and civic action. Such 
experiences may have contributed to their leadership development in years to come. Subject 11 
became department head in a top U.S. university where he initiated activities enhancing 
organizational diversity and hired diverse employees for the first time in that institution’s history. 
Subject 19, on the other hand, was elected to City Council and became Mayor, the first from his 
country to become one in the northeastern region of the U.S. 
A unique journey is one followed by Subject 21, an experienced lawyer whose rich experiences 
in the Philippines included serving two terms as city councilor, being Director of a law center, 
consulting for the World Bank and the Philippine Senate, and working as faculty member for a 
leading university. Her first trip to the U.S. enabled her to obtain a Master of Laws from a 
prestigious university. She returned to the Philippines to continue her law practice amid other 
multiple projects. Seven years later, she found herself back to the U.S. primarily to have better 
access to medicine for her twin children who have a rare bleeding disorder. While in the U.S. for 
the second time, she obtained her Master’s degree in Public Administration, after which she 
applied for a job in one of the most prestigious universities. Luckily, she was hired despite the 
institution’s highly competitive hiring rate. Within two years of an individual contributor role, 
she was hired into a managerial position and subsequently promoted to Director.  
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Beyond First Leadership Role 
The immigrants followed highly diverse career paths beyond first leadership positions. In 
general, however, they reach higher levels of leadership roles with increasing responsibilities and 
bigger teams. The career paths beyond the immigrants’ first leadership positions can be loosely 
grouped into four categories:  
1. Expanding Leadership Roles. These are individuals who get promoted to middle 
management and executive positions with progressively increasing scope of 
responsibilities and typically larger teams.  
• This path is exemplified by Subjects 01 and 02 (from India) who were promoted 
from Senior Manager to Associate Director and then to Director at their 
organization. Their teams have grown and their responsibilities expanded to 
include Information Management and Process Excellence for Subject 01 and 
Reports and Analytics for Subject 02 in the pharmaceutical department they were 
working in at the time of interview.  
• Since his first managerial stint at a pharmaceutical company located in mid-
Western U.S., Subject 06 (from China) has moved from one company to another, 
each time with increasing responsibility for statistical support of clinical trials for 
a growing portfolio of compounds, culminating to his current Senior Director 
position in a leading biopharmaceutical company where he has oversight for 25 
employees, some of them managers reporting into his organization. Another is 
example is Subject 08 (from the Philippines) who progressed from one executive 
position to another, including Chief of Medical Service, Chief of Staff,  and 
Medical Center Director in multiple health care facilities before becoming 
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Director of one of the largest federally-run regional health care networks in the 
U.S. with oversight for 26,000 employees.  
• A similar path could be sketched for Subject 16 (from India) who gained diverse 
experiences from different pharmaceutical companies by assuming multiple 
executive positions such as Senior Manager for Global Regulatory Affairs, 
Director and Team lead for Risk Management Strategy, VP and Head of 
Regulatory, Pharmacovigilance, & Quality before becoming Chief Operations 
Officer and Head of Development at her current biotech company.  
2. Alternating Individual Contributor-Leader Roles. There were leaders in this group 
who took risks in moving between industries and switched from leader role to individual 
contributor roles to gain expertise in new business areas before assuming leadership roles 
again.  The following leaders’ experiences are examples of this career path: 
• Subject 05 from India - After leading the program management in workplace 
solutions department for about three years, she moved to a strategic consultant 
position for technology solution services in the same company.  
“I wanted to try something new, so I went to IT which was different,” she 
said. “That was a contributor role wherein I had the opportunity to work 
in more of a matrix environment. I had a lot of different tools that I 
worked with in different programs. After ten months, I came back to 
workplace solutions because a new leader created the center for 
excellence and asked me to come back. It was one of those opportunities 
that don’t come very often. Additionally, I met him several times and was 
impressed by his leadership style. I thought it was a good fit and his vision 
drove me back to rejoin my former department in a different capacity.” 
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• Subject 09 from China – After over two years as Manager of Marketing Analytics 
in a large insurance company where she built and managed a team for marketing, 
distribution effectiveness and behavioral analytics, she evolved into a different 
role as a senior consultant in customer analytics, an individual contributor role. As 
a consultant in the same company, she drove the design and funding for analytic 
data infrastructure, including analytic data mart design, data processes, 
governance and visualization tools. After three years of consulting work, she was 
given a team again as Director of Data Science, leading a team of analytics 
professionals focused on monitoring, measuring and maximizing the effectiveness 
of customer interactions. Still, she felt that she had become used to the very 
structured environment of the same company and wanted to try something new. 
She expressed,  
“I felt that the environment (in that company) was very structured and fit 
me well because as Asians, we like to follow rules. But I decided to get out 
of that environment because if I stayed there, I couldn’t get out of it and I 
wanted to know what the rest of the world looked like. So I moved (to 
another company), which served as a new challenge for me. I came to a 
division that didn’t have a properly consolidated team, had very manual 
processes, and lacked the knowledge to select the right tools and approach 
to analytics. So I had to build a team along with the processes and tools 
they needed. My team grew from about eight people when I started to 
about 26 employees when I left the company.” 
• Subject 24 from the Philippines – had quite an evolution in her career after about 
eight years of directing global clinical trial outsourcing and providing leadership 
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to the global business operations team in the delivery of enhanced processes, 
regulatory compliance controls, and training services in a pharmaceutical giant. 
She had an entrepreneurial spark and ventured to found her own company that 
would provide outsourced services to pharmaceutical companies. When the 
venture did not work, she came back to her former pharmaceutical company as an 
independent consultant at first, and was then hired as business operations and 
sourcing management head. She likes to try out new areas every two years and so 
she worked in compliance management for good clinical practices in the next two 
and a half years, and then moved to inspection management as a director 
supporting the company’s quality management system. 
3. Consistent Executive Roles. There were leaders who stayed in executive roles that were 
of the same or similar levels either in the same or different companies beyond their first 
leadership roles. The following study participants exemplify this career path: 
• Subjects 14 and 15 (from the Philippines) – After successfully applying for 
competitive leadership spots in their international non-profit organizations, these 
leaders stayed in their executive positions at the time of the interview. Subject 14 
manages a team of nine auditors, with oversight for a total of 27 members in her 
organization representing 18 to 20 countries in an international development 
bank. Subject 15 maintained her position as Deputy Division Chief, leading an 
international team of 12 people representing nine countries in a global monetary 
organization that aims to promote global economic growth and financial stability.  
• Subject 20 (from China) – Since his first leadership role as manager of a team of 
credit card analysts, Subject 20 has had an impressive series of executive 
positions that included Chief Analytics Officer for one of America’s largest 
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banks, Head of Data Analytics and Corporate Direct Marketing for a large health 
insurance plan provider, Vice President, Decision Analytics Strategy and 
Transformation for a health care services company, and Head of Data Science and 
Decision Analytics for a popular U.S. fashion retail store. Recently (three months 
after his study interview), he was hired as Vice President of a petroleum and 
energy distribution company. 
• Subject 25 (from the Philippines) – This leader’s career path beyond his first 
leadership role also exemplified taking on a series of executive, director-level 
positions in risk management for a community hospital, quality management for a 
health care plan provider, ambulatory care coordination for one of New York’s 
largest medical centers, and Medicare plan management for a New York State 
health insurance plan provider.   
4. Executive-to-CEO/Founder Roles. Finally, there are leaders who evolve from 
managerial and executive positions in organizations to become CEO and/or establish 
their own companies. Eight out of the 24 participating leaders followed this path; three of 
them are provided as examples below: 
• Subject 04 (from China) – This leader has had quite a career path since growing 
up poor in a small village in China. After obtaining his Master’s degree in 
Computer Science in the U.S. and joining a popular fashion accessory store as a 
software engineer, he was promoted very quickly to Manager after the company’s 
leadership saw the “visible contributions” he made to the organization. He had 
subsequent promotions leading up to becoming Director of Information 
Technology, overseeing 20 employees. However, when the company hired a new 
Chief Information Officer, he felt that his “role in the organization was reduced”. 
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Fortunately, he had foresight of his future and had been building a part-time 
business on the side. When the right time came, he left his employer and became 
CEO of his own company, a garment and home accessories store, which he 
successfully grew to 40 employees at the time of the interview.  
• Subject 12 (from India) – A mechanical engineer by training, this leader has had a 
series of executive roles since his first leadership opportunity in a Six Sigma 
Black Belt team. His executive positions included Enterprise Architecture Lead 
for one of the largest health insurance companies in the U.S., Director of 
Application Development, and Director of Innovations for another large health 
insurance provider. He recalls a conversation about price transparency in health 
care with the chairman of that insurance company. He told him, “We have to do 
the right thing for our members. They are patients who have many issues in life to 
deal with. For them to worry about health care costs without the proper 
information and perspective is something we need to change.” This memorable 
conversation gave him a clear perspective of what he wanted to do next in his 
career. Collaborating with a business partner who was Chief Technology Officer 
for Priceline at that time, he co-founded a health care e-commerce platform 
(similar to Expedia) where consumers can compare cost and quality of various 
health care services across providers and request appointments online. Four years 
after establishing this company, a client needing a technology for medical record 
management spurred the idea for second company which he also co-founded and 
became CEO.  
• Subject 18 (from the Philippines) – After becoming the first Filipino woman who 
was a non-U.S. graduate to pass the New York Bar exam, this leader worked as an 
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attorney for the Immigration and Naturalization Service for almost 10 years. 
During this time, she co-founded with three other lawyers the Asian-American 
Legal Defense and Education Fund. In the late 1980s, her husband’s business took 
them to Europe for a period of time where she wrote a book about legal 
immigration in the U.S. while raising her kids. In 1993, her husband’s sudden 
death took the family back to America. After a year of mourning and a search for 
possible CEOs, she took over the helm of her husband’s billion-dollar company 
and served as its CEO and Chairwoman. Since then, she’s been active in civic, 
political, and philanthropic organizations supporting causes that she is passionate 
about. 
Leader cultural traits (Research Question 2: How do U.S. minority immigrants 
leverage or suppress their cultural identities when leading their organizations)? 
In this study, the researcher used the term culture to refer to the collective thinking, actions, 
beliefs, practices, and behaviors of each group of leaders that distinguish them from others. The 
study participants were each asked what cultural traits they tend to leverage and/or suppress 
when they lead their organizations. There were 65 responses describing cultural traits leveraged 
(Table 9) and 26 responses describing cultural traits that were suppressed (Table 10). Two levels 
of aggregation were applied in the analysis of cultural traits. First, all responses were taken 
collectively to create an exhaustive of list cultural traits representing one aggregated Asian 
group. This allowed the emergence of traits that were most commonly mentioned by all 24 
participants collectively. Second, the responses were then aggregated into three country sub-
groupings (Tables 11 and 12) to allow analysis of cultural traits for each nation.  
In aggregate, the top descriptors (significant phrases) of cultural traits that this study group of 
Asians leveraged when leading organizations can be clustered into six main categories: 
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• Family orientation. Asians, in general, tend to live with extended families in their native 
countries. When they immigrate to America, they try to preserve these extended family 
networks by either living together in the same household or living close by. The 
responses regarding strong family ties were consistent across all three groups of 
respondents in the study. This has important implications in their leadership as many of 
them profess to treating their teams as families. For example, Subject 08, a Filipino 
leader who oversees one of the largest federally-run healthcare networks, explained: 
“Taking care of our family is one cultural trait that I'm very proud of. We are, as 
a people, very family directed; now that even translates to my professional life. I 
treat the folks that work closely with me as family members. I care for what 
happens to their lives because if I don't do that, then they will not give 110% of 
themselves to our vision. That, in my mind, has helped me a lot in achieving what 
I have achieved so far and in maintaining that culture in which we are working 
together. We're working hard, and we're watching out for each other”. 
 
Chinese leader Subject 23, a VP in one of the largest banks in the U.S., has a similar 
practice at work: 
“At work, it's not just about work. It's about the team and you treating each other 
as family and working like a family. For example, when there's a new member in 
my team, we have a celebration on their first day or when we finish a big project, 
we will eat ice cream. When somebody who was really sick came back, we had 
balloons for them. It's just part of that family sense.” 
• A strong sense of community. Also consistent across the three groups was a sense of 
belonging to a close-knit community. Filipinos have a term for this cultural trait – 
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“bayanihan” – which Subject 10 defines as “a buddy system, a sense of community, of 
belongingness to a group of individuals who are willing to help and stick out for each 
other”. In this sense of community, “men and women are considered equal, and have 
mutual respect for each other,” adds Subject 11. Indian leader, Subject 05 expresses that 
she is proud of the fact that they “have an Indian community that comes together from 
different places, whether it’s through cultural events, through temple, through religious 
and social activities. There seems to be a molding that comes together, regardless of how 
big or small of a town you live in.” Chinese leader, Subject 23, summarizes the trait by 
stating, “valuing respect for and within the family, communicating with each other, and 
having close ties with the community all translate to respect for society.”  
• Strong work ethic. “Hard work” was an often repeated significant phrase by participants 
across all three groups. Many of them, such as Indian leaders, Subjects 01, 02, and 03, 
expressed that they “have to work a bit harder because they have to prove themselves in a 
different society” and feel the need to demonstrate that “Asians can be trusted to deliver 
the work”. Chinese leader, Subject 09, verbalized that she and her immigrant friends 
“appreciate the opportunities” given to them in America because “they were not easy to 
come by.  We don’t take them for granted.” Filipina leader, Subject 14, was more 
specific: “I really work hard as a leader. People notice that I'm there early, and I leave 
late. I step in when my team needs help.” 
• Value of integrity. The descriptors used by the participants relating to integrity revolve 
around how they value their individual reputations as workers and as leaders in 
organizations. They put a high value on being “authentic”, “honest” and in behaving in a 
way that is consistent with their beliefs and principles. When asked whether there were 
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any cultural traits he suppressed when leading his organization, Chinese leader Subject 
20 stated,  
“That’s a hard question, because I do not realize how I have to intentionally 
suppress anything. I take pride in myself as being authentic. I do not pretend to be 
another person, so I generally do not suppress anything other than in cases where 
you have to look at the audience and say what they want to hear, not necessarily 
to mislead them, but rather to make the communication more effective.”  
On the same question about cultural traits being leveraged or suppressed, Filipino leader 
Subject 22 stated,  
“When it comes to my business (travel agency), I’m always frank with my 
customers. I tell them the facts. The same applies with the City Council (he is an 
elected Councilor in his city). I’m always honest about my motivations.” 
• Respect for authority. Many of the participating leaders across all three groups 
expressed pride in their culture for “respecting their elders”, “giving deference to 
authority”, and “taking care” of their parents. Indian leader Subject 03, for example, had 
to take a pause in her career in order to take care of sick father-in-law. Such respect for 
elders in the family and deference to authority translates into the way they work. Filipina 
leader Subject 17 explained,  
“Respect for elders transcends to, not just the personal, but also the professional 
level. One has to respect the position or role conferred to a person. You may not 
like some personalities among the VPs in this organization, but you have to 
respect the positions they hold because they have earned them.”  
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• Modesty. Humility and modesty are also among the traits that the participants maintain 
in their leadership. Filipino leader Subject 25 stated,  
“Humility translates into giving credit to the entire team for my accomplishments 
as a leader. I recognize the contributions of other people to organizational 
outcomes. Being humble and respectful also translates to not dictating on people 
what they need to do. Being respectful of other people’s views is very helpful. 
That’s what I try to bring to my leadership.”  
Subject 21 echoed the same concept of modesty at work: “We can do very well in our 
jobs without much fanfare. We are not very noisy about our accomplishments but I am 
very proud of our modesty and our value for hard work.” 
When viewed within each country, the rank order of the cultural traits leveraged mentioned by 
the participants vary, though overall, they are still consistent with those seen when all traits are 
aggregated as one Asian group. 
Among the Chinese leaders, the top cultural traits leveraged were family orientation (3 
responses), respect for elders/authority (2) with associated respect for society (1), and then 
followed by trust (2), and hard work (2). 
Among the Indian leaders, the cultural trait clustered as close-knit community (5 responses) 
figured on top, with associated descriptors such as collaboration (1), and connection with people 
(1). Family orientation came in second with 4 responses and followed by hard work (2). 
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Table 10. Summary of Cultural Traits Leveraged By Study Participants When Leading Organizations 
 
Table 11. Summary of Cultural Traits Suppressed By Study Participants When Leading Organizations 
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Table 12. Cultural Traits Leveraged By Study Participants When Leading Organizations, By Country 
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Table 13. Cultural Traits Suppressed By Study Participants When Leading Organizations, By Country 
 
Among the Filipino leaders, hard work (6 responses) was the top descriptor, followed closely by 
family orientation (5) with associated respect for elders/authority (3). Close-knit community (5) 
with its associated traits of loyalty (2) and collaboration (1) was also a top response. The trait of 
integrity was a descriptor that figured very prominently among Filipinos with 5 responses (there 
was only one response of integrity among the Chinese with none from the Indian leaders). 
Finally, modesty (3) and humility (1) were also high on the list of cultural traits leveraged by 
Filipino leaders in the study sample. 
On the other hand, the top responses related to cultural traits that tend to be suppressed can be 
clustered into four categories: 
• Gender inequity, especially bias against women. This was a strong theme especially 
for the female Indian leaders. All female participants in the Indian group expressed that 
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this is a part of their culture that are not proud of. The most articulate statements around 
this trait came from Subject 16, now a COO of a biotech company. “There is still the 
mentality of prioritizing males over females. At dinner, kids eat first, guys eat second, 
women eat last. Indian women are brought up to be dependent on their husbands.” This 
is a cultural trait that she is trying to suppress or stem the tide in the present and future 
generations. “I have a lot of conversations with females of the younger generation. I tell 
them to be independent, learn to be self-sustaining and have a voice at the table.” In her 
career so far, she felt that she had to work two to three times harder just to have a seat at 
the table and be taken seriously because she is a woman and an immigrant. "I work so 
hard to know every data so well that I could really stand behind it, and people could take 
me seriously and respect me.” She started a program for high potential individuals in a 
couple of the companies she worked for in order to help build skill sets for next 
generation of leaders. She also participated in organizing company diversity programs 
and internships to provide exposure and skill sets to promising individuals, a strategy she 
implemented to recruit, grow, and retain talent. She became Head of North America 
Asian-American cultural group at her previous company.  
“We worked out very simple things -- (1) workshop and presentation skills -- how 
you communicate your science into the R&D organization, (2) how you write 
emails, (3) how to come up with elevator speeches, and (4) how to represent your 
strengths in CVs.” 
• Lack of assertiveness. This trait was a strong theme among the Filipino leaders. Subject 
11 who formerly headed the library of a top university in Washington, D.C., and now an 
editor-in-chief of a local newspaper, recalled how he overcame his initial struggles.  
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“There was this sense of inferiority initially, as a legacy of our colonial history. 
When I first moved to the U.S. I struggled initially in asserting myself. I was 
afraid I may say something stupid, or that people may not think that I’m saying 
something that’s sensible. So there was that hesitance, the tendency not to be as 
assertive as I wanted to. Nevertheless, this didn’t stop me from joining American 
clubs and organizations where my interests primarily were to engage other 
people in literature or the arts or in other activities that they were promoting at 
that time.”  
His active participation in civic and social organizations worked for him as he gained 
more confidence and was able to dispel some of the stereotypes about Filipinos. Subject 
08, a physician leader, spoke about the feeling of having a dual identity. When he is with 
a Filipino crowd, he tries not to be too assertive as this may be seen as a negative or too 
aggressive in his culture. However, at work when he is with Americans and an 
international crowd, he says that he needs to be assertive because the final decision rests 
in him as a leader. 
• Conflict avoidance. Chinese and Filipino leaders described this trait as “avoiding 
situations where I had to say no to people”, “avoid providing negative feedback” or 
“avoiding debate or conflict altogether”.  None of the six dimensions in Hofstede’s 
model (2011) explains this conflict avoidance behavior. Hofstede’s dimension of 
uncertainty is not the same as risk avoidance; it deals with a society’s tolerance for 
ambiguity. This study finds that the respondents’ low tolerance for conflict seem to stem 
from a wide range of root causes:  (1) a drive for performance excellence, (2) a lack of 
assertiveness, and (3) an empathy for other people’s feelings, specifically, being careful 
not to offend others.  
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o The first cause can be demonstrated in Chinese leader Subject 09’s remark: “I 
think that we, Asians, have set the bar so high, that it is difficult for us to say ‘no’ 
or ‘I don’t know’. We would rather say, ‘okay, yes, I will work’ on it even though 
in our heads we know that we have not yet found a solution to the problem. This is 
something that I try to suppress. I’m working around it by doing my homework or 
researching first before accepting a new project or proposing anything.”  
o The second cause is evident in Filipino leader Subject 10’s comments: “There is a 
passive side to our culture in that we sometimes lack assertiveness and we shy 
away from conflict to the point that we get abused. We need to be more assertive 
as a people. There’s no reason why we shouldn’t be; we are educated, we have 
good jobs and we are a strong community.”  
o The third reason is elucidated in Filipino Subject 08’s explanation: “One of the 
traits in our culture is that we have difficulty providing negative feedback. We feel 
that it will hurt the feelings of the individual when we share negative feedback; 
but through the years of experience and leadership I found out that if you're not 
going to provide negative or constructive feedback and say, ‘Consider doing it 
differently and doing it this way,’ then you're not helping that individual at all. I 
have to provide feedback because I am in a role in which I care for that 
individual’s professional career. I care for the outcome for the organization. And 
if I care for the outcome of the organization, then that means I have to speak the 
truth.” 
• Tendency towards hierarchical perspectives. The descriptors included in this cluster 
are: “command style management”, “class-based view of things”, “hierarchical view of 
things”, and “regionalism/factionalism”. At least one of these descriptors were expressed 
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by Chinese, Indians, and Filipino participants. Their attempts to suppress this tendency 
permeate into their leadership styles. For example, Indian leader Subject 01 avoids 
dictating solutions to people and allows her team the independence to solve problems on 
their own. For Chinese leader Subject 06, trust is fundamental and so he allows his team 
members ample autonomy for decision making. Reflecting on the school system in China 
where “the teacher has absolute authority and is someone you’re not supposed to 
challenge”, he departs from this authoritative style of leadership. Similarly, Chinese 
leader Subject 23 suppresses command style of management. She constantly reminds 
herself to avoid certain words when giving direction to her team members -- not to use a 
lot of "should" like 'you should talk to this one.’ Instead, she tries to rely on providing 
suggestions or feedback. “I remind myself how to be a global leader in oral or written 
communication so that the recipient feels good about the message and that they feel they 
are treated equally." Filipino leader Subject 25 avoids hierarchical thinking 
(“regionalism or factionalism” which promotes the hierarchical attitude of thinking that 
people from top region is the best region) by recognizing every individual team 
member’s contributions to organizational outcomes. 
When viewed within each group, the rank order of suppressed cultural traits varied.  
Among the Chinese leaders, there were four cultural descriptors used with one response for each 
descriptor: avoidance of saying “no”, command style of management, information sharing that is 
taboo in the U.S. (e.g., salary information), and inward looking tendency. Subject 06 expressed 
that they commonly share salary information in China; however she discovered that such 
information sharing is generally considered taboo in the U.S., so she suppresses this tendency. 
Subject 20, on the other hand, talked about suppressing the tendency for excessive introspection, 
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which sometimes causes a Chinese leader to blame themselves first before considering other 
factors or root causes of a business problem.  
Among Indian leaders, bias against females figured prominently, followed by class-based or 
hierarchical view of things. All female leaders interviewed in the Indian group consistently 
mentioned varying degrees of gender inequity in their culture. It appears to be an additional layer 
of challenge that female Indian leaders attempt to overcome on top of the inherent challenges of 
being immigrants to America.  
Among Filipino leaders, the top cultural trait that they try to suppress is a lack of assertiveness, 
avoidance of conflict/giving negative feedback, and “crab mentality”. Crab mentality is a 
metaphorical term ascribed to the act of bringing successful people down due to jealousy or 
selfish desires. It stems from a competitive nature which metaphorically references crabs in a 
bucket. If one crab attempts to escape from a bucket of live crabs, the others will pull it back 
down rather than allowing it to get free. It is a phenomenon that the Filipino leaders suppress in 
their positions of leadership. On the opposite spectrum of this so-called cultural trait is a term 
Filipinos call “bayanihan spirit” which refers to a strong sense of belongingness to a community 
of like-minded individuals who collaborate and go out of their way to help each other. Loyalty is 
associated strongly with this sense of community. This figured prominently among the responses 
that Filipino leaders leverage in their leadership style. 
Leadership styles 
The study participants were asked to describe their leadership style in addition to the cultural 
traits they tend to leverage or suppress. A total of 90 responses with 47 descriptors (formulated 
significant words or phrases) were used by the study participants in describing their leadership 
styles.  
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To facilitate analysis and reduce these descriptors into fewer, more manageable clusters, the 
researcher adapted concepts from the GLOBE project’s CLT leadership profiles, situational 
leadership theory and servant leadership theory. Some of the respondents actually used the terms 
“situational” and “servant” in describing their leadership styles. The clusters used in this study 
included: (1) charismatic/value-based, (2) team-oriented, (3) participative, (4) humane-oriented, 
(5) autonomous, (6) self-protective, (7) servant, and (8) situational. The first six clusters were 
adapted from the GLOBE project’s CLT leadership profiles. Definitions of all eight clusters used 
in this section are detailed in Appendix G. Tables 13 and 14 below list the participants’ 
descriptions of their leadership styles categorized into seven clusters (there was no response that 
could be categorized under the “self-protective” cluster). 
When responses from all three nationalities - Chinese, Indians and Filipinos -- are aggregated 
collectively as one Asian group, the top four leadership clusters are servant (24 responses), 
charismatic/value-based (22), participative (17), and humane-oriented (13).  
Servant leadership cluster ranked on top of the responses. The descriptors used by the 
participants related to the top characteristics of servant leaders described in literature -- listening, 
empathy, self-awareness, persuasion, commitment to the growth of people, and building a 
community, among others.  
Next to the “servant” leadership style cluster, “charismatic/value-based” cluster was ranked 
second among the responses. Charismatic/value-based leadership profile is broadly defined by 
the GLOBE project as a leadership dimension that reflects the ability to inspire, to motivate, and 
to expect high performance outcomes from others on the basis of firmly held core beliefs. The 
descriptors used by the study participants such as “authentic,” “faith-based,” “honest,” “leads by 
example,” “motivational,” “performance-driven,” “values professionalism and excellence” all 
relate to the top leveraged cultural traits of strong work ethic and integrity/authenticity. 
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The third and fourth-ranked leadership style clusters, “participative” and “humane-oriented,” 
both relate to Asians’ family orientation, strong sense of community, and value given to modesty. 
 
Table 14. Leadership Style Clusters, Part One 
 
Being participative and humane-oriented as leaders could also be related to the traits that they try 
to suppress – gender inequality, conflict avoidance and hierarchical tendencies. Suppressing 
these traits would result in leadership styles described as “collaborative,” “allows debate,” “finds 
common ground,” “inclusive,” “values dissent,” “empathetic,” “non-hierarchical,” “nurturing,” 
“respectful,” and “supportive”.  
Examining leadership style themes within each group, servant leadership cluster figures high 
among the Chinese leaders. This is followed by charismatic/value-based and humane-oriented. It 
can be recalled that the top traits leveraged by the Chinese participants include family 
orientation, respect, and trust. 
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Table 15. Leadership Styles Clusters, Part Two 
 
Among the Indian leaders, participative, charismatic/value-based, and humane-oriented were the 
top three leadership style clusters. This finding appears to be a reaction to the traits which Indian 
leaders suppress – gender inequity (“bias against females”) and tendency for class-based or 
hierarchical view of things. It is not a surprise that the participative leadership cluster figured as 
a top response among Indian participants to the question of leadership style. 
Among Filipino leaders, charismatic/value-based, servant, and participative leadership clusters 
were the top three responses. These leadership styles appear to be related to their top traits 
leveraged – strong work ethic, family orientation, close-knit community sense, and the high 
value they place on integrity.  
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Figure 3. Leadership Style Clusters by Country of Origin 
 
To determine whether company size had an effect on the leadership styles of immigrants, the 
leadership style clusters between small and large company leaders were compared. It turned out 
that exactly the same seven clusters were observed in both groups, although the relative rankings 
of the leadership clusters varied. Among the large company leaders (n = 14), servant, 
charismatic/value-based, and humane-oriented styles were top three responses with participative 
and autonomous occupying the fourth place (same number of responses). For the small company 
leaders (n = 10), participative, charismatic/value-based, and servant were the top three categories 
followed by humane-oriented.  
To summarize, the top cultural traits leveraged and/or suppressed by this group of Asian leaders 
translate into four main clusters of leadership styles: servant leadership, charismatic/value-based, 
participative, and humane-oriented. Understanding the nature of these cultural traits and 
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leadership styles will allow U.S. organizations to develop cultural competency as they manage 
an evolving, multi-cultural environment for the 21st century.  
Table 14 below lists the top cultural traits leveraged and suppressed as well as the most common 
leadership style clusters among the three Asian groups in this study. 
Leader Lessons (Research Question # 3: What lessons can we learn from the 
immigrants’ challenges and opportunities?) 
Lessons from the immigrants’ experiences can be viewed from two perspectives or levels: 
• Individual level - from the view of future immigrants with the potential for leadership and 
aspiring success in America, and  
• Organizational level - from the perspective of organizations that endeavor to increase 
cultural competence of their leaders in managing an increasingly diverse constituency 
and sustain competitive advantage. 
Table 16. Top Four Cultural Traits Leveraged and Suppressed, and Leadership Style Clusters 
Cultural Traits Leveraged Cultural Traits Suppressed Leadership Style Clusters 
• Family orientation 
• Close-knit community 
• Strong work ethic 
• Value of integrity 
• Gender inequality (bias 
against women) 
• Lack of assertiveness 
• Conflict avoidance 
• Hierarchical tendencies 
• Servant leadership 
• Charismatic/value-based 
• Participative 
• Humane-oriented 
This section focuses on the first perspective while reserving the second, organizational 
perspective in the Discussion & Analysis chapter. Lessons for future immigrants (individual 
level) can be gleaned from two main sources: (1) the immigrant leaders’ assimilation and 
leadership experiences as well as from their (2) expressed advice to future immigrants (study 
participants were explicitly asked for their advice during the interview). Lessons from both 
sources are summarized below. 
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Lessons from immigrants’ assimilation and leadership experiences 
In the process of addressing research questions 1 and 2, the study has uncovered lessons for 
future immigrants. Here are the top eight lessons that emerged from the leaders’ experiences: 
1) Invest in graduate education. A Master’s or a Doctorate degree appears to increase 
an immigrant’s chances of obtaining a job in the U.S. and subsequently landing a 
leadership role. 
2) Develop a strong work ethic. Immigrants consistently expressed that their success in 
landing leadership positions in U.S. organizations was a result of “hard work”. There 
seems to be a higher threshold or expectation of this work ethic for immigrants as 
many of them felt that they had to “work harder” in order to achieve their outcomes. 
Therefore, incoming immigrants must be in a cognitive state that prepares them for 
such expectation.  
3) Demonstrate value to the organization.  Data from this study shows that 
immigrants were promoted into leadership roles after having shown their ability to 
lead people and successfully deliver on the goals of highly visible projects.   
4) Master communication using the English language. One of the top challenges that 
immigrants faced was the language barrier. Learning the nuances and idiomatic 
expressions in the English language is only one aspect of the challenge. Other cross-
cultural communication difficulties exist as well. For example, new immigrants also 
need to expediently familiarize themselves with U.S. current events, social topics, 
popular sports, etc. so that they can comfortably engage in social conversations. More 
importantly, they need to be able to communicate effectively with their team 
members. 
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5) Surround yourself with supportive people. Relatives who are already established in 
the U.S. help new immigrants navigate through the various socio-cultural norms as 
well as establish their bearings in their neighborhoods, including settling in with 
regular activities of daily living (e.g., food shopping, finding housing, transportation, 
etc.). Mentors and/or supportive supervisors at work also play an important role in the 
immigrant workers’ development as leaders. The data in this study showed that most 
of these mentors were colleagues and managers who “took a chance” on immigrant 
workers and gave them opportunities to shine and demonstrate their value to the 
organization. In addition, participating in student associations and community/ethnic 
networks can provide additional resources for support. 
6) Adapt to your environment. – Successful immigrant leaders use various 
assimilative mechanisms to blend in with their environments. They adjust to social 
norms and connect with the majority. They adopt a cognitive state, an “appropriate 
mindset” that facilitates their adaptation process. Such mental conditioning can be 
utilized as a way to overcome bias and discrimination which is a current reality in 
U.S. society. 
7) Build relevant experiences. The immigrants in this study took calculated risks in 
accumulating relevant experiences along their journeys to leadership. While there is 
no single formula for success, the common theme among the leaders is their 
flexibility to learn new skills, venture into new business areas, and immerse in visible 
projects where they can demonstrate value to their organizations. 
8) Leverage the best of both American and your own ethnic cultures. In today’s 
global economy, U.S. organizations with increasing diversity are faced with the 
challenge of leading multi-cultural teams. Leaders who are secure in their own ethnic 
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culture are able to embrace other cultures and thereby increase their chances of 
leading cross-cultural organizations successfully. The immigrants in this study 
enjoyed “the best of both worlds” and advised future generations of immigrants on 
leveraging both their own ethnicity as well the American culture to successfully 
assimilate into U.S. society and become transcultural leaders, to borrow a term from 
Graen’s Third Culture Bonding theory. 
Lessons from immigrant leaders’ advice to future immigrants 
The study participants were each asked for their advice to future immigrants who are aspiring a 
future in the U.S. While there was a wide of range of responses from the leaders, a few themes 
emerged. 
Drawing and adapting from the learning taxonomies of Anderson, Krathwohl, and Bloom 
(2001), the leaders’ statements of advice were clustered into three lesson domains: (1) cognitive 
– advice that contained thinking, understanding and learning elements, (2) affective – advice that 
was geared towards appropriate emotional, feeling, and attitudinal aspects, and (3) behavioral – 
advice that specified actions or physical movements. All three are inter-related and one domain 
may strengthen (or weaken) another.  
Cognitive 
The leaders’ advice in this category revolved around lessons for future immigrants to understand 
their own ethnicity as well as the American culture, learn how they can be a part of U.S. society 
and use those learnings to spur their dreams. Significant statements of advice included: 
“Know your direction, your strengths and weaknesses. Learn about your own culture – 
ask questions about your people’s history, your beginnings, your heritage and your roots. 
Don’t forget who you are. Learn about other cultures. Recognize the fact that the culture 
and the way of life here are different from where you came from. Find a way to be part of 
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the society here. Understand how this world (U.S. environment) works and try to 
overcome the emotional and cultural barriers that may be in the way. Embrace new 
ideas. Don’t restrict your ideas or thoughts of what you can achieve as an individual or 
as a group of individuals. Embrace cultural differences and immerse yourself in society. 
Dream big and work hard at it. In America, you can achieve everything you want if you 
put your sights on your dream.” 
Affective 
A large part of the responses in this category revolved around keeping an open mind and 
embracing change. The leaders advised future immigrants to maintain a positive attitude and be 
ready for any challenge. The attitudinal component of the leaders’ advice reflect its important 
role in their immersive experience in American society. Significant statements provided by the 
respondents focus around having flexible attitudes toward changes, cultures, and challenges: 
“Keep an open mind and be open to change. Figure out for yourself what will make you 
happy and pursue it. Appreciate the diversity and be open-minded not only about other 
cultures, but also other aspects of society such as differences in language, gender 
identities, and political views.  Be here and be part of the community, the society. Do not 
be fearful of the language barrier. You can overcome the fear of not speaking good 
English. Be open to expressing your ideas; don’t be afraid to be contradicted. You don’t 
have to fit in the norm. Just be yourself and get to know what you love doing as quickly as 
possible. On the other hand, it is also important to know what you don’t like doing. Focus 
your energies on the things you love most.” 
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Behavioral 
The leaders also advised specific actions for future immigrants to take in order to be successful 
in U.S. society. These actions are wide-ranging, with many of them related to the cognitive and 
attitudinal (affective) elements of their advice.  
“Leverage your cultural strengths, but at the same time, absorb the good things from 
America. Stick to your principles and work for organizations that fit your values. Anchor 
yourself with a code of ethics, a set of core values. Network and socialize. If you need 
help, ask for it and people will help you. Most of them have good intentions. Find a 
mentor, a confidant, a support network. Establish a consistent reputation of delivering 
results among your peers and supervisors. Under-promise and over-achieve.”   
“Focus on a set of goals. If you want to achieve something, do it step by step. In order to 
be good at any craft, you must practice, practice, and practice. Take risks and allow 
failures.” 
“Stay close to your family. That is the foundation of a successful immigrant. You cannot 
do it alone; you need others to travel along the journey and celebrate your successes.” 
Key Findings from Media Interviews and Biographies of Immigrant Leaders 
This research also examined interviews and biographies published in business industry 
magazines, social media and respected news outlets. The published interviews and biographies 
included leaders like Pepsico’s Chairman and CEO, Indra Nooyi, and IndoUS Venture’s  
Managing Director and Founder, Vinod Dham (regarded as the father of the Pentium chip) who 
are both from India, Yahoo’s co-founder and former CEO, Jerry Yang from Taiwan, Care.com’s 
founder and CEO, Sheila Lirio Marcelo from the Philippines, and Polyvore’s CEO, Jess Lee who 
is from Hong Kong (China). A full list of the 18 leaders in the published sample is shown in 
Appendix E. Collectively, the 18 leaders from this group of immigrants are extraordinarily 
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motivated risk-takers who demonstrate collectivist (sharing-negotiating-collaborative) behaviors, 
embrace challenges, and possess the agility and resilience to successfully lead organizations 
through a variety of situations and industries. Possibly due to their strong family orientation, they 
are likely to show strong work ethic, empathy, humility and strong communication skills. 
These immigrant leaders are highly educated. Just like the interviewed leaders in this study, the 
overwhelming majority of the published leaders have either a Masters (8) or a Doctorate (4) 
degree as their highest level of educational attainment. Two of them even have double Masters' 
degrees. Two-thirds (12 leaders) of them were trained in the sciences, technology, engineering, 
and mathematics (STEM) fields, particularly engineering. Ten out of the 12 STEM-trained 
leaders went on to become CEOs and founders of their own companies. The educational 
demographic in this set of immigrant leaders is consistent with the one observed in the 
interviewed leaders. A majority of the non-STEM trained leaders (Economics, Psychology, 
Accounting, MBA, etc.)  also became CEOs and founders/co-founders of their companies.  
Similarly, all five Bachelors-educated leaders became CEOs. Two of them had computer science 
degrees and two had accounting degrees (one had an unspecified Bachelor’s degree). 
Road to management (Research Question 1: How do U.S. minority immigrants 
experience the process of landing leadership roles?) 
The published leaders, majority of them CEOs and founders, appeared to follow three pathways: 
• Nine out of 18 took a progressive, linear path that started with graduate education in the U.S. 
or their native countries, after which they underwent individual contributor jobs before 
landing their first leadership roles and then progressively ascended the ladder of leadership, 
eventually becoming senior executives, CEOs and/or Board Chairmen. Many of them also 
became founders of their own companies. 
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• Four out of 18 followed a non-linear path, taking broad lateral switches in their careers where 
they experienced various jobs or different industries, cycling through contributor and 
supervisory roles before becoming company chiefs or founding their own business. 
• Five out of 18 discovered a passion early in life and started a business while at graduate 
school or working odd jobs, partnered with a colleague or family member, and then quit 
school/odd jobs to concentrate on their business, eventually becoming industry leaders or in 
some instances revolutionizing a few industries. 
Like the leaders interviewed by the researcher, an important part of the published leaders’ road to 
management is their assimilation into the fabric of American society. While the leaders' 
assimilation experiences were not covered by many of the published interviews and biographies, 
about half of them expressed very similar assimilation-related experiences. A common thread in 
their experience entailed working multiple odd jobs in their early lives in America to make ends 
meet. Some, like PepsiCo’s Indra Nooyi from India and Sugar Bowl Bakery’s Andrew Ly from 
Vietnam, worked while going to school. Others, such as Forever 21’s Do Won Chang from 
South Korea, swung between multiple jobs to save money to start a business. A similar 
observation was made regarding the experiences of leaders interviewed for this study. 
Overcoming initial financial hardship was one of the themes in their assimilation experience (see 
Key Findings in Study Interviews of Immigrant Leaders/Assimilation).  
Another similar theme is overcoming language barriers. Learning the language in America was a 
big deal for a few – Iranian Hamid Hashemi, CEO of iPic Entertainment, recounted watching a 
lot of American TV shows to learn English, while Vietnamese Andrew Ly, CEO and co-founder 
of Sugar Bowl Bakery, took English classes during the day and working odd jobs at night. 
Care.com’s founder, Sheila Marcelo from the Philippines, expressed feeling scared or 
intimidated by the big city despite having facility with the English language.  
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Three leaders (CEOs Cesar Melgoza of Geoscape, Lowell Hawthorne of Golden Krust Bakery & 
Grill, and Sheila Lirio-Marcelo of Care.com) experienced racism or discrimination which they 
overcame and used the experience as their motivation to excel in their careers or business. These 
challenges in the leaders' assimilation experiences might be reflective of the socio-political 
milieu that characterized U.S. society during the years that these immigrants were trying to 
establish their lives in America. Experiences of discrimination were also expressed by some of 
the immigrant leaders who were interviewed by this researcher (see narratives of these 
experiences in the above Key Findings from Study Interviews of Immigrant Leaders).  
As far as understanding the process through which these immigrants land leadership roles in the 
U.S. (Research Question # 1), the emerging pattern seems to be that these immigrants go through 
defined phases (described in the section Overview of Results, sub-section Road to Management) 
in their leadership journeys where they cycle through educational and professional experiences 
before landing their first leadership roles, developing into executives, and eventually becoming 
CEOs and founders of their companies. It must be emphasized that not everyone goes through 
every phase of the process and some of the phases overlap. A number of leaders (n=9) undergo a 
progressive, almost linear development in their career where they start in graduate school, cycle 
through individual contributor roles, then take on lead or supervisory roles in large organizations 
in their ascent to chief executive positions. Others (n=4) go through the phases in a nonlinear 
fashion, taking broad lateral paths in their career where they experience various jobs or different 
industries, cycling through individual contributor and supervisory roles before becoming 
company chiefs or founding their own business. Yet, a third group (n=5) of these immigrant 
leaders discover a passion early and start a business while at graduate school or while working 
odd jobs, partner with a colleague or family member, and then quit school/odd jobs to 
concentrate on their business eventually becoming industry leaders or in some instances 
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revolutionizing a few industries. (See the phases in their leadership journeys in the section 
Overview of Results, sub-section Road to Management). 
Leader cultural traits (Research Question 2: How do U.S. minority immigrants 
leverage or suppress their cultural identities when leading their organizations?) 
The reference to "Cultural Traits" in this section is essentially a combination of cultural traits and 
personal leadership characteristics. Because the published interviews and biographies did not 
actually pose the research question specific to particular cultural traits that the leaders leveraged 
or suppressed, many of these entries are inferred as cultural traits when they may not be, strictly 
speaking. An attempt to find common themes in "cultural traits" among Southern Asians, Eastern 
Asians, Southeastern Asians, etc. did not reveal defined or distinct patterns, although there were 
some entries that repeated at least twice such as empathy, collaboration, teamwork, family 
orientation and the propensity to take on challenging tasks ("push for challenge"). There was 
quite a range of characteristics and traits within each region. For example, Southern Asian 
leaders mentioned empathy, simplicity, thinking outside the box, sharing, giving, negotiation, 
teamwork, family orientation, hard work, humility, and a host of other varying characteristics. 
The same is true among Taiwanese leaders or Southeastern Asian (Philippines, Vietnam) leaders.  
Fortunately, second cycle coding analysis techniques helped to cluster the cultural/personal traits 
into pattern codes that facilitated teasing out trends and patterns in the cultural data. At 
minimum, they helped identify dimensions of personal leadership characteristics observed in this 
sample of leaders. In the aggregate, there seems to be some common characteristics that bubble 
up to the top for this group of leaders. The top clusters of characteristics observed in these 
leaders include: 
1.)  Collectivism - This is akin to one of Hofstede's (2011) cultural dimensions, collectivism vs. 
individualism. Collectivist societies are those in which people are integrated into strong, 
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cohesive in-groups, often extended families which continue protecting them in exchange for 
unquestioning loyalty. As a result, we see behaviors described as sharing, giving, negotiating, 
team-based, trusting, collaborative, and “following the Golden Rule”. A laissez-faire attitude 
could be related to collectivists' undoubted loyalty and support for each other. Most of the 
leaders in the group come from Asian countries where a significant amount of collectivism has 
been observed from an "average" standpoint when viewed through Hofstede's cultural 
dimensions theory. Such collectivism is encapsulated in the words of Google’s Amit Singh in his 
interview with Adam Bryant of the New York Times (2016): “In the real world, it’s all about 
people. Giving is more important than your point of view. Learning how to get along and work 
with people, work in a team, is the difference between frontline managers and leaders.” 
2.) Motivation – In their pursuit for a better life, these immigrant leaders have extraordinary 
focus on goals, results and achievement. They display passion and enthusiasm in a variety of 
things that are meaningful to them, while they keep building on their strengths. They are 
motivated by (and motivate their teams through) a balance of rewards and disincentives. Lisa Su, 
chief executive of Advanced Micro Devices, talked about motivation and the art of setting 
ambitious goals (New York Times, 2017):  
“I like to set very high standards and expectations. What’s inspiring to me is working on 
something that is really, really hard, or really, really important, and then working with 
the team to figure out how to reach that goal. There’s an art to doing that, because 
sometimes those stretch goals can seem unachievable and they can make the team less 
motivated. The art is showing them that it’s possible and being somewhat understanding 
if we fall a little bit short. Even if you fall a little bit short, you did much more than you 
thought you could. That’s the balance.” 
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3.) Risk-taking - Since a significant number of these leaders are founders of companies, risk-
taking behaviors were evident in the data. Some of the risk-taking descriptors included comfort 
with ambiguity, thinking outside the box, welcoming failures, pursuing paths not usually taken, 
boldness, and awareness of the role serendipity in the pursuit of success. For example, Vinod 
Dham, internationally renowned as the Father of the Pentium Chip, recounted:  
“I have continuously taken risks in my career and in the process reinvented myself many 
times. I recount many setbacks on the way to invention of Intel’s flash technology, ramp-
up of Intel’s 386 microprocessor, a setback in i486 ramp due to late discovery of a bug 
and recall of Pentium Processor due to a rare bug. Before tasting success at NexGen and 
Silicon Spice, we experienced many hurdles. Even as a venture capitalist, we are 
surrounded with many failures amidst some great successes. In fact, there was no success 
that I recall that has not stepped through many setback before,” he said, adding 
“Professional success for me has meant building a compelling product, technology, or a 
start-up. I attribute my success to my ability to ‘connect the dots’ in developing a 
competitive business strategy, building a world-class team, and putting in a laser-like 
focus on executing that strategy for winning in the marketplace.” (Business Saga, 2016)  
4.) Embracing challenges - Closely related to risk-taking behaviors is the leaders' propensity to 
take the more challenging paths in their careers or lives. These immigrant leaders like to "push 
the envelope". Many of them expressed having been "pushed" by their hard-driving parents or 
influenced by high-achieving siblings/mentors to continually learn and achieve higher levels of 
success and to be the best versions of themselves. Tae Hea Nahm, managing director of the 
venture capital firm Storm Ventures, recalled that his mother was very hard-driving. “If I got 99 
on a test, the first question was, ‘Why didn’t you get 100?’ If I got 100, the next question was, 
‘Can you do it again?’” Nahm had originally wanted to do computer programming and then go 
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to business school. However, he ended up in law school, embracing the challenge of following 
the footsteps of his father’s and brother’s careers in medicine. For a Korean family, law is a 
profession that is close to medicine. It worked out fine because he was comfortable with 
technology and wanted to work with companies. He ended up joining a law firm in Silicon 
Valley, and over many years, worked with several hundred start-ups. He started Storm Ventures, 
incubated a company and became the founding CEO.     
5.) Adaptability – the agility to adapt to various situations, flexibility in dealing with different 
organizational, business, or life challenges, continuous learning, curiosity, managing different 
people differently (akin to Situational Leadership), and the ability to balance between "irrational 
optimism in breaking barriers" and "things that can be realistically accomplished" are some of 
the characteristics that define the leaders' agility. Shafqat Islam, chief executive of NewsCred, 
talked about this notion of irrational optimism.  
“Certainly as an entrepreneur, but almost in any form of work, I feel like you need to be 
irrationally optimistic about barriers you can break through, or things you can get 
accomplished, or projects that you can deliver in a certain amount of time. Because 
that’s my management philosophy, it often leads to taking on way too much – being too 
aggressive, too ambitious. Sometimes things are impossible. So it’s about learning the 
right balance between rallying the team and trying to accomplish the impossible versus 
being realistic and saying, ‘Hey let’s really, really focus.’”  
Originally from Bangladesh, Islam was exposed to a lot of hardships. From an early age, he 
realized that on the surface, these hardships can look like there a lot of problems. He added, “But 
that also means there’s a lot of opportunity to fix some problems, and I don’t mean in some kind 
of grandiose way. I just wanted to solve important problems.” (New York Times, 2014) 
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6.) Family orientation - Almost all of the leaders mentioned either or both parents, and/or their 
siblings as their early influences in life. Some explicitly expressed their culture's family 
orientation and respect for elders as having helped shape their attitudes. One mentioned the 
influence of matriarchal culture. 
7.) Strong work ethic - hard work and discipline were two of the most often-used words to 
describe the value instilled in these leaders by their parents and siblings. Thus, this characteristic 
may be tied to a family-oriented culture. 
Other characteristics that may be loosely tied to the influence of a family-oriented culture 
included empathy, humility, resilience, and strong communication skills. Empathy and humility 
were traits that were also mentioned by the leaders interviewed for this study. Strong similarities 
existed between the cultural traits leveraged by the interviewed leaders and those described by 
the media leaders – particularly family orientation, a strong sense of community and 
collectivism, a strong work ethic, risk-taking and adaptation (mentioned in the context of their 
road to leadership), and modesty or humility. There were a few differences. Respect for authority 
featured in the top five cultural descriptors among the interviewed leaders, but it was not as 
strong among the media leaders. Embracing challenges and “pushing the envelope” featured 
strongly among media leaders while not quite as predominantly among the study participants. 
Leader lessons (Research Question 3: What lessons can we learn from the 
immigrants’ challenges and opportunities?) 
Lessons that rose to the surface include the importance of taking risks as a leader, welcoming 
challenges, and being calm in the face of adversity. Associated with these lessons are “authentic 
boldness” (explicitly mentioned), knowing one's tradeoffs, leader flexibility, adaptability, and 
striking a balance between pushing their teams for breakthrough performance and what can be 
realistically accomplished. Perhaps related to leader flexibility and adaptability is the notion of 
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situational leadership – Lisa Su of Advanced Micro Devices recounted an advice from her boss 
that "to get the best out of people, they have to be managed differently as individuals". Storm 
Ventures CEO, Tae Hea Nahm explained that he learned the importance of understanding others' 
perspectives because so much of people's decision-making depends on their backgrounds and 
perspectives. This is also related to what iPic Entertainment’s Hamid Hashemi alluded to as the 
significance of having empathy (“helping others who have no access to medical care”). Five of 
the leaders explicitly mentioned the value of coaching and/or mentorship on their road to 
leadership. While many of the published interviews did not explore leadership mentors, it is 
notable that five of the 14 CEOs in the group mentioned their fathers as their mentors, two of 
them mentioned their mothers, two mentioned older siblings and two did mention their bosses at 
work. 
Abe Ankumah, CEO and founder of Nyansa, an advanced IT analytics software company 
articulated the value of "first principle thinking" as a leader; that is, thinking deeply about the 
essence of the problem instead of starting with the answers and "justifying them". This is quite 
striking as many solutions-oriented leaders may have the tendency to jump right into solutions 
rather than really figuring out what the real problem is. This makes sense as understanding the 
problem first is akin to establishing and asking the right research question before determining the 
methodology and not the other way around. Getting to the essence of the organizational problem 
will likely steer the leader and team towards discovering its root causes. 
Four leaders – Abe Ankumah of Nyansa, Andrew Ly of Sugar Bowl Bakery, Indra Nooyi of 
PepsiCo, and Shafqat Islam of NewsCred -- mentioned the value of humility, simplicity, and 
kindness. Themes of humility and modesty also emerged from the data on the interviewed 
leaders. Speaking about humility, PepsiCo’s Indra Nooyi also stated the importance of having 
the right ("outstanding") team to execute the organization's mission; she confessed that the things 
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"you do as a CEO won't matter without the team around her who signs up to the mission and 
vision." 
Finally, Sugar Bowl Bakery’s Andrew Ly explicitly described avidly learning from books and 
newspapers that his father bought him from miles away. It is not a stretch to say that these 
leaders are agile learners and consumers of information. Based on their account of experiences, it 
is apparent that they have quite a high absorptive capacity to learn, adaptive and flexible to the 
situations they encountered as leaders and as immigrants in their adoptive country (U.S.A.). 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
 
By highlighting the Asian immigrant experience and their sociocultural identities in landing 
leadership roles in the U.S., this study has addressed some of the understudied aspects of 
leadership development. The analysis of immigrant experiences resulted in the emergence of 
themes which included overcoming assimilation challenges, predominant cultural tendencies of 
Asian leaders, factors that facilitate their ascent to leadership, and principal lessons gleaned from 
their experiences. 
 
 
Figure 4. Summary of Emergent Themes from Analysis 
 
The entry of highly educated Asian immigrants, many with solid professional experiences from 
their origin countries, has increased human capital in the United States. This rise in human 
capital is evidenced by immigrants’ contributions to the American economy (Batalova & Fix, 
2017; Gee, et al, 2017; Ballmer, et al, 2011; Smith & Edmonston, 1997), sociocultural life (West, 
2010; Ottaviano & Peri, 2006), science and technology (Wadhwa, et al, 2007). The fact that 60% 
of the total sample of 42 leaders in this study were trained in the STEM fields while occupying 
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leadership positions in both STEM and non-STEM fields aligns with literature findings of net 
benefits from immigration. 
Increasing cultural diversity of multinational companies in the U.S. and around the world, along 
with the phenomenon of immigrants rising to leadership roles, pose a challenge to leadership 
scholars and practitioners. For scholars, the challenge is to provide theoretical insights that see 
beyond traditional perspectives of viewing leadership diversity and leadership development. For 
practitioners, the challenge is in the application of these insights to elevate the cultural 
competence of leaders in managing across multiple cultures. One way to start addressing that 
challenge is to understand how the leaders’ socioeconomic backgrounds and cultural identities 
shape their behaviors in dealing with diverse groups. An examination of processes and 
mechanisms in their immigrant leader development can facilitate understanding of such 
behaviors. In view of these objectives and the key findings in Chapter Four, this study addressed 
three research questions.  
Research Question 1: How Do U.S. Minority Immigrants Experience the Process of 
Landing Leadership Roles? 
The study revealed that this particular group of minority immigrants – Chinese, Filipinos, and 
Asian Indians – possessed a high degree of human capital (motivation, graduate degree, and prior 
professional and leadership experiences), went through an assimilation process in U.S. society, 
and demonstrated their value to their organizations via visible projects in individual contributor 
or project management roles in the early phases of their careers before landing their first 
leadership roles. The Asian immigrants used important cognitive (developing English 
proficiency, ‘appropriate mind set’), affective (support of family, student associations, and 
community/ethnic networks), and behavioral (connecting with majority, engaging in civic and 
cultural activities) factors which can be seen as positive engagement coping mechanisms that 
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facilitated their assimilation when framed under the stress and coping theory. Factors that 
facilitated their ascent into leadership roles included individual level factors (graduate education, 
strong work ethic, risk-taking and adaptation behaviors, accumulation of relevant experiences) as 
well as organizational level factors (mentors and supportive managers, value demonstration 
through visible organizational projects). These factors are further analyzed below. 
The skilled Asian migrants started their process with an aspiration for a better life in the U.S. 
Such an aspiration is an important emergent theme as it has been recognized that skilled 
migrants’ motivations for migration and leaving their home country may impact how they 
manage their careers in their host country (Zikic, 2015). The push-pull theory of migration 
(King, 2012), which is based on economic utility maximization, helps us to understand the 
immigrant leaders’ motivations and sense of purpose. Immigrants seek out employment in 
another country based on perceived ‘push’ factors in their home country or ‘pull’ factors in the 
prospective host country. We have certainly seen a combination of ‘push’ factors from our 
dataset such as lack of employment opportunities (e.g. Subject17 from the Philippines), 
discomfort with societal and/or political systems (Subject12 from India) as well as ‘pull’ factors 
in the prospective host country, such as increased employment opportunities (Indian Subjects 01 
and 02 received offers for technology jobs in U.S.), financial reward and/or better overall living 
standards (Subject23 from China). Beyond the push-pull factors, this study has also uncovered 
that there are personal reasons (e.g., husband waiting in U.S. for Indian Subjects 01 and 03; 
better access to life-saving medicine for Philippine Subject21’s children) and specific career 
reasons (e.g., Subject06 from China wanted an academic job in Statistics prompting him to apply 
into a PhD program in the U.S.). Traditionally, migrants are also said to be motivated by long-
term prospects of living and working in the new country and often but not always they are driven 
by necessity rather than choice (Al Ariss, 2010). The immigrants in this study came from low 
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income to upper middle income classes in their origin countries. However, these income classes 
are not equivalent to (i.e., often much lower than) their counterparts in the U.S., as many of them 
decided to move from their countries driven by a need to improve their financial positions. A 
majority of these immigrants worked in their countries as individual contributors and leaders 
prior to coming to America, so they possess a career capital that U.S. organizations most likely 
leveraged.  
A defining attribute of these immigrants is their high level of education. Such educational 
demographic reflects observations published in literature such as those of Batalova and Fix 
(2017) who noted that the arrival of highly educated Asian immigrants, particularly from China, 
India, and the Philippines, drove the overall rise in human capital for immigrants arriving in the U.S. 
after 2010. While most of the Asians in this study arrived prior to 2010, previous studies by Wadhwa 
(2007) and Ballmer, et al (2011) have noted the high quality of immigrants between 1985 and 2010 
and their role in the creation of U.S. companies contributing a positive impact on the U.S. economy. 
The U.S. Census Bureau has also seen a shift in educational demographic in the population. As of 
2017, there has been a greater proportion of foreign-born individuals having advanced degrees 
(master’s, professional and doctorate degrees) compared to native-born individuals. Asian 
populations, in particular, have the highest proportion (22%) of advanced degrees compared to 
Whites (11%), Hispanics (4%), Non-Hispanic Whites (13%), and Blacks (8%). This shifting 
educational demographic picture is important as it means that foreign-born individuals, especially 
Asians, in the U.S. increasingly possess human capital that puts them in greater potential collectively 
to contribute to the American economy. This was not the case just over a decade ago. 
An assumption that this study makes is that graduate education increases the chances of these 
immigrants in landing leadership roles. Some authors (Sue & Okazaki, 1990) have suggested that 
education has been functional for the upward mobility seen among Asian-Americans. Others (Betts, 
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Urias & Betts, 2009) proposed that higher education provides extensive opportunities for individuals 
seeking careers, career transition, and career advancement. At an organizational level, a study of a 
Fortune 500 manufacturing firm with sites in the U.S. and Canada demonstrated that as employees’ 
(both migrants’ and non-migrants’) career-related continuous education increases, managerial career 
success increases as well (Kuznia, Kerno & Gilley, 2010). At a societal level, a significant amount of 
evidence in economics literature has suggested that higher education positively impacts the economic 
growth of a nation (Becker & Lewis, eds., 1993). On the surface, advanced educational degrees seen 
among Asian immigrants who successfully landed leadership roles in the U.S. appear to validate the 
importance of higher education on upward mobility at various levels. However, a 2016 study by the 
National Bureau of Economic Research claims that Asians achieved extraordinary upward mobility 
relative to Blacks and Whites for every cohort born in California since 1920 due to gains in earnings 
not just because of education, but due also to post-war declines in discrimination interacting with 
previously uncompensated skills (Hilger, 2017).  Thus, it is important to view the effect of education 
on our Asian immigrants’ journeys to leadership within the context of other social factors such as 
assimilation. 
Assimilation 
When immigrants leave their native lands, they do not necessarily leave their cultures behind. As 
they start to live and work in the U.S., they begin to immerse in social norms, group mores, 
organizational cultures and practices in America while keeping some of their beliefs and cultures 
from their countries of origin. Thus, an intermingling of cultures begins to occur as immigrants 
form their social identities. Since the social identities and lived experiences of leaders are 
postulated to significantly influence the nature of their leadership (Chin, Desormeaux and 
Sawyer, 2016), it is important to understand their assimilation experiences.  
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The top three assimilation experiences shared by both the study participants and the media 
leaders were overcoming cross-cultural communication challenges, prevailing over initial 
financial hardships, and surmounting various forms of gender bias and racial discrimination. 
Other assimilation challenges expressed by the study participants but not described by the media 
leaders included adjustment to social norms and dealing with native born Americans’ lack of 
awareness of immigrant cultures. To what extent did the immigrants' assimilation process impact 
their journey to become leaders and influence their attitudes and behaviors? For the 18 media 
leaders, the challenges only seemed to further fire up their motivation to succeed. The 24 
interviewed leaders, on the other hand, employed positive engagement factors (family support, 
positive cognitive reframing, connecting with the majority, etc.) to successfully overcome these 
challenges and enhance their chances of landing leadership roles.  
Framing the immigrants’ assimilation experiences through the lens of theory, one can view these 
factors as selective and/or symbolic mechanisms of assimilation (changing identificational 
assimilation theory) or positive engagement coping mechanisms (stress and coping theory) that 
facilitated the immigrants’ integration into U.S. society, which in turn could have possibly 
mediated their ascent into leadership.  
Under the changing identificational assimilation theory (Brown & Bean, 2006), migrants may 
rely on co-ethnic networks for instrumental reasons to facilitate their economic environments 
(selective mechanism) or utilize the same community networks and show racial-ethnic solidarity 
less for instrumental reasons than for the fulfillment of expressive, individualistic needs 
(symbolic mechanism). For example, Filipino Subject 21 may have used ‘symbolic’ assimilative 
mechanism when she said that her children were “excelling academically and have assimilated 
beautifully with a diverse mix of friends including Filipinos, other Asians, Caucasians, Italians, 
and Spaniards.” Such symbolic assimilative mechanism usually happens to immigrants with 
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higher education and economic status, attributes which were both present in her case. On the 
other hand, Indian Subject 16’s assimilation experience appears to be a combination of selective 
and symbolic identification. Because her parents ran a business within the community, their 
initial efforts at incorporation into society could have been borne out of instrumental reasons 
(i.e., economic need for the store to prosper, etc.) which is classified as a selective mechanism of 
identificational assimilation. As a consequence of her parents’ successful business, Subject 16’s 
family was largely incorporated economically within their community. Thus, their subsequent 
efforts towards assimilation – joining social clubs and Indian organizations, engaging in music 
and sports – could have been symbolic identification as a result of their parents achieving 
success. At the same time, their struggles to assimilate at school could have been selective 
identification as they had to do it for instrumental reasons – excel in academics so as to secure a 
better future in America. However, this does not explain fully why many of our study 
participants chose other actions such as preparing their mindset for the possibility of being 
considered “second class citizens” or relying on family support, putting every effort at improving 
English communication and connecting with the majority. 
An alternative explanation is through the lens of stress coping theory (Lazarus & Folkman, 
1984), which views the immigrants’ assimilation actions as types of coping strategies used to 
manage stressors. Coping strategies may be broadly classified engagement strategies (attempts to 
actively manage the stressful situation or event through problem-solving behaviors, positive 
cognitive reframing, and emotional support seeking) and   disengagement strategies (attempts to 
remove oneself mentally, emotionally, and physically away from stressors, which includes 
problem avoidance, self-criticism, wishful thinking, and social withdrawal (Tobin, Holroyd & 
Reynolds, 1984; with Wigal, 1989). None of the immigrant leaders in this study confessed to 
having used disengagement strategies.  
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At a micro level, specific examples of engagement strategies from our dataset included positive 
cognitive reframing (having an ‘appropriate mindset’, accepting that she may be considered a 
‘second class citizen’) employed by Filipino Subject 21, emotional support seeking (utilization 
of Chinese student associations support and resources) by Chinese leaders Subjects 06, 09, and 
21, and problem-solving behaviors (engaging in civic organizations, ‘intermingling with U.S. 
society as much as possible’) by Filipino Subject 11 and Indian Subject 12, respectively.  
At a macro level, Table 15 below summarizes the application of changing identificational 
assimilation theory and stress coping theory to the primary assimilation strategies (factors) 
utilized by the immigrants in this study.  
Table 17. Factors Facilitating Assimilation: Integrating Changing Identificational Assimilation Theory 
and Stress Coping Theory 
 
Top Factors  
Used By Study Immigrants 
Theories 
(Characteristics) 
Stress & Coping Theory Changing Identificational 
Assimilation Theory 
Family support Emotional support seeking Selective mechanism 
Support from student associations & 
community/ethnic networks 
Emotional support seeking Selective or symbolic 
mechanism 
Having the ‘appropriate mindset’ Cognitive reframing Symbolic mechanism 
Developing English proficiency Cognitive reframing Selective mechanism 
Connecting with majority Problem-solving behavior Selective and/or symbolic 
mechanisms 
Engaging in civic & cultural activities Problem-solving behavior Selective and/or symbolic 
mechanisms 
 
Viewing the various assimilative factors in Table 15 gives us a picture of the range and complexity of 
the mechanisms that the migrants used in order to adapt to U.S. society. Their adaptive choices 
appear to be dependent and interact in complex ways with the socioeconomic, cultural, and even 
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psychological resources that are available to these migrants. For example, those who have existing 
families in America would use them in emotional support seeking or as a selective mechanism to 
deal with challenges. Those who do not have families in America might seek refuge from student 
associations, ethnic networks or engage in civic and cultural activities to help them assimilate. Others 
still might use cognitive reframing (appropriate mindset, English proficiency) as either a selective or 
symbolic mechanism to adapt to their situations. We will see this pattern of adaptation once again as 
we explore their experiences of bias and discrimination and examine the phases and factors in their 
leadership development.   
Bias and discrimination 
While most of their assimilation experiences happened during their early years in America, 
assimilation was far from a unitary or singular phase in the immigrants’ lives. For some, it 
extended into their later years even after they have established permanent domicile. Some of 
these later experiences included racial discrimination incidents such as those experienced by 
Indian Subject 03 at a restaurant or Filipino Subject 18 on the job. There was one report of 
sexual harassment (Indian Subject 16) which she overcame using a combination of coping 
mechanisms such as cognitive reframing (“I’m going to stick with it and get my reputation 
back.”), emotional support seeking (she sought the advice of other leaders), and problem-solving 
behaviors (succeeded in a project that was “destined to fail”). 
Viewing the studied sample, ten (6 Filipinos, 3 Indians, and 1 Chinese) out of the 24 interviewed 
leaders reported some form of racial discrimination and/or gender bias.  No trends in terms of 
leadership levels (first line managers versus middle management versus C-suite) or company 
sizes (large versus small companies) could be detected in the discrimination experiences. 
Moreover, discrimination and bias were not unique to the interviewed leaders. Media leaders, 
Sheila Marcelo (Care.com), Lowell Hawthorne (Golden Krust Bakery & Grill), and Cesar 
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Melgoza (Geoscape) also experienced various forms of racial discrimination in their 
neighborhood, on the job, or in their business. Somehow these discriminatory challenges did not 
deter the immigrants from successfully landing leadership roles. Based on the same coping and 
stress theory used in framing our understanding of how these immigrants overcame all other non-
discrimination, assimilation challenges discussed above, the study found that none of the leaders 
reported having used any of the disengagement strategies described by the model. It appears that 
the leaders who reported discrimination and bias experiences utilized only engagement coping 
strategies (problem-solving behaviors, positive cognitive reframing, and emotional support 
seeking). Analysis of the immigrant paths and factors in leadership development makes it 
apparent that these engagement mechanisms are part of their adaptation process.  
Phases and factors in leadership development 
Immigrant paths to leadership can be broadly classified into linear and nonlinear, involving 
sometimes overlapping phases starting with education and training, individual contributor, 
project manager, and continuing on to supervisor, executive and CEO/Founder roles. Linear path 
leaders (n = 14) are those who took on an almost sequential career pathway from being 
individual contributors to leaders, with successive roles that had progressively increasing scopes 
of responsibilities (e.g. getting promoted from Manager to Senior Manager to Director, etc. See 
Figure 2 for an idealized linear career path). Nonlinear path leaders (n = 10) are those who took 
broad, lateral swings in their careers by seeking or accepting individual contributor roles after 
having experienced managerial positions, before moving on to further leadership roles.   
The study data reveals that there is possible interaction between the types of path an immigrant 
takes with the types of assimilation challenges he or she faces. Such interaction is reflective of an 
underlying adaptation process that immigrants go through. Figure 5 suggests that those who 
faced more bias and discrimination, with its associated cultural lack of awareness from 
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American-born citizens, had to take the nonlinear route. On the other hand, the linear path takers 
overcame language barriers and social norm challenges more than any other assimilation 
experiences. 
 
Figure 5. Comparison of Assimilation Challenges between Linear & Nonlinear Paths 
 
How did the linear path leaders address assimilation challenges compared to the nonlinear path 
leaders? Viewing through the lens of Stress Coping Theory (SCT), it appears that the linear path 
leaders tended to use emotional support, while the nonlinear path leaders had more propensity to 
use problem-solving behaviors, with emotional support to a lesser extent. The graphs of SCT 
mechanisms in Figure 6 look like mirror images of each other. The difference in assimilative 
mechanisms becomes even more obvious when viewed through the lens of Changing 
Identificational Assimilation Theory (CIAT).  
n = 24 
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Figure 6. Use of SCT Coping Mechanisms: Linear vs. Nonlinear Paths 
Figure 7 depicts that the linear path leaders used symbolic mechanisms in their assimilation 
process more than selective actions. On the other hand, nonlinear path leaders were more 
selective than symbolic in their coping mechanisms. The selective choice for nonlinear path 
implies that the actions (networking with ethnic networks and civic organizations, filing 
discrimination lawsuit, other problem-solving behaviors, etc.) this group of leaders took had an 
instrumental meaning in their successful landing of leadership roles. Actions (connecting with 
majority, joining student associations, benefiting from positive cultural stereotypes, etc.) taken 
by linear path leaders took on a more symbolic meaning to them than being instrumental to their 
success.  
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Figure 7. Use of CIAT Mechanisms: Linear vs. Nonlinear Paths 
Additionally, advanced educational degrees and mentorship both appear to play a role in the path 
chosen. Those who took a linear path had more advanced degrees (78% versus 60%) than those 
who followed a nonlinear path.  About 86% of those who were on a linear career ascent 
described mentors at work compared to 70% of those who took a nonlinear path.  
Traditional leadership development literature has focused on intrapersonal content issues 
(experience and learning, skills development, personality development, self-development), 
interpersonal content issues (social mechanisms, authentic leadership development), and process 
issues (feedback, agreement between self and others, self-narrative as process of development) 
(Day, et al, 2014). While this study does not refute these issues, our data suggests that two 
additional dimensions are at play – (1) an adaptation process that occurs along the leadership 
development path and (2) the availability of resources (individual coping mechanisms, 
organizational support such as mentorship, and other human capital factors). Both may affect or 
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moderate an immigrant’s track to leadership. Data on top factors facilitating leadership ascent of 
the Asian immigrants seem to hint at such a relationship as well. 
For practical purposes these facilitating factors can be broadly classified into individual level 
factors and organizational level factors (see Figure 8 below), derived from the six factor clusters 
discussed in Chapter Four.  
 
Figure 8. Factors that Facilitated Immigrant Ascent to Leadership 
 
Individual human capital factors such as graduate education, work ethic and cumulative work 
experiences were among the top contributors to leadership development. The immigrants also 
described in various ways using risk-taking and adaptation behaviors to succeed in landing 
leadership positions in U.S. organizations. The availability of organizational factors such as 
mentors, managerial support, and project opportunities contributed to their development. 
Additionally, many of them expressed that coming from a different culture inherently imbues 
them with a different perspective that is highly valuable in creating diversity. In turn, diversity 
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has been linked to promote creativity and innovation in organizations (Cox, 1993; Nemeth, 1986; 
Kanter, 1983; Triandis, Hall & Ewen, 1965). Thus, immigrants possess a unique set of individual 
level human capital which intersects with organizational level factors to enhance their leadership 
development.  
There appears to be some synergies between these two levels. For example, if the immigrant was 
provided an opportunity to participate in a highly visible organizational project (organizational 
level factor), then that person likely leveraged his or her unique set of immigrant human capital 
(individual level factors such as advanced degrees, strong work ethic, relevant experiences from 
another country, a different cultural perspective, and risk-taking and adaptation) in order to 
demonstrate his or her value to the organization. The chance of succeeding appeared to be 
enhanced by the presence of mentors and supportive managers.  
Mentorship 
Mentorship was a feature shared in common by the interviewed group and the media leaders. It 
was particularly strong among the interviewed leaders from large organizations, possibly owing 
to their relatively greater amount of available resources compared to smaller organizations. The  
significant statements that the study participants made about their mentors (Table 7) can be 
summarized by three principles that mentors follow (Wright and Wright, 1987; Bova & Phillips, 
1982):  
• They encourage the dreams and support the career aspirations of their protégés. 
• They provide opportunities for their protégés to observe and participate in their work. 
• They help their protégés become aware of the unwritten rules and politics involved in the 
profession or organization. 
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In addition, within the context of the experiences of these Asian immigrants, many of whom had 
leadership roles in their native countries, the study revealed the following principles that were 
also observed among their mentors:  
• Mentors serve as leader models that help their protégés evolve their own leadership 
styles, personal values and work ethic. 
• They provide a venue for listening and feedback to their protégés in thinking, ideating, 
debating, and considering various options for solutions to business problems.  
It is possible that there were some aspects of the mentors that made them more sensitive to cross-
cultural differences. Nine of the interviewed leaders expressed having been mentored by individuals 
from different cultures themselves. Six of those nine also described American mentors, while three 
(not included in the nine leaders) described being mentored by immigrants alone. These numbers 
may be reflective of the multicultural character of the American workplace in as much as they are 
representative of the mentors’ heightened sensitivity to cross-cultural differences. In either case, the 
immigrants used learnings from their mentors to help them adapt to their environments and advance 
their journeys toward their leadership aspirations. 
In summary, immigrant journeys to leadership are complex and heterogeneous, reflective of an 
adaptation process that occurs during their leadership development. There is no single pathway or 
common formula towards leadership ascent. The experience of Asian immigrants in landing 
leadership roles in U.S. organizations is characterized by either linear or nonlinear, overlapping 
phases of leader development where they have to overcome assimilation challenges and leverage 
their unique, individual human capital to intersect with organizational and societal level capitals in 
order to enhance their chances of success. The paths they take seem to interact in complex ways with 
individual, organizational, and societal resources available to them as they adapt to their new 
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environments. This theme of adaptation re-emerges to a lesser extent in the immigrants’ use of 
sociocultural identities and leadership styles.  
Research Question 2: How Do U.S. Minority Immigrants Leverage or Suppress Their 
Cultural Identities When Leading Their Organizations? 
The shaping of minority leaders’ behaviors by their sociocultural identities and their potential to 
provide excellent leadership because of their differences from traditional leaders are frequently 
overlooked aspects of leadership studies (Eagly & Chin, 2010; Chin & Tremble, 2014). 
This was still the case even after the GLOBE Project researchers declared that a working 
knowledge of culture and its influences can be useful to executives operating in a multi-cultural 
business environment because culture colors nearly every aspect of human behavior” (Javidan, et 
al, 2006). Despite methodological criticisms (e.g., Graen, 2006), GLOBE’s CLT leadership 
profiles were useful in providing a framework to analyze the cultural traits that this sample of 
Asian immigrant leaders leveraged or suppressed in their organizations. To ameliorate the 
deficiencies of GLOBE’s CLT profiles, this study drew additional concepts from Situational 
Leadership Theory, Servant Leadership, and Third Culture Bonding.   
Since this is an exploratory study, the main goal is to surface the cultural traits leveraged and 
suppressed by this Asian group of leaders in a descriptive way to relate them to extant theory and 
identify possible avenues for enriching cross-cultural leadership development research with 
dimensions of diversity, and subsequently determine implications for practice. 
 The study revealed that the number one cultural trait that this particular group of Asian migrants 
leveraged at the work place is their family orientation. That is, they have a tendency to treat their 
team members like family or relatives. A related cultural trait of respect for authority also figured 
among the top leveraged cultural traits. While social scientists such as Inglehart and Baker 
(2000), and Hofstede (2011) have recognized the importance of the family as a major theme in 
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certain societies, it was discussed in a very different context. Inglehart and Baker considered the 
role of family orientation as one of the dimensions in building a global cultural map to 
investigate the influence of cultural values on economic development. Hofstede, on the other 
hand, considered family orientation and deference to authority within the context of power 
distance. From the data in this Asian immigrant study, family orientation and respect for 
authority appear to be cultural traits that leaders used when such traits benefited them or their 
organizations. Moreover, respect for authority is not viewed in terms of power distance by the 
leaders, but by a sense of recognition of a position that has been earned through hard work (e.g. 
Filipino Subject 21’s statement about respecting other VPs for a conferred role that they earned), 
or a sense of obligation (e.g., Indian Subject 03 quit her job temporarily to take care of ailing in-
laws). In Asian cultures, deference to authority may not necessarily be viewed in terms of power 
dynamics. Asian orientations toward authority translate into practices that place a priority on  
parents, born out of a sense of duty to acknowledge, honor and take care of elders “to have a 
well-ordered society so that everybody can have maximum enjoyment of freedom” (Dalton & 
Ong, 2005). 
The impact of family-oriented style of leadership on team performance and organizational 
outcomes would be an interesting subject of a future study. For example, the effect of Chinese 
leader Subject 23’s team celebrations after “finishing a big project” on subsequent projects and 
downstream team performance may be a valuable organizational study.  
Another prominent cultural trait that surfaced was a strong sense of community, which is aligned 
with Hofstede’s depiction of collectivism in Eastern cultures. According to Hofstede (2011), a 
collectivist culture is one in which people from birth onwards are integrated into strong, cohesive 
in-groups, often extended families (with uncles, aunts and grandparents) that continue protecting 
them in exchange for unquestioning loyalty, and oppose other in-groups. In contrast, 
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individualist cultures are ones in which the ties between individuals are loose: everyone is 
expected to look after him/herself and his/her immediate family.  
In this study, the collectivist tendency is reflected primarily in leaders’ statements about having a 
sense of belongingness to their own ethnic community – a group of individuals who are “willing 
to help and stick out for each other” (Filipino ‘bayanihan spirit’), “who come together from 
different places and have a ‘molding’ through cultural, religious and social events” (Indian). 
They value respect for and within the family, and “have close ties with the community that 
translate into respect for society” (Chinese).  
The point of interest in collectivism is in its effect on leadership and organizational outcomes. 
Collectivism has been found to have a moderating effect on the relationship between 
transformational leadership and work-related outcomes, such as job satisfaction, organizational 
commitment and perceptions of organizational withdrawal behaviors in a study of employees 
from China, India and Kenya (Walumba & Lawler, 2003). Collectivism appeared to strengthen 
work satisfaction and organization commitment, while reducing withdrawal behaviors within the 
context of a transformational leadership style. However, in another study by Jung and Avolio 
(1999), using Asian (collectivistic) and Caucasian (individualistic) students reported that 
individualists generated more ideas with a transactional leader. In our study, none of these 
leadership styles surfaced, at least not reported by the leaders when queried about their styles of 
leading. Thus, it is important that future studies attempt to include various contexts and 
leadership styles in investigating the effect of collectivist cultures. 
Traditional cross-cultural literature indicates that culture affects the kind of leadership 
characteristics, attributes, and behaviors that are desired and believed to be important in a society 
(Hanges, et al, 2016; House, et al, 2004, 2014). Project GLOBE consistently found that societal 
cultures influence the content of leadership schemas of employees in organizations (Dorfman, 
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Hanges, & Brodbeck, 2004). For instance, uncertainty avoidance was found to positively predict 
humane-oriented leadership and negatively predict participative leadership. Since both humane-
oriented and participative leadership styles featured among the top four leadership clusters in our 
Asian study, there are three streams of thought to explain this finding. One thinking is that this 
could be reflective of the dualism or in-group differences in uncertainty orientations among the 
three Asian groups. A second explanation is that some of the Asian leaders obtained their 
education in the United States while others from their native countries. Furthermore, some of 
them had major work experiences in the U.S. while others already had professional experiences 
in their native countries. Education and work experience have been found to influence leadership 
styles (Kotur & Anbazhagan, 2014). The mixture of both American and their native country 
education and work experiences possibly gives the migrants a scale of uncertainty avoidance 
options and/or a spectrum of leadership styles that include humane-oriented and participative. A 
third thought may be seen as a criticism of the GLOBE project in its North-American bias (Den 
Hartog & Dickson, 2004). Because of such bias, the predictive power of its results may be 
limited only to cultures that are similar to North Americans’. Nonetheless, there is still value in 
using the GLOBE’s framework as several research studies in the last decade have been 
investigating leadership, taking other cultures into account while using GLOBE as its theoretical 
foundation. 
In this study, the top leveraged cultural traits were those that are rooted in collectivistic Asian 
values of strong family orientation and sense of community. On the other hand, the top cultural 
traits suppressed were tendencies that could be considered either inimical to (gender inequity) or 
stemming from (conflict avoidance, lack of assertiveness, hierarchical thinking) collectivist 
family and social structures. The GLOBE project found collectivism to predict positively 
charismatic/value-based and team-oriented leadership and to negatively predict self-protective 
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leadership. Our study findings validate this aspect of GLOBE’s cultural dimensions as we find 
servant leadership (a team-oriented approach) and charismatic/value-based styles prominent 
among our Asian leaders. However, our study results are mixed in terms of gender 
egalitarianism. According to GLOBE, gender egalitarianism is positively predictive of 
participative and charismatic/value-based leadership. This is not necessarily true of our Asian 
groups, particularly India. The Indian culture, based on the study participants’ accounts, can 
hardly be called gender egalitarian. Yet, participative leadership was the top leadership style 
cluster among the Indian immigrants. China, just like India, is also ranked low in terms of gender 
equality (World Economic Forum, The Global Gender Gap Report 2017). The finding of servant 
leadership as the preferred leadership style among our Chinese subjects runs counter to the 
GLOBE’s prediction in terms of gender egalitarianism. The Philippines, on the other hand, is one 
of the most gender-equal countries according to the World Economic Forum’s report. Thus, our 
study finding of servant and participative leadership among Filipino study leaders is aligned with 
the GLOBE’s prediction.  
However, our study findings run completely opposite GLOBE’s prediction in terms of power 
distance and leadership styles. In GLOBE, power distance was found to positively predict self-
protective leadership and to negatively predict charismatic/value-based and participative 
leadership. In our study, we have seen respect for authority (strong power distance) to figure 
prominently among the cultural traits. Yet, the study participants preferred leadership styles that 
would run counter to what GLOBE’s framework might predict.  
The underlying reasons for these mixed results in gender egalitarianism and power distance 
could be reflective of the Asian migrants’ reactions to their native cultures’ tendencies. For 
example, Indian leaders in our study want to suppress gender inequities stemming from their 
ethnic culture and thus express a more participative style of leadership. In a complex, but similar 
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way, Chinese and Filipino leaders in the study could be reacting to the large power distance that 
characterizes Chinese and Philippine cultures by manifesting preference for more team-oriented 
approaches such as participative and servant leadership styles. However, digging further into the 
study data gives us yet another underlying reason for the mixed results: the adaptation process 
which was earlier seen in the immigrants’ journeys provides an alternative explanation.  
Looking at the cultural traits that linear and nonlinear path leaders leveraged, the data shows that 
both groups share the most preferred collectivist traits of community and family orientation, 
respect for authority, work ethic and integrity. However, the data also reveals that there are some 
differences between the two groups beyond common traits they shared. The leaders who took 
nonlinear paths used humility, loyalty, faith, and optimism, while the leaders who had linear 
paths preferred trust, conceptual thinking and cultural adaptability (see Figure 11). 
 
Figure 9. Comparison of Leveraged Cultural Traits between Linear and Nonlinear Leaders 
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These differences are hinting once again to an adaptation process at work as an underlying 
reason for the mismatches of the study’s findings with extant theory. Moreover, the study data 
also reveals that nonlinear path leaders preferred situational leadership style, a finding that was 
not present among the linear path leaders (see Figure 12). Situational leadership is a style that is 
characterized by adaptability to situations and the level of maturity or competence of team 
members.  
 
Figure 10. Comparison of Leadership Style Clusters: Linear vs. Nonlinear Leaders 
 
Recent research (Hanges, et al, 2016) has shown that culture moderates the outcomes resulting 
from different styles of leadership. However, the influence of culture on actual leadership styles 
themselves still needs much investigation. As Chin and Tremble (2014) suggested, leader 
identity intersects with dimensions of their social identities. They also suggested that the 
adaptability of leaders across diverse contexts, as well as their bicultural and cognitive flexibility 
are a function of acculturation. Chin, Desormeaux and Sawyer (2016) further built on this 
concept of leader adaptability on the basis of intersectionality of identity dimensions. 
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Intersectionality is the concept of identity in which its dimensions are viewed as operating 
simultaneously and in interaction with one another (Crenshaw, 1989). For example, an Asian 
Indian female migrant may have differential experiences in the workplace compared with 
Asians, Indians, migrants and women overall. Thus, multiple dimensions of a migrants’ 
experiences and human capital may intersect to influence leadership competencies. 
Based on what this study has surfaced, it appears that Asian migrants experience acculturation 
through an adaptation-assimilation process in America that enriches their pre-existing cultural 
traits which they then leverage and/or suppress when they lead multicultural U.S. organizations. 
The combination of pre-existing human capital and the adaptive-assimilative journey gives Asian 
immigrants a unique multi-dimensionality that non-migrant leaders do not have. Therefore, the 
migrants are closer to what Graen’s (2006) Third Culture Bonding approach calls 
“transculturals”. These are individuals who can transcend their own cultures and see the merits 
of other cultures. The value in recognizing transculturals lies in distilling the best practice norms 
for leadership training and development in order to develop cross-cultural leaders who can lead 
various groups of people in an increasingly multi-cultural global economy. The findings from 
this study suggest that Asian migrant leaders represent a sample of transculturals whose 
experiences may provide lessons for workforce diversity and cross-cultural leadership 
development.    
Research Question 3: What Lessons Can We Learn from the Immigrants’ Challenges and 
Opportunities?  
Chapter 4 (Key Findings) discussed lessons gleaned from the Asian immigrant experience at an 
individual level, derived from the leaders’ journeys as well as their advice to future immigrants. 
In this chapter, lessons are analyzed at an organizational level based on the aggregate findings 
from the immigrant leaders’ experiences. For companies who use their organizational diversity 
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as a leverage for competing in an increasingly global marketplace, themes that emerged from the 
migrants’ narratives – assimilation, high-level qualifications (human capital) and phases of 
leadership ascent – provide meaningful information on how such attributes can be harnessed to 
benefit organizations and contribute to paradigms in their leadership development.  
While leader development research has focused on intrapersonal and interpersonal content as 
well as process issues in leadership development (Day, et al, 2014), few studies have looked into 
mechanisms used to deal with assimilation challenges faced by immigrant leaders.  Although it 
was neither the intent nor the objective of this study, assimilation has featured prominently in the 
Asian leaders’ journeys. There could be a few underlying reasons for such finding. First, the 
phenomenological approach used in this study tends to surface themes that traditional 
quantitative research in leadership development cannot. Second, the large cultural differential 
between our sample Asian culture and the U.S. culture may have induced an increased sensitivity 
to assimilation challenges on these Asian migrants more than what would have been experienced 
by migrants with cultures closer to that of the U.S. (e.g., migrants from Canada). Third, the long-
standing focus of leadership theory on linking personality with leadership has overlooked social 
mechanism aspects such as assimilative factors. If personality is conceptualized in terms of traits 
that summarize relatively enduring dispositional tendencies (House, Shane, & Herold, 1996), 
then its relevance for studying development (e.g., change, assimilation) is questionable. Thus, 
prominence of the assimilation experience in this study highlights an area that could motivate 
future research in leadership development and introduce some lessons for organizations. 
One such lesson is the use of positive engagement mechanisms among leaders in the face of 
challenges. Our data suggests that positive engagement mechanisms to cope with assimilation 
challenges tend to boost the migrants’ chances of success. All study participants named only 
engagement mechanisms and none of them used disengagement mechanisms. Changing 
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identificational assimilation, stress coping, and self-affirmation theories fall short in explaining 
the underlying rationale why leaders would have the propensity to choose only positive 
engagement mechanisms. The finding of only positive coping mechanisms in this study could be 
hinting to a special human capital attribute of migrant leaders. Drawing from human capital 
theory that emphasizes education as a productive investment in human capabilities (Olaniyan & 
Okemandi, 2008; Tan, 2014), companies can maximize this positive coping attribute from the 
migrants’ human capital in addition to other attributes -- high level of graduate education, 
international job experiences, and different cultural perspectives. By including positive 
engagement mechanisms as a topic in their leadership training programs, companies can benefit 
from this attribute. Additionally, company training programs need to address the issue of bias 
and discrimination, a common assimilation challenge that the migrants faced. While the migrants 
in the study utilized a range of community support, ethnic networks, civic, legal and cultural 
resources to help attenuate discrimination, companies can do more to address this issue in the 
workplace by institutionalizing non-discriminatory policies and procedures. The topic of 
unlawful discrimination in the workplace can certainly be incorporated in leadership training 
programs. Some authors (e.g. Pace, 2018) have suggested integrating conversations on 
workplace biases into sponsorship programs. Such programs, when effective, can provide the 
support and advocacy needed for advancement. 
To complement leadership training and sponsorship programs, organizational policies and 
mechanisms that support mentorship are another way to maximize lessons from migrant 
experiences. Majority of the study participants expressed the positive role that their mentors 
played in their development as leaders. When mentors know the particular phase (trainee, 
individual contributor, project management, initial supervisory level, executive, etc.) that the 
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migrant worker is experiencing, they can assist their protégés appropriately during the mentoring 
process.  
An important source of lessons for companies is the migrants’ cultural traits. The study data 
suggests that Asian migrants possess a set of native cultural traits that they leverage or suppress 
when leading organizations. Their native cultural traits appear to interact in an adaptive way with 
their preferred leadership styles. The direction and strength of the relationship between these 
cultural traits and the top leadership styles (servant, charismatic/value-based, participative, and 
humane-oriented leadership) cannot be established in an exploratory study. However, the study 
findings give researchers and organizational decision-makers information on the range of 
leadership styles that are considered important by Asian leaders. Such information can, in turn, 
be used to hire leaders who might be effective within each company’s situational context or 
organizational culture. The question then becomes: Which leadership style is suitable for which 
organizational culture? The answer to this question would be extremely valuable to 
organizations; however, it is beyond the scope of this dissertation and would be better served in a 
different study.  
Nevertheless, the greatest lesson learned from the study is that the underlying theme that weaves 
the 24 leader journeys of these Asian immigrants together is a story of adaptation. The very 
‘essence’ of their narratives is that these are individuals who go through an adaptation process 
where they employ their individual human capital as well as available organizational and societal 
resources in order to meet the challenges along the way to leadership. From their starting points 
in America as individual contributors, they journey on to become leaders in U.S organizations. 
Utilizing a unique set of human capital attributes (advanced degrees, international job 
experiences, differing cultural perspectives), they adapt their cultural traits and leadership styles 
to the American work environment. They also avail of existing organizational capital 
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(mentorship, project opportunities) and societal resources (cultural networks, civic organizations) 
in an adaptive manner to increase their chances of success. Figure 11 below summarizes the 
adaptation journey.  
The journey experience, in itself, becomes part of the Asian immigrants’ human capital, 
something that is unique to them and an attribute that leadership scholars and practitioners ought 
to learn lessons from. 
 
Figure 11. Adaptation: The Underlying Theme in Asian Immigrants' Leadership Journeys 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
Academic Contribution 
Few studies have explored the implications of the leadership development and cultural identities 
of immigrants, especially Asians, in the U.S. The disproportionately prominent role of the 
immigrants’ assimilation experience in their leadership journeys was an unexpected finding of 
this study. Previous assimilation theories like the changing identificational model proposed by 
Brown and Bean (2006) fell short in explaining the range of attitudinal, behavioral, and other 
coping mechanisms that the immigrants expressed in response to assimilation challenges.  
This study contributes to leadership and diversity literature by extending the current thinking on 
process issues in leader development. Research in leadership development over the last 25 years 
have addressed process factors such as mentoring, 360-degree feedback, leadership training, job 
assignments and action learning from others (Day, et al, 2014). However, none of the studies or 
theories specifically investigate the role of adaptation and assimilation in shaping the rate or 
pattern of development. This study has revealed that the adaptation process that occurs during 
assimilation and/or the journey to leadership may have an important relationship with human 
capital, organizational resources, and societal factors in immigrant leaders’ development.  
Through the integration of various theories rooted in behavioral economics (Push-Pull Theory of 
Migration) and psychology (Stress and Coping Theory, Self-Affirmation Theory), the study 
helps explain the various motivations and behaviors of immigrant leaders. By integrating various 
theories in the understanding of immigrants’ assimilation process, this study has shed light on 
previously understudied factors that increase successful assimilation for migrants, Asians in this 
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case. Whether or not these factors are generalizable to other migrant groups is a subject for a 
future quantitative study or a qualitative study that goes beyond exploration. Additionally, 
previous literature on leadership development and diversity leadership have focused on Western 
conceptualizations of interpersonal and intrapersonal content issues in development, overlooking 
cross-cultural, stress-coping and assimilative considerations that influence leadership behaviors. 
This study on Asian immigrant leaders contributes another perspective to the leadership 
development literature by surfacing cultural support networks, stress coping mechanisms and 
assimilative factors that facilitate leadership development among three groups of Asian migrants.  
Moreover, the exploration of their cultural traits leveraged or suppressed has also required the 
integration of various leadership theories including the GLOBE’s CLT profiles, servant 
leadership, situational leadership and third culture bonding in order to analyze the immigrants’ 
leadership styles. For example, situational leadership may be particularly useful in some, but not 
all, adaptation strategies (i.e., used by those with nonlinear adaptation). Thus, the other 
leadership theories came in handy to explain the leaders’ behaviors. Traditional cross-cultural 
leadership studies have focused on cultural dimensions that are observable. By digging into 
cultural traits that are both leveraged and suppressed by leaders, this study enriches the cross-
cultural leadership discussion.  
Since this is an exploratory study using phenomenological approaches at this stage, the key 
findings could be used as a baseline for further investigation into the relationship between 
leveraged/suppressed cultural traits and leadership styles using appropriate quantitative methods, 
an exercise that could potentially lead to a new theory of diversity leadership and development. 
However, the most important finding of this study is the realization that the underlying thread 
that weaves together the leadership journeys of immigrants is an adaptation process where they 
harness their individual human capital which includes native and assimilated cultural traits. The 
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immigrant leaders also leverage available organizational and societal resources in complex, 
adaptive ways to increase their chances of success at leadership development.  
Practical Contribution 
The various individual and organizational level lessons that have been gleaned from the Asian 
leaders’ experiences give us a window into the practical contributions of this study. At the 
individual level, future immigrants can model after the participant leaders’ approaches for coping 
with assimilation challenges as well as strategies to increase their success in landing leadership 
roles.  
The fact that the migrant leaders manifested only positive engagement mechanisms to cope with 
assimilation challenges and not a single one of them expressed any disengagement mechanism is 
one of the greatest lessons gleaned from the immigrants’ journeys. Positive cognitive reframing 
is an especially powerful mechanism. Starting with an appropriate mindset in dealing with the 
socio-economic realities of living and working in a new environment has a positive impact on a 
migrant’s experience, which can then lead to downstream positive outcomes in the leadership 
journey.  This strategy can even be applicable to non-migrant workers in coping with new work 
environment challenges.  
Investing in and leveraging the power of a graduate degree is another strategy that future 
immigrants can implement to enhance their chances of career success. This study has found that 
a high level of education is an unequivocal attribute of the immigrants. A Master’s or a 
Doctorate degree, together with a strong work ethic and an appropriate cognitive framing, form 
migrant workers’ human capital which they can use to compete in an increasingly competitive 
workforce. But an additional layer to their human capital that separates them from non-migrants 
is their accumulated experiences and cultural endowments from their originating native 
countries. These endowments give them a different perspective that puts them in a position to 
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contribute and potentially enhance the diversity of the organizations that they join, thus 
promoting innovation and creativity in American enterprise. Moreover, the lessons they learn 
from their assimilative process where they imbibe the “best of both worlds” further contribute to 
the uniqueness of the immigrant’s human capital. The study also highlighted the fact that on top 
of the immigrants’ human capital, they had to visibly demonstrate tangible contributions to 
organizations in order for them to get ahead in their careers. Therefore, this study observation 
should be a lesson to all immigrants that they need to show their value to the organization for 
them to be recognized as potential leaders.  
At the organizational level, harnessing the unique human capital of immigrants can benefit 
companies that want to use leadership diversity as a source of organizational capital. 
Specifically, organizations can tap the “adaptability” of immigrant leaders to compete in an ever-
evolving, competitive, global marketplace.  Also, organizations can help potential leaders plan 
their career paths – ensure that they have adequate training and experience to achieve their 
potential. 
Individual coping mechanisms and personal endowments, no matter how strong they are, may 
not be sufficient to face challenges in assimilation and the leadership journey. This study has 
revealed the strong role of family support, community networks and student or professional 
associations – organizational and societal resources -- have contributed immensely in 
complementing the migrants’ individual human capital to achieve success.  The study 
participants confirmed that family and relatives who have already established domicile in 
America helped them tremendously in the early phases of their assimilation process. This has 
important implications to government policies that separate migrants from their families. 
Notwithstanding the human and social impact of such policies, this study suggests that the 
physical presence of family and their support provide positive outcomes to immigrant 
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populations, a part of America’s human resources who are potential organizational leaders of the 
future.  
Participating in student associations and community or ethnic networks appears to cement the 
support foundation for migrants. Existing Chinese networks have a best practice of organizing 
student associations that provide transportation, housing, sociocultural and even financial (from 
the Chinese embassy) support to incoming migrants who come to the U.S. for graduate 
education. This can be a model for migrants from other countries. Participating in social and 
cultural activities provided by ethnic organizations also promotes self-identities of the immigrant 
leaders and appears to enhance their appreciation of both American culture and their own 
ethnicity. It is also possible that these immigrant leaders are inherently open-minded about new 
cultures and experiences that enhance bicultural appreciation. In fact, many of them advise future 
immigrants to embrace cultural differences and immerse themselves in U.S. society. The 
organization can have a role here by ensuring that migrants have information about and access to 
these cultural networks, student associations, and civic organizations in their sponsorship 
programs. In fact, sponsorship has been identified as an important yet underutilized tool for 
affirming aspiration, unlocking potential, and driving engagement in diverse talent (Pace, 2018). 
Another important lesson at both individual and organizational levels is the role mentorship 
plays in enhancing the immigrants’ development as leaders. The study has shown that 
immigrants, especially those who became leaders of large organizations, benefited from the 
presence of mentors and supervisors who supported their career aspirations. 
The same mentorship factor at an individual level also has implications at the organization level. 
If an organization wants to develop leadership diversity and groom potential leaders who are 
culturally competent to manage an increasingly multicultural constituency, then the benefits of a 
mentorship program cannot be underestimated. From an organizational perspective, companies 
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that compete in an increasingly global and multicultural marketplace may want to consider, as 
part of their human resource strategy, hiring and developing leaders that have diverse and 
multicultural backgrounds. The success of such a strategy has been well documented in literature 
(refer to Chapter 2, Literature Background, section on Leveraging the Benefits of Leadership 
Diversity). Diverse leaders who know how to navigate diverse markets impact the bottom line of 
the company. The challenge for companies then is how to attract, hire, develop and retain these 
diverse leaders without violating existing laws of discrimination and equal employment 
opportunity.  
Admittedly, it is a balancing act for companies to muster organizational policies that enhance 
their cultural diversity without crossing the line between hiring culturally competent, diverse 
leaders and avoiding the trappings of having employment decisions that are based on national 
origin, race, color or sex. This requires a clear organizational vision from top management as 
well as thoughtful policies and procedures that are beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, 
this study has brought to the surface that minority immigrants, Asians in this case, have a value 
proposition that U.S. organizations should not ignore if they are serious about increasing 
leadership cultural competence as a leverage to successfully compete in today’s increasingly 
global marketplace. 
Implication for Government Policy 
The literature review in this study has shown demonstrable net benefits of immigration in terms 
of America’s economy and its social and scientific enterprise. Numerous empirical studies 
sponsored by academics, practitioners and government agencies alike have claimed the positive 
effects of immigrants on U.S. society. The findings in this study regarding immigrants’ high 
level of human capital, their demonstration of value to business organizations, and the positive 
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impact of existing family support to their assimilation process have implications for government 
policy. 
The 2017-2018 U.S. administration’s shift in thinking from family-based reunification principle 
to a merit-based point system has invited a lot of debate nationwide. There are certainly pros and 
cons to either program. However, the findings in this study suggest that family members play a 
huge role in the advancement of immigrants who are potential leaders that will shape U.S. 
organizations. The U.S. administration’s proposed point system considers a rather focused 
dimension, but would seem to pose a difficult choice to people with families who are left behind 
in their native countries. Such a policy needs to be examined in light of findings from studies 
such as this one and others that have larger data sets. Additionally, given the track record of 
advanced educational degrees and demonstrable value of the Asian immigrant community, 
empirical data from this research and other similar studies will help inform policymakers and 
government think tanks to consider multiple factors in the context of a more thoughtful and 
compassionate immigration reform. 
Limitations 
This study included only immigrants who successfully landed leadership roles and excluded 
those who did not succeed in getting those roles. Thus, a limitation of the study is its inability to 
isolate factors that worked and did not work for the same migrant pools. There was no control 
group to compare whether the same factors that facilitated the assimilation and leadership 
development of successful immigrants were used by the “unsuccessful” ones.  
Another limitation is the sample size. While an n of 24 in an interview sample or a total N of 42 
carefully selected participants in the entire study is an acceptable sample size for 
phenomenological type of research (Creswell suggests a heterogeneous group may vary in size 
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from 3 to 15 individuals), study sizes of 80 to 100 people are not unheard of in recent qualitative 
diversity research.  
Furthermore, the possibility of a relationship between cultural traits leveraged/suppressed and 
leadership styles can only be introduced but not established in an exploratory study such as this 
one. Establishing the magnitude and direction of the relationship between cultural dimensions 
and leadership styles have been done by previous studies. However, none of them have 
introduced the relationship of suppressed cultural traits with leadership styles. Additionally, the 
focus of the study has been on a particular Asian culture vis-à-vis the “majority” culture in the 
U.S. Considerations for how one Asian culture interfaces with other Asian cultures need to be 
taken in future studies as well. The multicultural aspects of American workplaces may differ 
from the workplaces of many Asian or European workplaces. 
Future Research 
This study has assumed that leveraged or suppressed cultural traits have a relationship with 
leadership styles. However, such assumption may not hold true under all organizational contexts. 
Previous cross-cultural leadership studies have tested such assumptions using observable cultural 
dimensions at the societal or national level. A future research direction could be to investigate 
the relationship between leadership styles and cultural dimensions at a more proximal level such 
as the organization. First, researchers need to address the question: What is the relationship 
between leveraged/suppressed cultural traits ‘inherited’ by leaders at a societal/national level and 
their leadership styles? Then they need to address a related question: In what organizational 
cultural contexts are these leadership styles most effective?  
On the topic of immigrant assimilation, previous assimilation theories have focused on the 
socioeconomic and cultural aspects of migrant assimilation into the host society. This study has 
posited that integrating psychosocial coping mechanisms with socioeconomic and cultural 
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dimensions helps researchers and practitioners to better understand how leader behaviors are 
shaped as a result. This proposal of an integrated approach needs to be methodically and 
systematically tested to hold theoretical ground. For example, none of the immigrant leaders in 
this study confessed to having used disengagement strategies. While such a finding associates 
these leaders with positive psychosocial coping mechanisms in facing socioeconomic and 
cultural assimilation challenges, future research needs to systematically examine the rationale, 
compare behaviors with a control group, and develop alternative interview questions to explicitly 
explore the presence or absence of disengagement coping among different groups. 
Moreover, this study has found the median and range of time it takes for Asian immigrants to 
become leaders in the U.S. While previous studies have investigated time as a variable in the 
temporal, dynamic, emergent, and recursive aspects of leadership, none of these studies have 
explicitly provided a benchmark for the optimal duration of leadership development. Studying 
differences in duration among various groups of leaders and the impact of such duration (along 
with other factors) on leader effectiveness could be beneficial for practitioners.  
Most importantly, investigating further the effect of leaders’ adaptation process to their 
leadership development, including teasing out the degree and direction of relationships between 
cultures, available organizational and societal resources, and leadership styles may be a fruitful 
path for future leadership development research. 
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE STUDY INVITATION 
 
To:  Potential Participant in USF-DBA Study 
From:  Ramil Cabela 
Re:  Study on Minority Immigrant Leaders 
Dear Ms. ____________, 
 
My friend __________ informed me that you gave the keynote address at the last 
PNAA conference which highlighted immigrant narratives.  
I am a Filipino-American currently doing a doctoral dissertation (with the University of South 
Florida) on minority immigrants who are in leadership roles in the United States. I was 
wondering if you'd be willing to take part in an interview related to my study. 
My study focuses on the experiences of Asian immigrant leaders in the U.S. with the goal of 
finding answers to the following research questions: 
• How do minority immigrants in the U.S. experience the process of landing leadership 
roles? 
• How do U.S. minority immigrants leverage (or suppress) their cultural identities when 
leading their organizations? 
• What lessons can we learn from their challenges and opportunities? 
The study is based on the premise that an understanding of career paths, cultural characteristics, 
and challenges and opportunities experienced by immigrant leaders can help influence corporate 
diversity, cultural competency and training initiatives. The study aims to gain lessons on how 
minority immigrants progress and gain access to leadership roles. Study findings can help 
facilitate an understanding of the competitive advantages that diverse leadership brings to 
organizations. Additionally, study outcomes may inform other immigrants about successful 
career strategies as well as cultural characteristics influencing leadership that would help them 
prosper in America. 
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The primary method of data collection involves one-on-one interviews with study participants. 
The interviews will be approximately 60 – 120 minutes long and video recorded. An informed 
consent that lists a sample of possible questions will be sent to you prior to the interview. 
It would be an honor to interview you, as you are a highly respected leader in our community 
and have been a proponent for immigrant rights. Your narratives will be a wealth of information 
for this study. Please feel free to email or call me at 646-251-6744  if you have questions about 
the study. 
 
Thank you very much, 
Ramil Cabela 
 
Doctor of Business Administration, Class 2018 
Muma College of Business 
University of South Florida 
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APPENDIX B: INFORMED CONSENT 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW INSTRUMENT 
 
 
Study: Asian Immigrants in Leadership Roles in the United States: 
Lessons for Workforce Diversity 
Research Questions 
• How do U.S. minority immigrants experience the process of landing leadership roles? 
• How do minority immigrant leaders leverage (or suppress) cultural identities when 
leading their organizations? 
• What lessons can we learn from their challenges and opportunities? 
 
Introduction: Thank the participant for taking part in the study. Remind him or her of the 
research purpose and the questions that it is trying to address. Re-state that he or she has the 
right to refuse any question for any reason. Inform the participant that you may be checking the 
audio or video recording periodically. Prepare an anticipatory statement that gives you 
permission to interrupt if they wander off topic. (Example: “As we go through the interview, 
there may be interesting topics outside the scope of this research that you address. I may 
interrupt our conversation to redirect us back to a specific question and ask that we talk about 
other interesting topics in the end.”)  
Possible interview questions: 
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Each study participant will be interviewed for about 90 to 120 minutes. The interview consists of 
three parts, each part lasting about 30 – 40 minutes, with questions that may include but are not 
limited to the following: 
Part one (background, demographics and early life history) 
1. What do you currently do? (Alternative: What was the highest ranked leadership position 
you’ve had?  
a. How many team members do you oversee?  (Alternative: How many team 
members did you oversee?) 
b. What is (was) the cultural composition of your team (% of minorities)? 
c. How large is (was) your company in terms of annual revenues? Number of 
employees?  
d. What is (was) the cultural composition of your company (% of minorities)? 
e. How would you characterize the ownership of your company? Is (was) it 
minority-owned? 
2. Tell me about your childhood including where you lived and went to school. 
3. Tell me about influential figures or role models in your life as a child. 
4. Who were the greatest influences that helped you mold who you are today? 
5. What year did you decide to come to America and what led you to immigrate to the U.S.? 
a. Possible follow-up question: How would you characterize the economic status of 
your parents/family prior to coming to America?  
6. What was it like when you first came to live and work in the U.S.? 
a. Possible follow-up questions: Did you feel different? How so? 
b. How did people treat you here in the U.S.? 
c. What were your expectations coming into the U.S.? 
d. How did your family deal with differences in your culture in your American home 
and neighborhood? 
e. How much time did you spend with people within your culture? How about other 
cultures? 
f. How did people within your culture interface with people of other cultures? 
g. How much time did you spend speaking English versus speaking your original 
native language? 
Part two (contemporary experience, particularly leadership/management) 
7. What led you to your first leadership experience? 
a. Possible follow-up question: What was your next leadership role? How did you 
get there? 
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b. What is the process of becoming a leader like as an immigrant (or part of a 
minority group) in this country? 
c. What factors facilitated your development as a leader? Or what would you 
consider to be the key events that really opened up opportunities for you to 
become a leader in the U.S.? 
d. What were the greatest obstacles? Specify the greatest challenge in your first 
leadership experience.  
8. How would you describe your leadership style?  
9. How would you describe your boss’s leadership style? 
10. What do you think are your greatest strengths as a leader? 
11. What do you think are your greatest weaknesses as a leader? 
12. What has surprised you the most about your experience as a leader in America? 
13. Describe the opportunities and challenges you faced as a leader who immigrated to the 
U.S. (not part of the dominant group)? 
a. Did you feel that you had the same level of respect as your peers from the 
dominant group? How so? 
14. Did a mentor play a role in your development as a leader? What nationality were they? 
What did you learn from these mentors? How would you describe the role of a mentor in 
your development as a leader? 
Part three (reflection on meaning; cultural, and personal reflections) 
15. As a member of the _____________ (Indian, Chinese, or Filipino) community, what 
parts of your culture are you most proud of? Not proud of? 
16. Describe the personal and cultural traits that you leveraged or suppressed in your 
leadership experience. 
a. How does your dual identity as a leader and a member of a cultural group shape 
you/your leadership? 
b. How did organizational diversity policies or mentorship programs help (or hinder) 
you? 
17. Tell me about the lessons you learned from your leadership/management experiences 
here in America. 
18. What advantages do you think you bring to your organization being an immigrant leader? 
19. Describe the key factors that led to your successes? Key factors that led to failures? 
20. Describe your definition of a successful career? Successful life? 
 
Conclusion: Thank the participant again for taking part in the study. Remind him or her of how 
the recordings will be used and that confidentiality will be maintained in the analysis and 
presentation except for those parts where he or she gave permission to be presented in academic, 
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professional or classroom conferences. Ask permission to follow-up later as needed to clarify 
information when analyzing the transcripts. 
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APPENDIX E. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON PUBLISHED LEADERS 
 
Leader Position Company Origin 
Country 
Origin 
Region 
Education 
Jess Lee CEO Polyvore Hong 
Kong 
(China) 
Eastern 
Asia 
Computer 
science, 
Engineering 
Shafqat Islam CEO NewsCred Banglades
h 
Southern 
Asia 
Computer 
science, 
Economics 
Tae Hea Nahm Managing 
Director, 
CEO 
Storm 
Ventures 
South 
Korea 
Eastern 
Asia 
Applied math 
major, Law 
Amit Singh VP, Business 
& Operations, 
Virtual 
Reality 
Google India Southern 
Asia 
Engineering, 
Masters in 
Industrial 
Management 
Hamid Hashemi CEO iPic 
Entertainmen
t 
Iran Southern 
Asia 
Bachelor’s 
degree (no 
further info) 
Lisa Su CEO Advanced 
Micro 
Devices 
Taiwan Eastern 
Asia 
Electrical 
engineering, 
Ph.D. 
Tien Tzuo CEO and 
Founder 
Zuora Taiwan Eastern 
Asia 
Electrical 
engineering, 
MBA 
Yuchun Lee CEO and Co-
founder 
Allego Taiwan Eastern 
Asia 
Master of 
Science, 
MBA 
Kamakshi 
Sivaramakrishna
n 
CEO and 
Founder 
Drawbridge India Southern 
Asia 
M.S. 
electrical 
engineering, 
Ph.D. 
Information 
Theory, 
Statistics, 
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Probability 
Theory 
Do Won Chong Founder Forever 21 South 
Korea 
Eastern 
Asia 
None 
specified 
Sheila Lirio 
Marcelo 
CEO and 
Founder 
Care.com Philippines Southeaster
n Asia 
Law (JD, 
MBA), B.A. 
Economics 
Jerry Yang Co-founder 
and former 
CEO 
Yahoo, Inc. Taiwan Eastern 
Asia 
B.S. and M.S. 
Electrical 
engineering 
Andrew Ly President/CE
O and Co-
founder 
Sugar Bowl 
Bakery 
Vietnam Southeaster
n Asia 
B.S. Business 
administration
, Financial 
accounting 
Indra Nooyi Chairman and 
CEO 
PepsiCo India Southern 
Asia 
B.S. Physics, 
Chemistry & 
Math, MBA, 
Master’s 
degree in 
Public & 
Private Mgt. 
Vinod Dham Founding 
Managing 
Director 
IndoUS 
Venture 
Partners 
India Southern 
Asia 
B.S. Electrical 
engineering, 
M.S. 
Engineering 
Abe Ankumah CEO and Co-
founder 
Nyansa Ghana Western 
Africa 
Electrical 
engineering, 
MBA 
Cesar Melgoza CEO and 
Founder 
Geoscape Mexico Central 
America 
Psychology, 
M.A. Public 
Affairs, 
Political 
economy 
Lowell 
Hawthorne 
CEO Golden Krust 
Bakery & 
Grill 
Jamaica Carribean Accounting 
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APPENDIX F. DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON INTERVIEWED LEADERS 
 
Leader  
(Study 
Participant ID, 
Gender) 
Position Company  
(Description only to 
maintain anonymity) 
Origin 
Country 
Education 
Subj01, female Director Pharmaceutical India B.A. Education, 
MBA (Candidate) 
Subj02, male Director Pharmaceutical India B.S. Engineering 
Subj03, female COO Electronics installation India B.S. & M.S. 
Biochemistry, 
MBA 
Subj04, male CEO Garment & home 
accessories 
China MS. Computer 
Science 
Subj05, female Center 
Leader 
Health insurance India Bachelor’s degree, 
Major in 
Operations 
Management & 
Information 
Systems 
Subj06, male Senior 
Director 
Pharmaceutical China Ph.D. in Statistics 
Subj07*, male Excluded Excluded Excluded Excluded 
Subj08, male Director Federal healthcare 
network 
Philippines B.A. Psychology, 
MBA, MD 
Subj09, female Director Data analytics services China Bachelors in 
Science & 
Technology, MBA 
Subj10, male President, 
Founder 
City Council, 
Law firm 
Philippines JD (Law) 
Subj11, male Editor-in-
Chief, 
Department 
Head 
Local newspaper, 
 
Private research university 
Philippines B.A. English, 
Master’s degree in 
Public Affairs & 
Journalism 
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Subj12, male CEO and co-
founder 
Healthcare e-commerce 
platform, Process 
improvement technology 
firms 
India B.S. Mechanical 
Engineering, MBA 
(Finance) 
Subj13, male CEO and 
founder 
Car audio electronics India Bachelor in 
Business 
Administration, 
Junior in Knitting 
Technology 
Subj14, female Manager International economic 
development bank 
Philippines Bachelor in 
Business 
Administration, 
Accounting 
Subj15, female Deputy 
Division 
Chief 
Global monetary 
organization 
Philippines B.S., M.A., Ph.D. 
in Economics 
Subj16, female COO Biotechnology  India B.S. Biology, 
Minor in 
Sociology, 
Pharm.D., MBA 
Subj17, female VP Clinical & reimbursement 
consulting 
Philippines B.S. Nursing 
Subj18, female CEO and 
Chairwoman 
Food processing & 
distribution 
Philippines B.A. Humanities, 
Bachelor of Laws 
Subj19, male Senior 
Attorney, 
Mayor 
(former) 
State Office of Parental 
Representation, 
City in northeast U.S. 
Philippines JD (Law) 
Subj20, male VP Clothing & fashion retail  China Bachelor’s degree 
in International 
Economics, M.A. 
in Business 
Economics, MBA 
(Management, 
Finance & 
Strategy), M.S. 
Engineering 
Subj21, female Director Top U.S. university Philippines B.A. Political 
Science, Bachelor 
of Laws, Master of 
Laws, Master in 
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Public 
Administration 
Subj22, male President, 
Councilor 
Travel agency, 
City Council 
Philippines Bachelor’s degree 
in Marketing 
Subj23, female VP Global financial services 
and banking 
China B.S. & MS 
Aircraft 
Manufacturing 
Engineering, M.S. 
Industrial Systems 
Engineering, M.S. 
Computer Science 
Engineering 
Subj24, female Senior 
Director 
Pharmaceutical Philippines BS Nursing, 
JD (Law) 
Subj25, male Director Health insurance Philippines BS Nursing, 
Master in Public 
Administration 
*Subj07 was excluded from analysis. Although he was of Chinese descent, it was discovered 
during the interview that he was born in Korea, which disqualifies him from study criteria. 
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APPENDIX G. DEFINITIONS OF LEADERSHIP STYLE CLUSTERS  
 
These clusters were adopted from the GLOBE Project’s CLT leadership profiles (Javidan, 2006), 
situational leadership theory (Campbell, 2015), and servant leadership theory (Heyler & Martin, 
2018; Mazzei, 2015). 
Charismatic/Value-Based – a broadly defined leadership dimension that reflects the ability to 
inspire, to motivate, and to expect high performance outcomes from others on the basis of firmly 
held core beliefs. 
Team-Oriented – a leadership dimension that emphasizes effective team building and 
implementation of a common purpose or goal among team members. 
Participative – a leadership dimension that reflects the degree to which managers involve others 
in making and implementing decisions. 
Humane-oriented – a leadership dimension that reflects supportive and considerate leadership 
but also includes compassion and generosity.  
Autonomous – a leadership dimension that refers to independent and individualistic leadership. 
Self-Protective – From a Western perspective, this leadership dimension focuses on ensuring the 
safety and security of the individual. It is self-centered and face saving in its approach. 
Situational – a leadership dimension adapted from Situational leadership theory which is one of 
the contingency theories of leadership that depends upon both the situation and the team or 
followers. Using this type of leadership style, a successful leader looks at many factors, 
including the motivation and ability of followers, and adapts his or her management to these 
factors. Paul Hershey and Ken Blanchard developed the Hershey-Blanchard Situational 
Leadership Theory in the 1970s. They maintained that successful leaders must tailor their 
approach to the maturity of the followers and the situation, or details and environment, of the 
assignment. For the purposes of this study, descriptors such as “adaptive”, “embraces changes”, 
“flexible” and “situational” were clustered under this category. 
Servant – a leadership dimension adapted from the Servant leadership theory which was first 
created by Robert K. Greanleaf in the early 1970s. Servant leadership is a term used to describe 
a philosophy and a series of practices based on the concept of the servant-leader, who focuses on 
being a servant first. Servant leadership emphasizes the needs of others. For example, servant-
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leaders in an organization seek to support their team members. The ten characteristics of servant-
leaders are described in Chapter 2 (Literature Background). 
 
